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“ Writers tell us to think, to seek ideas, study them 
in their various phases, carry them into our daily work, 
and improve the quality of our teaching by infusing into 
it a large admixture of the intellectual.” Thus says a 
teacher, an earnest, conscientious teacher. He continues . 
“ Bnt they do not tell us how to think ont ideas. My 
own training, unfortunately, was not such as to develop 
the mental powers systematically and to inculcate the 
habit of logical, coherent thinking. What can I do to 
compensate for this lack in my education ? ” 
The mental powers increase in possibilities by exer¬ 
cise. It is a good habit at least once a day to take np 
some thonght, the outgrowth of a difficulty that must he 
lightened, an obstacle to be surmounted, and concen¬ 
trate the mind upon it, brood over it, not only for a few 
minutes one day, but longer, and every day, until some 
1 iifk 1 _; .1 CTVl— vuorlrO SPPfirdlllff tO 
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ship and the young musician jnst launched from the 
conservatory or the studio of some well-known teacher 
upon the sea of professional life; eager, enthusiastic ; his 
vital forces, his energies, all under the highest pressure ? 
And do we not too often see the same result as in t te 
ship? A few years of work, of teaching routine, and 
we know the barnacles have grown, speed is reduced, 
the engines lose in driving-power, and results grow less 
and less. . , 
Two remedies are open to the captain of a' esse . 
can dry-dock his ship and have the hull scraped So 
can the musician whose effective force has ten reduce, 
by barnacles, to carry ont the figure. Let him scrap 
hLself clear of false ideas, negligence, '^ifferan 
prejudice, self-satisfaction, jealousy, and once more a. 
anew start on his career ready to race with the strongest 
remedy is open to the .sailor. Barnacte do 
not grow in fresh water. Let the mns.cian keep himself 
in the current of professional life, ont of thes agnan^^ 
silism that may he around him , keep P 
always in motion; *££Z battle 
againsTall Thlcte with 
TsZtFo?* musician must he J- 
as the naval authorities seek to preserve their -hip . 
A WRITER in a secular newspaper says . The ma 
A writer m .. f reproducing compost- 
defect in music is the necessity 1 ^ to read 
tions by performing t cub sonatas would 
music as it is to read books, Beettiove 
be as P°Pnlar “ ff noTirahsolnte impossibility, at 
Such a condition s t ,i tion a8 the Utopia of 
'her© 19 ft witie uiuciv of 
i tes  , t l r, r  , til s ]angnage. 1“ the latter meanings attached to 
it has been perceived. The mind works according to thought; we are fami lar "i ^ ^ ^ e>gy matter to take 
1-defined rules, but must have a starting-point. This various words in use’^ As to the objec- 
he idea to be brooded over. The results come from Up a definite thongiit an< nce ,n mn8ic,—who will 
chain of ideas which is gradually forged by the mind tion,—the necessity o I"'r ^ ^ ^pst ordinary 
en at work. Thus, not only is mental discipline deny that a charm is jned orator, and that un- 
mgthened, bnt useful ideas are evolved. If you want pr0se by the reading o ’e , contributed at the same 
ught you must seek for it, and the trained mind is derstanding of the t mug 
e to find it more readily. If a teacher is in earnest time? t it is possible to read a eom- 
mt his work, he can pnt himself in his work and take yet musicians know ia ^ M a poem, yet with 
work into his own life in but one way, and that is by position, if not with e san^ ^ ^ tb5(, The suggee- 
i higher powers given to him by the Creator. great facility. Mam ar _ , wbo do not possess 
. . tion is made, to those of ou^reade ^ work „f 
* * * this faculty to any ex^tbat^ ^ gtndy u thor. 
The war with Spain, which, at the time of writing, recognized value in P playing it over and over, 
imson the point of closing, has been an education for onghly, measure y * Btrnctnre as miuntcly a* 
r People in many ways. The magnificent record of mem0ri7.ing it, ana yzin ^ develop in the mind a repro- 
r navy has created a great interest in our nautical affairs, possible, always stn i g^ beard. The second composi 
Peeially in onr warships, their construction and mainte- duction of:ha!,: 17 read, and thns the faculty of 
uce. Two vital factors in a warship are speed and ar- tion will be eas performance will be devcl- 
ament. But it is found that the speed which a ship appreciating music ^ er may be inherent in 
able to attain immediately after launching becomes oped and strengthened jt Jf they will; and 
eaEy reduced after the vessel has been at sea for a gome, but the many ngaMe to the musician, 
ue, especially if the voyage be in the warmer waters. they should, for it is 
marine growth develops on the hnlls of the vessels 
>d retards free motion through the water. Barnacles 
e the hngbear of the navigator, who knows that in 
me of war his safety and that of his command, per- 
>ps important national interests, may depend npon the 
)eed of his vessel. 
Is it not possible to draw an analogy between a war- 
NO. 8 
from the literary side, yet it has considerable pertinence 
to the musical world. The limits between the two are 
in no wise clearly defined in many minds, and it is tone 
deplored that there is ground for the apprehension that 
with some the two terms are to an extent, a • 
synonymous. It is an undoubted fact that the 
song ’’ which is dominant in vaudeville circles, and the 
great public which supports this character of entertain¬ 
ment, is conceived in vulgarity and carried out in rnora 
than vulgar style. Perhaps it will nm it, 
course as the Irish dialect song seems to have done, bnt 
this carries with it no assurance that the spurt J , 
conceived it and the public taste that supported it will 
have undergone an elevation during the »>ter.m 
Turning to instrumental music, wo note a 
similar state of affairs. In fact, it conld scarcely 1* 
otherwise, since orchestras, bands, and piano und org^ 
players render arrangements of “popular aira and 
instrumental pieces modeled alter them or pieces u 
dancc forms in which the harmonic element is of the 
most elementary character and the rhythmic facto 
almost as all-pervasive and, consequently, as monotonous 
Is a remedy to be prescribed for this condition _ If so, 
it can only 'be derived from the thonght as ****** 
beginning of this writing. The popular taste mnet be 
2m up..". »d »7 2. 
Upon the teachers, those representatives of the^art 
P . r,,,,Tui in every Bection of our country, the 
may be *ue iar«re commercial 
modest little hamlet as well as the >»r*e 
centers -npon the teachers, we reiterate, rests a large 
centers, upu f the taste of the 
share of the responsibility ol raising 
people from any suspicion of vulgarity. 
.*.* * 
IT is sometimes a good thing for a teacher to know 
how strong is the trust and confidence reposed ,n h.u.by 
how strong Mnl<df hnt a very ordinary man, 
v rest assured that some of liis pupils accept 
J wTffi h7 s.^r authority. It is well that one 
k'now his responsibility, that lie may seek to measure 
np to it . » 
. * * 
, Ko vnlcar?” was a query pro- 
“MUST the poplar ™chat^nqna,, summer schools 
ponnded at one of the ^ many sections of onr 
”hitb nst country. A|luu 6 
A teacher Who has lived in a community for aeon- 
jwinstanceS Parti‘ular 'm* 
Z SS3d themselves well in rarious ways, tJJ- 
their 0Wvner7tJiengftl eforaThel7e,nOne day they disap 
JITid, leaving behind thern^a 
financially broken, perliaj ’ Th doubtless 
wnmes of these musical adventurers, i . 3 
. (,thcr towns and the same story is told again. 
" when Ike dispassionate observer reflect* be can not 
--rrS® 
are tboron^bly local. , . Wrre a treocral 
r»d ,k.—*«- 
nnscrnpnlous adventnrers. 
224 
The war with Spain has introduced into the English 
vernacular a new word, maftana, to-morrow. Let us ac¬ 
cept it, but not the national spirit which it is said to sig¬ 
nify. A much better is to that frame of mind which 
seeks to anticipate rather than to await, which is, per¬ 
haps, characteristic of the Anglo Saxon race. 
“Just AS good ” is a phrase one hears in commercial 
life. A merchant says to a customer, who asks for a 
certain brand of goods, “I haven’t that, but here is one 
‘just as good.’” The charlatan music teacher does 
not say this in language, but his work is a living demon¬ 
stration of the phrase. He offers pinchbeck for pure 
Amkbica is a wonderful country in many ways, and 
in nothing more wonderful than in the headlong, impet¬ 
uous speed with which intellectual culture forges ahead 
in every department. Music is no exception. We are 
still, however, at an immature stage, for, extravagantly 
as tnnsic is patronized in every part of the nation, it is 
not yet, in and of itself, a necessary part of daily life. 
A few weeks ago, in the city of Chicago, there was a 
combined strike of the stereotypers in the newspaper 
offices, and for nearly a week no English newspaper was 
issued. It gave every citizen a realizing and most 
uncomfortable sense of what the newspaper means in the 
texture of American life. The newspaper is almost as 
necessary as breath or coffee. Mnsic also is omnipresent, 
and we have it everywhere,—at the political rally, the 
church, the picnic, the park, the evening call, the con- 
cert-room, the college commencement,—everywhere and 
always. We really do love and care for music, but we 
do not always love and care for the best mnsic. We 
should stick a pin here. Whenever we have the oppor¬ 
tunity, we should play good mnsic for people. Whether 
you are a teacher or pupil, set the pace for your friends 
in matters of musical taste. All the great works of art 
are produced in this country, but we still make them too 
much matters of conventional, social functions or special 
occasions. Mr. Thomas justly considers the thirteen 
great May festivals given in Cincinnati as his most 
important achievements, but such concerts should return 
at frequent and regular intervals as a necessary part of 
the life in every great American city. In every smaller 
town good recitals by good artists should be a staple of 
the intellectual market. 
CULTIVATE THE LOVE OF NATURE. 
BY J. S. VAN CLEVK. 
When Anton Seidl was a young man, about twenty- 
two years of age, he was private secretary to Richard 
Wagner. The great master was only able to work at the 
high tension necessary for his creative labor three hours 
a day. During this time he secluded himself like a 
religions devotee. 
In the afternoon, like Beethoven, he took long walks 
in the open air, for musicians—at any rate, great ones— 
love nature as intensely as poets and painters do. 
Mr. Seidl said that during these long strolls Wagner 
took him along, but remained for the most part silent 
and answered all questions rather testily. 
The young student should emulate the great master 
by steeping his soul in the holy river of beautiful phe¬ 
nomena which we call nature. Gage yourself not by 
the accuracy with which you can detect the singer’s 
wrongly placed tones or the certainty with which you 
can find the pianist’s dropped notes for him, nor yet by 
the nicety of your balance of criticism with which you 
can weigh symphonies or operas ; but gage yourself as 
the violin is estimated, by the sensitiveness with which 
your natnre responds to the thrill of beauty. 
—WheB a child can play three pieces well and from 
memory, with a thorough understanding of them, the 
pupil has learned more than if he or she could play a 
number of pretty pieces without understanding a single 
one of them, and without playing any of them correctly 
and tastefully.—A'n.ssner. 
THE ETUDE 
OLESTIOWS 
A IS D 
ANSWERS 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
M. E. W.—The nine-note scale in D-flat as found in Mason's 
“ Touch and Technic "and in Landon’s “Foundation Materials” 
is the best for teaching a beginner. Do not teach the minor scales 
too early in the course—not until about the third or fifth year. 
Minor scales present no special difficulties, except that of the aug¬ 
mented second, when this happens to be used; therefore it is better 
to work up art effects on the D-flat and B- and E-major scales, as 
directed in the above-mentioned books, rather than spend too much 
time in merely learning the scales as such; that is, to learn the 
scales so as to know how to play each is of practical worth as 
knowledge, but to play scales artistically is better. 
L. C. B.—Mr. Ethelbert Nevin is a native of Pittsburg, Pa., and 
was born in 1862. We have seen it stated that he will live in New 
York City. 
S. S.—1. The term mass implies the portion of the Catholic ser¬ 
vice during which the consecration of the Host takes place. The 
Protestant Church has not adopted the mass as a whole, but portions 
are used in several denominations, notably the Protestant Episcopal, 
and especially among the advanced ritualists of that body. 
2. The contralto and mezzo-soprano voices are not the same, 
although the range is frequently much the same. The contralto— 
often erroneously called alto—voice is heavier in quality, and is the 
low female voice, the mezzo-soprano being, as the term “ mezzo ” 
implies, a voice between the low and high female voices,—what is 
termed a medium voice. 
3. The bass and baritone voices in men differ just as the contralto 
and mezzo-soprano in women. The baritone is lighter in quality 
and higher in range than the bass. 
F. R. W.—A short keyboard is one smaller than the regular size, 
varying from six to seven octaves. A dealer in this city says that 
they are only made to order, and generally for the purpose of sav¬ 
ing space. They cost more than regular styles. 
A. E. U.—Sherwood’s (Rev. L. H. Sherwood) “ Method of Theory 
and Harmony” consists of a synopsis of harmony, a rhythm chart, 
church music, outlining a thorough bass system, and some etudes’ 
The work is entirely out of print. 
A. E. P.—1. We think that if you write to the official journal of the 
Federation of Women’s Clubs, “ The Club Woman,” Boston, Mass., 
you will be able to get a manual for organization of musical clubs.’ 
The Chicago Amateur Musical Club, Miss Katherine D. Krlefe, Sec¬ 
retary, 440 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, is a flourishing club, and no 
doubt you could get a copy of their constitution and by-laws by 
writing to the address given. 
2. In “ The Masters and their Music,” by W. S. B. Mathews, you 
will find some valuable help in making up programs. This book is 
intended to aid clubs in their regular and concert work. 
- - ’ -AMUOIC. 
regards Chinese music, there is a book published by the Chines* 
Government, in English, that can probably be obtained in am 
large public library. For Hindu music the volume bv Sir Willian 
Jones is still considered to be the best authority. Wallaschefe’ 
“Primitive Music" contains some specimens of Asiatic music 
Hatherly s Byzantine Music” also contains some quaint sped 
mens.—Zotti* C. Elson. y 
Edward Baxter Perry on playing two notes against three. If yo 
files extend back so far, you will find the article very valuable. 
E D.-Wc know of but one school for piano and organ tuning 
connected with the New England Conservatory of Mus 
Boston. Tuning can also be learned in a factory, but progress 
slower than in the school mentioned. A man who works hfrd a, 
has some aptitude for the business can learn it in a school year 
September to June. Sometimes a good tuner who has a great dj 
of work will take au assistant and teach him the business. V 
recommend the school as the best method. 
,„hi1Le,P^>li8herc0f,t,hiS j0Ur“aI Ca" 8Upp,y severaI bo»^ on t 
subject, if you Should desire them: The Piano: Scientific Tec 
nical and Practical Instructions relating to Tuning, Rogu’latin 
and Toning/’ Splllane, 31.00. “ Practical Piano Tutor/’Mos^ 
25 cents. Construction, Tuning, and Care of the Plano » No 
ptao°Tuuer’”25 —"- - 
L. C. B.—Yes, children should learn to count aloud. If they t 
to count silently, the first difficulty in the notation or some distra 
tion from without will make them forget to count and ti 
inaccurate work, whereas, if they counfatou^ Lr w^T. 
hat time to omitted. It does about as much good for the teach 
^count for the pupil as it would if the former should eat the latte. 
M. E. W.-The first scale that a young child slm„u 1 
D-flat scale of nine notes, because when counting the^oT " ‘he 
on the end notes, when there are two, four, or eight tones “** 
and this helps the pupil very much to get true time when 
to double his speed. See Mason’s volume ii and / a “ 
"Foundation Materials” for further light on this suW 
minor scales should be taught at about the fourth or fifth 7 
See Laudon’s “Foundation Materials ” for the form of the ^ 
scale generally used for minor scale practice Main- . , 
thirds, sixths, and tenths should come into the pupil’, ”, “ 
second or third time that they go through the scales. The 
arpeggios should be learned with their scales. 
M. E. C.-If your pupil is sufficiently advanced, try Bach’s "fir., 
Prelude," which gives fine finger-work for the right hand, and SidlL 
Smith’s "Com 0 Gentil,” which gives fine work all for the left han I 
By these you will gain your purpose in part. I would also vivet»,' 
or three pieces that will cause the lack of technical practice to 1* 
painfully evident, and so show the pupil the necessity for scale snd 
Mude practice. But, better still, get the help and support of the 
pupil’s mother for a half-hour’s practice a day in pure technical 
work on Mason’s “Technics." If fine effects, musical touch,good 
accenting, and broad contrasts of tone are demanded, the work will 
soon prove interesting and there will be no further trouble in 
getting the pupil to do technical work. Direct technical work 
however, is far better for the pupil. 
Y. J. E.—To own an organ is better than having no instrument, 
but, as you say you could manage to get a piauo by buying on 
instalments, we would advise the piano; it has so much greater 
capabilities than has the reed-organ. The piano will also give your 
family much more pleasure than would the organ; and if your two 
daughters prove as musical as you seem to think, they may eventu¬ 
ally become music teachers ; but if you have only the reed-organ 
they can hardly go on with their music far enough to make it a 
productive investment. One of the worst points of the reed-organ 
is that pupils seldom go far enough in their study to become 
musically cultivated. There are fine possibilities in the reed-organ, 
but as generally taught it serves only a limited purpose in the home 
music life, and is without much force in the development of musi¬ 
cianship. 
B. J. K.—In sight reading, much is gained if you can turn the 
pupil's mind toward the subject and get him interested in trying 
to read well. The effort he will make in that line will develop his 
latent powers. Try Landon’s “ Sight Reading Album,” in which 
you will find the very best materials and much other help. 
H. W. M—The draw stops (registers) of the reed-organ carrying the 
names melodia, flute, oboe, viola, bassoon, etc., are supposed to corres¬ 
pond to registers of same names in the pipe-organ. As a mat ter of fact, 
the resemblance in quality of tone is distant, so that the names are 
really misnomers. Still, these various registers have some difference 
in tone quality, power, and pitch, which the performer can make 
use of to advantage. Where there is no pedal bass it is not always 
feasible to spare a hand for the manipulation of the registers. There¬ 
fore many cabinetorgaus have a second so-called knee-swell, which in 
effect throws on or off these registers. With this equipment the 
actual movement of t he registers by the hand may be mostly dis¬ 
pensed with. 
F. J. D.—-It is the consensus of opinion of the most eminent 
teachers of string instruments played with the bow, especially the 
violin, viola, and ’cello, that it is impossible for any one to learn to 
play really well if the study of the instrument is commenced after 
the student has attained his majority. To make a really artistic 
player the proper age to commence is between six and ten, 
although there are exceptional cases of students making good 
progress and acquiring considerable technic, who commenced as late 
as sixteen or eighteen, but rarely later. Few movements of the arm 
are so complicated or call into play so many complex muscular 
movements as the action of the arm in bowing a string instrument 
in such manner as to produce a tone at once pure, smooth, and 
strong, and for this reason the years of muscular training to accom¬ 
plish it must be those of childhood and youth, while the muscle* 
and bones are soft and pliable, and the joints loose, and one 
“ grows ” to the instrument, so to speak. Of course, it is possible to 
learn a little on the violin at any age in life, but even comparative 
mastery of the instrument is hopeless after the student is out of his 
teen8. 
L. M. G.—1. In playing hymn tunes on the piano for singing, your 
object should be to support and prompt the singers. For this a 
strong and energetic touch is required, and it goes without sayni): 
that chords struck with all tones together can be given out mne 
more forcibly than the broken chords used by some players. e 
use of and excuse for the broken chord is that it enables one t1 
bring out the upper or melody part with more power aud clear®®* 
than the others. Used sparingly and for special effects, it is leg*11 
mate and useful, especially in the prelude to the singing. In *6° 
accompaniment it is of doubtful value. In general, the 
any tune should be legato, and should be so played in prelude. J 
average congregation, however, drags the tempo of its hymn- u 
very much, and the organist or pianist is quite justified inp®!1 
rather staccato as the only means of keeping the tune in motion. 
2. It is impossible to give a definite answer to your question as ^ 
the reason for the moaning of your pipe-organ when the win 
passing out. It would seem at first blush that the moaningo 
organ resulted from the torturing it had just received froD1 
player. The second explanation suggesting itself would 
phenomenon the despairing search after the “ lost chord.” *» 
ever, neither of these may be a supposable case, the next an P 
able solution of the mystery that is the bellows is at fault, ^ 
ing occurring just as the bellows is emptying. A judicious 
tion of machine-oil may remedy the trouble. If not, you vrl ^ 
to call in au expert to examine the instrument. The waters 
always be turned on slightly until the bellows is full,then a 
head. 
Vkbpi will make Milan his permanent home. 
A pdblic square in Vienna has been named after 
* ‘tal ,e“ de " 
T™ w— p»wi' «““•0nly 1"r o"‘ 
flpath will keep her away. 
“ violin to b. p!.,«t b? • d”v“ bj 
action, is announced in London. 
! EDMOr is current in the papers that Paderewski is 
to be married. The lady’s name is not given. 
Heinrich Hofmann has been made a member of 
Senate of the Royal Academy of Arts in Berlin. 
Me Philip Roth, editor of the “ Berliner Signale, 
died in June. He was a violoncellist of some repute. 
The German Emperor has offered a prize to amateur 
singing societies. The next competition will be held a 
Cassel in 1899. , . 
FRANK Damrosch and G. w. Chadwick are talked of 
as successors to Carl Zerrahn in the directorsh.p of 
Boston Handel and Haydn Society. 
The Roman public is said to be very jealous of outside 
composers. But few new operas have ever sneceede 
there unless the composer was a Roman. 
Three of the leading singers in Sir Arthur Sullivan’s 
new opera, “The Beauty Stone,” are Americans,-Miss 
Panline Joran and Messrs. Devoll and Isham. 
One-third of the pupils in the Stuttgart Conserva 
tory were studying music with the idea of entering 
profession. Twenty-seven of them were Americans. 
Alfred Ernst, who died in Paris lately, was edu 
cated for scientific pursuits, which he abandonee or 
literature. He was a firm advocate of Wagner’s cause. 
Victor Herbert, director of the Pittsburg Sym 
phony Orchestra, is in charge of band concerts at Man 
hattan Beach. The world of art is a world of contrasts. 
A writer says the reason that Italian singers are 
dropping out of public view is due to the fact that they 
will not learn to sing in any other langnage than t eir 
own. 
Victor Maurer, the distinguished French baritone, 
has written a course of lectures on the history oI music 
for a Paris society. They will also be delivere 
England. 
Verdi was in Milan during the recent bread riots in 
that city. Being importuned to leave, he said, In my 
time we had a revolution nearly every year. I am nse 
to them.” c ' 
IE Jubilee Siingerfest to be held in Cincinnati nexb 
will have a new hall, constructed at a cos o 
,000. Half of the amount is to he raised by pnb ic 
cription. 
HE oldest chair of music is that of Gresham Col 
, Loudon, founded in 1575. Sir J. Frederick Bri ge, 
nist of Westmiuster Abbey, is the professor of music 
his college. 
uccini, the Italian composer, is writing a new opera, 
rie Antoinette is to he the central figure. Puccini is 
irdent sportsman, and conceives much of his mns 
en out shooting. 
b Paris correspondent says, “Americans should sing 
lian in France and French in Italy. The criticism 
ongh which they pass in Paris (behind their hat s 
nething scathing.” 
^T a vote for a concert program to be given in an Bug 
h city, Rubinstein’s “Pathetic” symphony receiv 
J votes, Schubert’s unfinished symphony 55, aui w 
RooiLzvn.... 1 — 4 _ _ .1 Cl 
THE ETUDE 
that a cheap violin could be played on. He proved it. 
The violin in question cost $1.25. 
It may not he known that Madame Belle-Cole, a 
favorite singer on the English concert and oratorio 
stage, is an American. She is one of a large number of 
our singers who have made successes in England. 
Sir Arthur Sullivan, who was to write a cantata 
based on “ The Vicar of Wakefield,” has been compelled 
to give up the idea owing to ill health. The cantata 
was to have been given at the festival in Leeds, Eng., in 
October. 
A French painter, Moreau, has bequeathed to the 
Academy of Fine Arts the snm of $20,000, for the 
establishment of a triennial prize for the best work in 
music, painting, sculpture, architecture, and copper 
engraving. 
One of the great firm of Krnpp Bros, has put up a 
theater for the workmen. Price of admission will be 
low on which condition the owner furnishes gratuitously 
the hall and electric lighting to the manager who pro¬ 
vides the entertainments. 
ROSENTHAL contributed an article on phrasing and 
expression to a London paper, which emphases the 
importance of accentuation. A cnt.c says that h.s 
accents in Schubert’s “ Sehnsneht Walzer take all the 
“longing” out of them. 
A GERMAN contemporary, “Die Kamniermusrk 
prints an account of some experiments in “akin« 
fins made of clay. The instruments arejud to po«* 
a sweet, yet powerful, tone, and to speak very easrly 
They are on exhibition in Berlin. 
At a recent exhibition in Turin, Italy, a number of 
copy made by Vuillaume in Pans, and ** J,ttU 1,1 
—t ^ * PagaDiDi TtoZl of Guiraud, who 
A FRENCH composer, by t ^ p,im. 
died some years' “u^ed letters were found in 
After his death over - . ;tjn„ letters, 
u. *•«— “ * Tl'Ja 
and only absolute necessity, so ,t is sain, 
take up the pen. j ned a national edi- 
Thb “Musical Conner’ “r°“ the Mlne. An 
“Ii S 
™■£££££-» * «-4 — 
The program for the 
range and rich in ° Barne-Jones reminds one of his 
THE recent death facc g0 spiritualized 
beautiful head of Paderei begt portraits of the 
and perfect that it a‘» J trne exponent of the 
famous pianist. Tbe 1 he irit of the divine 
-■re""-- ”d “ 
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eighty-two years of age, yet never missed a single 
engagement of this long tour. 
We are inclined to look down upon Sooth American 
cities, and consider them far back in the matter o 
progress. Buenos Ayres has a Conservatory of Music, 
founded by Baasi, and the repertory of an)i0p*ra 
pany includes “Sapbo,” “Lc Ito. d’Ys,” and other 
works of the modern French school. How many of the 
large American cities are any better ofl ? 
Three members of the Boston SymphonyOrehestra 
are reported to have gone down w.ft atod 
“ Bourgogne.” They are Leon Jacqnet, first flute , Lwm 
Pourte.au, first clarionet, and AU-t Weiss seriind oboe. 
The loss of these three men and that of Leo Schu U, 
’cellist, who goes to New York with Mr. Paur, will 
make a big hole in the Boston orchestra. 
MR. B. J. Lang is announced to give a series^of^five 
concerto in Boston, giving a number of 
Bach, for one, two, three, and four 
tral accompaniment. A fine copy of an old Erarfbmp- 
sichord is to he used. The proceeds are t«, be used to 
the purchase of orchestral scores for the Ruth Barrage 
library for home study by music students. 
MR. Max Lowknste.n, tbe well-known ma^ger of 
New York, announces that he has arrangerl to a pe 
manent orchestra, under the leadersh.pofLm.n sue 
formerly director *^dorf- 
The series of ^k<j ^ him to New York 
Mr Schultz', ’cello soloist of the Boston Orchestrs. 
canvaS’ „ „resident of the National Conserva 
MRS. THCBBKR, P offercd a scholarship tor 
tory in New Tork^ has > ^ of the institution, 
harp-playing, * J in8tmment in the modern or- 
Tbe harp » a ya’“* ted for study by women. 
pl““ 
ons musical lustitu io , ^ $350,000 a year, yet a 
servatoire, amounting not for foreign visitors 
correspondent says that ^ 0p6w Comiqne, and 
“ the directorship of ‘ £ ^ for an ornamental 
the Odton would be only 
—”»«'•rr.rx'^ 
the subjective player. 
by FANNY BLOOM FI BLD-ZEISLKR- 
To BE a great artist it is necessary to be subjective 
To BE a great j muH, choo8e between the 
“d i;!u; , place the subjective artist higher. 
r ““I*!'ilu ^ those flashes of 
learned. In mus ;ind rouSe the 
enthMias® auditor completely set logic at defiance 
and disarm all criticism. highest 
^-Ubont strong fee mgs wh() betrays no en.<- 
of the Classics is not to *itb the so- 
player, if he he a true ar • do justice to tbe 
called divine «P"k'’1fh7different composers, and 
peculiar 5‘ di wallity to enter into the 
at the same b»^ ^ ^ to infl„ence his 
performance, an . nf6 to the creation, 
interpretation sufficient y < K ki ^ and not 
and will awaken in the Instead 
I- than Bering of the 
ofbecommgmonoto ^ to the emotions 
same piece wil w. heart and thus he will 
which happen to then HWay ' Ume he plays it. 
really re compose thecompoa.t«» ^ to 
I would lSk«®«playing Of the subjective 
“Pjgmlhon,” great though it may be, to the «ork of 
God, the creation of natnre ? 
The too carefully. Io** 
detail, where the Ant It when one refines a 
in the greater <.na.' faultless excellence of Pattf. it 
vocal performance to the »niu*» vocalism. The 
is no long®1 "B’old^ rrofiww Orel!, alter attending 
great critic of lk rlin, ^ wonderfhl '°t of 
Snaofhercancwta, saad I » onoe!” Some 
notes; I should .ik® performance until it is a mere 
organists overrefine their per ^ or(£an- 
display of organ regie work by a similar process 
plaf ing. Pbw.*** tkf,A the piano and not piano- 
intil it is merely Play’ ? . j k >'oW 0f recently bad a 
playing at all. ’ tenanted to have it very sharp, 
present of a penknife. He ' . d it ()n bis return 
L,d went to the anything now;” an 
he said, I apa, it _ , entirely 
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practical pointy by Eminent Teocberj 
dVIJLID 
Making Mistakes. 
S. N. PENFIELD. 
Kv KR\ teacher finds an occasional scholar who, even 
alter faithful practice, persistently strikes the wrong 
notes, or, if the notes are right, they are timid and be¬ 
hind time. It is a serious annoyance to both teacher 
and pupil, especially as the latter is generally one of 
those conscientious pupils who worry over shortcomings 
and become discouraged. Driving or scolding the 
scholar does little good,—sometimes positive harm. It 
makes the pnpil more nervous and the playing more 
faulty. 
We find, for cases somewhat analogous, two persons 
learning to swim. One laboriously thrusts out the arms 
as ordered by the teacher, tries to lift the feet, and to 
rest the chest on the water. Finding the chin going into 
the water, a sudden fright takas possession, and back go 
the feet to the ground. The other dashes on, knowing 
that he can not drown in such shallow water. He has 
occasional entire duckings, but he succeeds. 
Again, two persons attempt to learn to ride the 
bicycle. One twists the handle-bar right and then left, 
as told by the instructor, and gets on well until the in¬ 
structor’s hand is withdrawn, when a panic seizes him, 
and he goes incontinently to the ground. The other 
dashes off, getting sundry tumbles, but, as the ground is 
near and it does not hurt, he does not mind it, and rap¬ 
idly acquires assurance and ultimately attains success. 
There is a lesson here for the piano student. So soon 
as the exercise or piece is reasonably well learned, it 
should be played, allowing no stops or breaks whatever 
going always onward, as though every note were correct. 
Dash will frequently carry every difficulty before it. 
Then repeat the passage cautiously, picking up all the 
notes previously dropped. The teacher should encour¬ 
age rather than scold. Frequently, too, it will he 
helpful for the teacher to play the right-hand part octave 
thus making a duet. This may act as a tonic and brace 
up the scholar like the teacher’sbaud under the breast of 
the swimmer or on the seat of the bicycle. 
teacher was transported into another sphere ; her soul was 
in a blissful dream, from which she was rudely awak¬ 
ened by the remark of second teacher, “ Well! that fel¬ 
low has altogether too much technic.” 
The first teacher lost sight of the technic in the per¬ 
fect rendering of the ideas of the composer. The second 
teacher lost sight of the interpretation by considering 
the whole thing as only a display of technic. 
Scales. 
FRANK L. EYER. 
“ Do N’t give me anything in sharps; I hate sharps.” 
“ My daughter can play in six flats.” 
These two remarks were made recently in the writer’s 
hearing. What peculiar ideas people have concerning 
scales ! Why should sharps be any more difficult to play 
than fiats, or why should the ability to play in six fiats 
be any special indication of a pupil’s musical learning? 
Become familiar with the scales, and the key of a piece 
will be of little consequence to you. 
Scales, the great bugbear of so many pupils and 
teachers, are easily conquered, and become a source of 
much interesting and satisfactory study, if properly 
handled. 
Relate the history of the scale to the pupil. Then 
before he plays let him take a piece of music-paper and 
write the scale of C, give the letters, and indicate the 
half-steps between the third and fourth and seventh and 
eighth intervals. Then have him write down the finger¬ 
ing. There were some excellent rules for fingering scales 
in the May Etude. Now he may play it. 
Pursuing this plan, you can take a new scale each 
lesson, and have your youngest pupil able to play all the 
major scales in a short time, and understand them, too, 
and then later on the minor scales can be taken up in 
a similar manner. 
Technic. 
.MADAME A. PUPIN. 
There are many teachers who affect to despise the 
claims of technic, who ridicule the idea of being mathe¬ 
matically exact about the movements up and down of 
the fingers, who disdain the use of the metronome and 
speak slightingly of the attempt to attain a speed of 800 
or more notes a minute. Some of these teachers have 
been heard to say, “There is too much talk about 
techn.c. I teach my pupils to play with expression from 
the beginning.” 
All this is absurd. Technical skill is necessary to 
execute any piece, and if it can not be properly executed 
how can the expression be satisfactory ? A finished 
technic is imperative for the performance of the best 
compositions, but the technic should be so perfect that 
it is lost sight of altogether. When a pianist wishes to 
give bis conception of a composition heshould find noth¬ 
ing between his thought and its realization. In playing 
lie should lie unconscious of the technical part for the 
technic is not the end and aim of the piece, but only the 
means to the end. The new education finds exact and 
scientific methods of study, the shortest way to attain 
the objects of study. 
Two teachers went to hear De Pachmann First 
teacher gave a great deal of attention to pupils’ technic 
Second teacher was stoutly opposed to the waste of time 
over much technic, and claimed that this time could be 
1 letter utilized by giving the attention to the interpreta¬ 
tion. De Pachmann played a Chopin program : dainty 
ethereal melodies enriched by fairy embroideries. Find 
The Rhythmic Sense. 
LOUIS C. ELSON. 
There is probahly no human being whose mind is 
normal who is devoid of a sense of musical rhythm It 
is not too much to say that rhythm is the chief natural 
element m music, and that those who affect to despise 
nythtn are attempting to deprive music of its very 
foundation. Occasionally, as in Schumann’s “Euse- 
bius ” a great composer can deliberately abnegate clear 
rhythm to attain some especial result (dreamy introspec¬ 
tion in this instance), but at the best it is a hazardous 
experiment. Conflicting rhythms are also only permis- 
w 0r,°e.^r effeCtS’ 38 the *na'e ‘he second act of 
Wagner s The Mastersingers of Nuremberg, ” for a riot 
acene ; the three rhythms of the hall music in Mozart’s 
Don G.ovanm” (|, J, and I), to imitate the bustle of 
estivity ; the two rhythms of soldiers’and students’ 
choruses in Berlioz’s “Damnation of Faust,” to give 
he burly burly of street life outside of the dwelling of 
the forsaken Gretchen ; but all of these things are 
abnormal and not to be mistaken as rules 
eve^the6 ^ bodie8’ 
even the lowe animals come under the influence of 
ythmic impulse ; when we are told that dogs, horses 
filKrUui The1''18’ 8Pidr etCM “l0Ve mUSic’” we W find that they are simply sensitive to rhythms and 
..thiag at for ,h, w, of pragrJT'" “™ 
Vacation Work. 
K. A. SMITH. 
As a rule, pupils who have studied music through the 
----wssrd 
more zest and enthusiasm. What may have h 
through the vacation time will be made up JT1* 
two weeks of study, the mind being more 
more receptive, and the attention more concentaS* 
“Can One Learn Tone Production ry p[ic„, . 
Mechanical Methods 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
this is a question much discussed pro and con bv tk 
profession, and to many still remains an onen „ 
While it is true that tonal effects are the result SpnS 
mechanical action, it is nevertheless true that these J! 
mechanical actions are themselves the result of voliZ 
and of a preconceived artistic conception. For instance 
an artist produces an extremely pure and beautiful tone' 
which few pianists are capable of doing, and forthwith 
the mechanics of our profession begin to analyze the 
manner, physically, in which this tone is evolved They 
dissect the muscular action with their musical scalpel 
and then attempt to reproduce the same quality of tone 
from the piano, but without success. 
Why? Because they have no true mental conception 
of the tone per se; in other words, they do not feel the 
same tone quality through intuition, and hence fail to 
give it a proper expression except other than in a certain 
degree of imitat ion. That finger action will, under cer¬ 
tain muscular conditions, produce certain tone quality I 
freely admit, but the imitation not innately conceived is 
as much like the original tone product as a cheap chrorno 
is like a master-work of pictorial art which it imitates. 
Mechanically it may be a perfect reproduction, but the 
“getit ’’—the soul or inspiration—which immortalized 
the original is lacking 
Herein, then, lies the stumbling-block to those me¬ 
chanical musicians who ignore the divine spark, the son! 
of music, and think that by analyzing the vehicle that 
produced it, or was rather the medium of its expression, 
they have found the inspiration itself. 
Conld the brush of Rubens or Murillo, or in fact any 
artistic giant reproduce any of their famous works in the 
hands of another artist, however clever he may be? 
The vehicle is the same—mechanically speaking—bnt 
the ideal conception is lacking, and, for this reason 
alone, the ideal in art can never lie encompassed by 
purely mechanical action. 
I can remember that while in Paris I frequently visited 
the Louvre, and was impressed with the perfect repro¬ 
ductive work of a copyist who was always found copying 
a certain painting of Murillo. 
The excellence of his work excited both my admira¬ 
tion and cariosity to such an extent that I finally engaged 
him in conversation, during which I learned that he bad 
been doing no other work for several years past bnt copy 
that one master work. So perfect had he become in its 
every detail that it wanted nothing lint the halo of 
inspiration which surrounded the original to make it 
a masterpiece. 
So also it is, and ever must be in music. We may 
become clever copyists by imitating the mannerisms and 
qualities of others, but to become an original we must 
develop our own intuitive perceptions and conceptions. 
To my thinking, technics—pure and simple—have as 
important a psychological phase as mechanical, and to 
that two-sided development belongs the awakening ol 
latent and intuitive tone instinct. 
An artist can evidence his purity of tonal conception 
in the most uninteresting of finger exercises. Why, 
therefore, shonld not the student be made to realize the 
fact, and study (or rather develop) tone quality right in 
these so-called “dry-as-dust exercises?” 
The same simple exercise can be made the vehicle for 
all varieties of tone production and dynamic qualities, 
and it is the best teacher who produces these varied 
results with the least technical material. 
The good old days when to acquire technic it was con¬ 
sidered necessary to wade through all of Plaidy, Czerny, 
Cramer, dementi, etal, is, I am glad to observe, the 
almost obsolete theory of past decads and generations- 
Condensation with concentration and conservation 0 
energies is the modem watchword, and fortunate is H>e 
teacher—more fortunate the pupils—who is thoroughly 
in touch with its theories aud possibilities. 
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T F E DEL —You have fished up out of the run- 
ino stream of your consciousness quite a string of shin- 
g(,aestions of various sizes, from the minnow up. 
2ce I have from time to time a good many fish to try ot 
STLnt species, let me attack the lot you bring. 
"First You say that yon are occupied in the work o 
the college curriculum, and that your father being a pro¬ 
fessor it is doubly important that you should take a de 
Z ’ I congratulate you on having a college professor 
L a father, as his intellectual horizon is likely to be a 
wide one. Music is an intellectual occupation, remem¬ 
ber that, and the crying need of the average musician is 
that he should live in more than one room. So far s 
living in an attic or camping out in your studio is con¬ 
cerned, the necessity of so doing may be an evidence of 
genius and the royal signet of A polio. But, intellectu¬ 
ally you should live in a mansion of many chambers 
and if possible, in a palace. As for intellectual breadth 
and versatility, I know of no class of men, not even the 
ministry, to whom it is more practically advantageous 
than to the musician. Do not, therefore, I exhort you 
cramp and stunt and impoverish your general intellectua 
life for the sake of a little fancied augmentation of tech¬ 
nical power or even for a real gain, as you will have to 
pay fearfully for this advantage. The race-horse who 
comes in a neck or a nose ahead of his competitors may 
snddenly change his valuation from $5000 to $50,000, 
and may cause a perfect landslide of the gold and green 
hacks of the betting community; and, alas! there is too 
much of this spirit in music, also this disposition to 
treat pianists as race-horses. I once heard my friend, E. 
B. Perry, the pianist, say of Paderewski, with a degree 
of cheerful resignation, as if the state of the case were 
as it shonld he, “ Paderewski gets to the goal with just 
that inch or two of advantage which surpasses the rest. 
The other day, also, a lady pianist, an enthusiast in the 
art, boasted to me that she had heard Paderewski twenty- 
two times. She was simply proving to me the re¬ 
verse of what she intended, for no one artist can he so 
great that he alone is worthy of being heard. No one 
artist is greater than art. I have discoursed on this head 
thus fully because your mental attitude is that of a large 
majority of our music students. They too often gage 
achievement by the power to dazzle and eclipse, and con¬ 
sider the mere excitation of wonder as the chief purpose 
of musical performance. Do not, therefore, he too im¬ 
patient to plunge into the mad battle for technical dis¬ 
tinction. Develop and strengthen the faculties ot your 
wind, that you may be able to hear the inner whispers 
of music as well as her shouting in the streets. By all 
means take the three years requisite for your degree. 
Second. Yon ask if you had better rush through with 
the degree in two years, since your music teachers are 
not of the best, and you can, by that means, get one 
year sooner into the hands of a distinguished teacher. 
It is doubtless an advantage to have good teaching early, 
hut the intellectual advantages of your environment 
offset completely any probable shortcomings of your 
music teacher. 
Third. Yon say you are seventeen and that your 
parents only began your musical instruction a year ago. 
Here again is some disadvantage, though not a very 
serious one. It is best to begin music, if possible, be¬ 
fore the age of ten, though all cast-iron rules in this 
matter are worse than useless ; they are positively mis¬ 
leading. There are those who begin in infancy aud 
fondle along all their lives, aud again there are others 
who, not beginning until they attain years ot adoles- 
cence, nevertheless attain to high proficiency. It is a 
longtime from now until you will be thirty, neverthe 
l,ss’ and when slow Time has floated you in his canal- 
toat to the station of your thirtieth birthday you will 
“till have before yon forty years, which is time enough 
Do not, thefefore, be impatient, for impatience is the 
deadly canker-worm in the rose of art. 
Fourth. Yon say you practice six or eight hours a 
day, and ask if yon can at this rate carry out your am¬ 
bitions. No ; six to eight hours a day will not do. You 
must strain up your courage to the sticking point and 
work four hours a day, or less. At the rate you say you 
are going either one of three things will happen : First, 
from one-half to two-thirds of your practice will be 
spongy aud watery, and your art will be a feeble exotic 
plant, forced not to maturity, but to prematurity, by 
hot-house methods ; second, yon may be able to compel 
yonr brain to work the given number of hours intensely, 
and in less than five years yon will be going abroad for 
your health or taking up your quarters in a sanatorium, 
and may thank your stars if you escape paresis ; third, 
you may be able to endure the strain successfully, but 
at best you will become merely one of those musical 
magicians whom we wonder at for a day and forget in an 
hour. Far be it from me to recommend indolence or 
superficiality, bnt if you will divide yonr eight hours of 
study, and worship at the keyboard four hours only, de¬ 
voting the other four hours to that noble and difficult 
study, the science of music, and to the collateral sub¬ 
jects,—history, biography, esthetics, acoustics, and the 
like,—you will be far wiser. 
Fifth. You ask if training under some great master is 
better than conservatory work. There are mauy aspects 
to this most significant question, and an'entire page of 
The Etude might suffice testate the positions on both 
sides, but not to elucidate them. In my youth 1 tried 
both, and my own opinion is strongly in favor of instruc¬ 
tion from a private teacher. But such a teacher should 
be located in a large city where much good music is 
performed, and he should be sane enough to insist that 
you hear it. Furthermore, he should not tie one of 
those petty, narrow-minded, malignant creatures who 
disparage everybody and everything beyond the walls 
their own gardens. 
Sixth You ask about Godowsky and Dvorak. Mr. 
Godowsky is here in Chicago, at the head of the piano 
department of the Chicago Conservatory at the Am ,- 
torium. Dvorak is at present not in th.s country, but, I 
believe in Prague, Bohemia, his native country. 
Seventh You ask for addresses to send for catalogues 
Of Berlin Leipsic, Vienna and Paris schools. Now you of Berlin, Leipsic, f ,, 
arouse my American wrath. What in me 
that is reasonable do you want, at an immature stage of 
that is reason y t0 Earope, to pour out yonr 
" v like water to be put into the hands of the ass.st- 
“Tf LchetUzky Klindworth,Barth,Zwintecber,d vl 
autoofL^hetitoky K and ridicnled ,*hind 
capable of lea^'ng-^ everything „„„ Araerican in art 
this si y wor* In imposition we have done well, 
were stamped o . . tJje _t masters. We 
..,h” “T"■ 
since we know t ie su 1 Jf yon love yonr (.0un- 
nature of our pup. do ^ and if you 
try (and it is a America. If you 
love your chosen a , > when p^pd j„ artisti- 
ever go to Europe^ ^ ^ anecdoU Wore, but it 
cally mature. I inted . in February, 1*70, 
can never be too often pn ^ ^ the great 
the Grand 1 aci Jqw told me. as a young man, 
master. Dr. B am’telling you. Twenty-two 
the very same tiling ,d , the foundations of our 
ritto-t"- U abroad, and should go abroad 
only to hear and Compaq ^ gabcon9cious self or in 
Eighth‘ r Haul as brought out in modern psychol- 
ner sense of the so , f mesmerism, hypno 
ogy through in a musician’s life 
tism, etc., h»Te - nervons temperament), or in ex- 
(for they are mmallyof ^ ^ #f Beet.h#MB or 
plaining each wonderffi article or book on the sub- 
Chopin? Has there Merciful heaven! Now 
ject in connection wi ^ A,»th. indeed. As you 
ask my opinion, and Dot my reasons, I will say that per¬ 
sonally I am very eager to kuow all truth, I am rather 
prone to welcome the new with almost injudicious haste, 
aud I have been brought in contact again and again with 
all sorts of new views on religion, ethics, and art, but a 
large number of these new ideas either turn out to be 
resurrected from the tomlis of Egypt or else the undi¬ 
luted hydrocyanic acid of lies. There is, I suppose, 
some real virtue in hypnotism, but that it has any pos¬ 
sible value to a musician or is in any way related to his 
art, either for purposes of explanation or inculcation, I 
do not fora moment believe. Tennyson said, if we could 
kuow about the flower in the crannied wall, what it is, 
all in all, we should know what God aud man is. 1 
think some of our probing into the nature of things may 
lie fairly set down to idle curiosity, though when a real 
advance in knowledge is made we should welcome it 
with thanksgiving and crown its discoverers with hoDor. 
Finally, I exhort you to work patiently, honestly, de¬ 
votedly, and proportionately in the great study of music, 
and do not be led away by miraculous novelties. As a 
boy, I used to hear a hymn which will fit this case : 
** We arc traveling home to God, 
In the way our fathers trod ; 
They are happy now, and we 
Soon their happiness shall see." 
To K. S.—You say that you are fifteen years of age 
and have had five years’ piano tuition from competent 
instructors, among them one of the most eminent oi 
American pianists, aud you wish to know whether it 
would lie advisable to study the theory of music, Wliy, 
of course, my dear child j I an. only amazed that your 
“ proficient ”(?) teachers did not insist ui>on your study¬ 
ing theory before this time. This is only another dis¬ 
heartening evidence of the enormous overeuttmation 
which we Americans put upon showing off. The literary 
society which I belonged to in the University was .ailed 
the Zetagalhean, which is Greek, and means “Strive 
after the good,” and our motto was latin, “/>*., quam 
videri ” “ To be, not to seem.” These two phrases have 
so gotten into my blood that I am at times, 1 fear, dis¬ 
advantageous^ honest and too careless about externa 
appearances ; so it always arouses disgust in me when I 
see this superficial, shallow, sliow-off teaching. \ <>u 
ask if theory is hard. Yes, rather, lmt not harder than 
the Ut.n and algebra which you say you are studying. 
You also say that you wish to lie thorough, and for this 
you deserve high praise. I noticed lately in one of the 
articles of my friend, J. C. Fillmore, that a prominent 
piano teacher in a California city discouraged an ambi¬ 
tious girl like you from stndying theory. 1 consider 
such advice almost criminal. Certainly, take up theory 
at once, and if you have no good teacher available take 
a course of instruction by mail from some of our emi¬ 
nent scholars. 
MUSIC AND PROGRESSIVENESS. 
In a recent interview, Ysaye, the violinist, says : 
“This is a time of great effervescence- Never was 
there such an earnest and intense thought m 
Ml a,untries and in all the arts and 
^ . 4iniA We moat i«» forward. unpoMiwo 
K to remain stationary. When a preacher a phitaj- 
..nRer or an artist rolusee to accept new principles win. 
.re proved to lie true lie injures bis philosophy, religion, 
»Pr Among the arte music is the youngest and she 
has Mways a future Wore her. The old masters .hoiild 
", , * r i| hut the new masters also. Those of 
thTclaSc^tool we may call the gods and the more 
the clas. ^ . through the works of 
recent ones the dem. pals^ . tin(lfniUnd „n(| l„vc 
^ <■w- 
im«m- -the pure genius. In Wagner we find Bach , 
»o» I.«» 
l«l astrav by the sensuous charm of mere tone-color I 
SainGSmms. who. you know, is some sixty four 
f ™ irJ.™r.»s 
rSZ so fond of frontier music. His quartet contains 
line passages, hut it is not universal i<oetry, and I hear 
the ohoefhor n. and other orchestral instrument* tnstead 
of strings alone,’’ 
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“Can you advise me as to the study of time? I 
have been studying music for several years, but, unfor¬ 
tunately, the foundation was not properly laid, and I 
am very very poor in time-keeping and have almost des¬ 
paired of doing much with my instrumental, although 
by reading The Etude my spirits are somewhat kept up. 
My greatest wish is to be a good pianist and vocalist, 
and I am willing to do anything to accomplish this 
wish.—I. H. ” 
It will be impossible for me to give yon any definite 
information and advice owing to the insufficient infor¬ 
mation contained in your favor. The defect of time in 
playing may be due to either one of two causes : you 
may not understand the relative value of notes, and you 
may have an insufficient sense of measure and pulsa¬ 
tion, or you may be unable to play your fingers in the 
time yon wish to. The remedy for the first defect is 
very simple ; you can easily ascertain the values of the 
different times of notes by a little study, and you can 
easily learn to compute the relative value by counting 
time ; thus, by counting the number of pulsations, and 
it the long tones are difficult to keep track of you can 
simplify it by adopting smaller counting (for instance, 
pieces written in quarter-notes you can count in eighths, 
twice as many). In this way you will measure the dura¬ 
tion of long notes and chords more accurately. 
It it is still difficult to keep time, the limited use of 
the metronome would be of assistance to you. I am not 
myself in favor of practicing by metronome, because 
metronome time is not musical rhythm ; musical rhythm 
is merely mathematical rhythm vivified, and as soon as 
anything is alive it begins to stretch and shrink, whereas 
measures made by metal continue unaffected by sur¬ 
rounding influences, and they are also free from all 
kinds of digestive or other emotional disturbances. 
If you wish to improve your playing materially you 
will need, at any rate, to acquire a certain freedom of 
the hands for the performance of all kinds of musical 
passages. I or this Mason's arpeggios and two-finger 
exercises will be invaluable if intelligently applied ; 
yon will have to acquire accuracy in observing the notes' 
and times in music, and then you will have to make 
your fingers perform them. “Studies in Musical 
Rhythm,” by Edgar L. Justis (50 cents) deals directly 
with this subject. J 
If you will write me what you can play now and what 
yon have difficulty in playing, I can then give you .some 
further information. 
qmlsm?1 y°U ki“dly he'P "ie ’** lhe following re- 
,.~V 1 Ilaye “ popll thirty-five years of age, has very 
stiff joints is willing to work, but is not strong, nor is 
she fond of music ; was a missionary in India and in¬ 
tendsgoing back in one year and a half, and wishes to 
be able to play tour or five hundred hymns to be used 
in the work there. I have very little trouble in teaching 
her the time and accent and reading; but the tone * 
hard, and there is not the smoothness there ought to be • 
she is very nervous and will make mistakes even before 
L7n ,'auU7\ She Mya 8he was always so, even in 
good health I have ml vised her, when she has learned 
a piece, to play right through a hymn, no matter W 
many mistakes, and to have the feeling that if she dZ 
make a mistake it will not cause anything very dreadfaT 
She says since that she does not make so man/misake' 
nor ,s she so nervous. I also tell her to j.lay aiowlv’ 
ami have given her the following exercises: Five-S 
exercises, using the weak finger the most; scales S 
and minor and chromatic ; exercises in thirds (double 
notes). All these I have her play without lifting hands 
or arm, but raising one finger when the next key i^ 
*"”■ «"> - "«"< « £ 
“Double notes and octaves played by raising hand well 
at the wrist and arm s ightly raised at the same time 
Octaves (broken) and chords and arpeggios and ex 
ercises for separating the fingers. ' ’ ana ex' 
“ We have gone slowly over all this and a number of 
hymns in about ten months ; it takes a 
for her to learn. Would not some simple studieTsuU 
well now ? She does not want to buy much mush? it 
is piano she uses and intends to play. 
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“ 2. I have another pupil nine years old ; has fingers 
with such sharp points that I tell her to reach out well 
with her fingers and curve them slightly ; it is so difficult 
to keep the first joint from sinking in. I do not mind 
the fingers being almost straight from the tip of finger 
to the second joint, but would it do to let it sink in ? 
The child is very fond of music. 
“ 3. How can a person learn who has been well taught 
years ago, and who has been very successful in teaching 
music, and who plays very well and with great expres¬ 
sion and a touch that comes from the feelings, but who 
could not teach the modem way of touch, such as the 
up arm, down arm, and yet could not explain to another 
how she gets her own beautiful tones ? Is there a book 
upon this subject which one could get and understand 
what the terms mean, and when and how to use them ? 
I do not mean a great number of books to be gone over, 
but something which would give the name of each kind 
of touch, and the passages it should be used in. I 
know so many who have learned these touches, but when 
they take a piece without their teacher, do not know 
where to use the proper touch and fall back into their 
own way. I also know pupils from our leading schools 
of music who have studied these touches for a longtime, 
who play without any expression, and pound the piano, 
too. I used to think that touch came from entering 
into the piece one played with one’s heart and brain, 
hut I believe that a great deal can be done by proper 
training of the touch with beginners, before they are in 
a position to hear good music. 
“Iam afraid I have asked a good deal and not very 
plainly, but please give me the best answer you can. — 
A. M.” 
You will do much better with the pupil you mention 
if you will put her in Mason’s two-finger exercises and 
arpeggios of the diminished chords. If you can get her 
so that she can play the first seven chords of the Mason 
arpeggio studies, each one singly, then four octaves in 
direct form, and then rotations in accents of eights, 
twelves, sixteens, nines, and eighteens, you will have 
less of the difficulties she experiences on the keyboard. 
This work is not difficult. You will also do well to give 
her a good deal of instruction in chords, or to let her 
play all the major triads in all positions possible ; then 
the minor triads and the dominant seventh chords ; then 
teach her the cadences in every key, tonic, subdominant, 
and dominant; these three chords will give her mos* 
ol the chords she will need for the gospel hymns. 
When she cah do the cadences in those chords in one 
position, then let her take the chords in different posi¬ 
tions ; and then, in order to play the melody easily, let 
her play straight through the hymn melody alone, just 
as she would like to sing it; then let her play the melody 
and the bass together, and finally all the parts. All this 
in addition to your previous direction to play a little 
more slowly. I would say this is all that is necessary. 
I will say, however, that it seems to me unfortunate 
to load up the inhabitants of India with four or five 
hundred gospel hymns ; I should think that from sixtv 
to eighty good ones would be a great deal better, or at 
any rate, kinder to the heathen. Thus, however, is a 
detail that is really not in my department. 
With reference to the second pupil, whose fingers are 
weak I do not know anything except the use of Mason’s 
two finger exercises for elastic touch, and numbers of 
chord exercises, with rather strongly set and curved 
[heT"8-' ’ f u!" gni<lllalIy Stren8then ^em so that 
these joints will not bend in ; it is merely a sign of 
weakness, and will disappear in time 
With reference to your third question, as to how one 
,° ®“rn he8e m°dern t0nches- 1 wil1 say that the 
first volume of “Touch and Technic,” by Dr. Mason 
speaks of touch as treated in a new way, and is con- 
tinued m the fourth volume, which treats^ octoves and 
While, in my opinion, there are rather too many ex- 
p anations in the beginning of the first volume, experi¬ 
ence has shown that careful readers, who will attend to 
the diagrams and cautions, can learn to use these touch! 
that^of all rheh°nt .fl,rt?er assistance- I should think 
at, all the people who come to me after studying all 
"“k' 
from 8nCCeed perfectly. other third fail 
not paying attention. All there is in the 
lTtaUe°oft0tUhe '"I ^ g6t the PUpilS to USe 88 “"Oh or 2 ■ the playmg apparatus as the gravitv of the 
play with a musical touch you probably use vour fi 
correctly, but the chances are that by the aid of 7" 
exercises of Dr. Mason's you will acquire strength 
able to produce tones in a greater variety of volume i 
quality. Good touch in piano-playing is partly dene, I, 
upon pure musical concept and partly upon an intell 
gent understanding of the mechanical means bvwh i 
tone is produced. This, I believe, covers most of TI 
points. 1 ‘ 
OCCASIONAL LETTERS FROM A MUSIC 
TEACHER. 
BY J. C. FILLMORE. 
I HAVE lately had an experience which is veryiu. 
structive and ought to be interesting to a good many 
readers of The Etude. I have lately met a forme, 
pupil who, ten years ago, played very well. She inter¬ 
preted Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann and some 
later composers with genuine intelligence and musical 
feeling. She was always a timid, self-distrustful girl, 
and needed, more than anything else, encouragement I 
fostered her growing musical life very carefully, gave 
her sufficient technic, and sought to give her confidence 
in herselt and in the validity of her own perceptions 
She became, to a certain degree, self-reliant, and was 
able to play in public with a considerable amount of confi¬ 
dence and effectiveness. 
About three years ago, in an evil hour, she went to 
Germany, and there continued her piano study for be¬ 
tween one and two years. The first thing that was done 
with her there was to “ take the conceit out of her.’’ 
She was taught that she knew absolutely nothing; that 
she must unlearn everything she had been tanght in 
America and begin de novo. Self-distrustful by nature, 
and accustomed to rely on the judgment of her teachers 
and elders, she meekly accepted this arrogant dictum, 
began the rudimental grind of old fashioned, antiquated 
technic at the bottom, and kept it up conscientiously so 
long as she remained there. 
The net result of it all is that she has nothing to show 
for her German experience but a mechanical routine, in¬ 
adequate to the requirements of modern piano-playing. 
The musical life is crushed out of her ; her confidence 
in herself is gone, and she can no longer play even 
simple pieces in public without breaking down and mak¬ 
ing a pitiable spectacle of herself. What is worse, she 
does not seem to realize that she has got harm and not 
good out of this pedantic, martinet grind of mechanics. 
She has been completely overborne by the arrogance of 
her German teachers, and dignifies their wooden, me¬ 
chanical methods by the euphonious name of “thorough¬ 
ness. ” She seems to be unaware that there can be no 
real thoroughness in music teaching which does not de¬ 
velop and foster the musical life of the pupil and give 
him (or her) the ability to interpret music. In short, 
she has accepted her machine made German teachers at 
their own estimate of themselves, and doesn’t appear 
even to know that her musical life has been spoiled. 
Men and brethren, is it not about time that live, 
progressive American teachers, pupils, and patrons 
should emancipate themselves from the worship of the 
German fetich ? The simple truth is that there is better 
teaching done to-day in America than is done anywhere 
in Germany. The German militarism pervades German 
teaching. It is mechanical, pedantic, martinet-like, 
wooden. And I know of numerous German teachers 
who have brought these soul-killing methods to this 
country, and who, by their conceit and arrogance, make 
the unthinking believe in them and in their work. 
There is no greater humbug in the musical world to day 
than the German martinet trained in the methods of the 
Stuttgart Conservatory or of some similar school. The 
time was when we in America had much to learn from 
the Germans. That time is passed. There are no better 
pianists or teachers in the world to-day than wc 
have in this country, and of native birth, too. 1‘ 18 
high time that we did something to “ take the con 
ceit out of” the arrogant, supercilious German 
teachers, who, under the specious name of “thoroug 
ness,” kill the musical life of pupils instead of fo*'*' 
ing it, discourage instead of encouraging the 
self-distrustful, and at best attain no better results tn. 
mere mechanical correctness. Let us use our own coni 
mon-sense and mother-wit instead of allowing ourse * ' 
to be imposed on by conceited and pretentious humbug9- 
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RUSTING AND RUSTICITY. 
BY E. M. TRKVKNEN DAWSON. 
,w w wisely and wittily remarked : “ You 
ANiv «kim milk and teach cream,” and a truer 
lever was written. Nevertheless, as a matter of 
Z this is just What hundreds of music teachers are 
’ ! do at this very moment. How many, for m- 
tryl”g havin'* left the conservatory or music academy 
rl received their training some five, ten, even 
where th y „ finished” their theory course 
form), have never opened a 
look on theory or analyzed a composition smee ! Yet 
p they once learned these things and were, let us 
f thoroughly grounded in them, they imagine that 
he ’at S to remember all without further effort to 
he end cTf their days. A most unreasonable fallacy’‘OT’ 
asweall ought to know, bit by bit knowledge labori¬ 
ously acquired slips from our treacherous memories un¬ 
less periodically refreshed. 
Now this has already been pointed out from time to 
time in the pages of The Etude and elsewhere. After 
warnings of the sad but inevitable consequences of let¬ 
ting their acquirements rust, teachers have been begge , 
adjured, coaxed, cajoled, or threatened to keep their 
musical knowledge always fresh and up to date. So it 
i, not necessary for me to enlarge further on this point. 
What I want to do, however, is to consider the practi¬ 
cability of some of the means proposed by various 
writers, more especially with reference to one large yet 
strangely ignored class of music teachers—those in rura 
districts and in schools located in small towns. 
The private teacher (who visits or receives pupils, re¬ 
sponsible to no one but himself) is very much to the 
fore in the pages of musical journals; the teacher at a 
conservatory and the visiting teacher at schools near y 
as much so ; while in general no mention is made o 
those numerous members of the fraternity who fill resi¬ 
dent posts in schools all about the country. As a rule, 
these find themselves in a peculiarly isolated position, 
and are, therefore, all the more liable to rust, being set 
down in some out-of-the-way place, where there are no 
“kindredspirits” with whom to fraternize. Under these 
circumstances, how can they best profit by the adv ice 
offered to music teachers in general, at various times by 
various writers, for the avoidance of rusting? 
1. And, first, one of the commonest pieces of advice 
is: “Hear as much good music as you can, orchestral 
if possible, but anyway good music well performed. 
Listen to the best pianists and the best vocalists and 
learn from them.” Sometimes, even, “ Hear the newest 
works of the best living composers, so as to keep abreast 
with the times.” 
Now, to the class we are considering all this is a sheer 
impossibility. Not rural districts alone, but many 
smaller cities, offer no opportunity from year to year of 
hearing anything more elevating than an occasional 
" entertainment ” got up by some local organist, with 
the aid of various amateurs, consisting chiefly of flimsy 
sentimental “ ballads,” interspersed with trashy salon 
“fireworks.” So this first preservative of musical (shall 
we say?) health must perforce be dispensed with. 
Wait, though! I thought I had disposed of the 
subject, but I find that one writer recommends teachers 
in country places to journey several times a year at least 
to the nearest large town, in order to attend good con 
certs or music festivals. This seems feasible, certainly, 
and may be so in many instances ; the only drawback, 
besides expense, being that unless opportunities arise 
daring the holidays, there is often very great difficulty 
in sparing so much time without seriously upsetting the 
work of the school, thereby not only inconveniencing 
those pupils whose lessons have to be postponed (they 
can not be “missed” in a school!), but the other 
teachers as well. You can hardly expect to lie such a 
agent where you are one of a body of teachers of 
_. .. . . n-nnld lie 
Now this is all very fine, but to the man or woman 
whose every minute during the day is filled up with 
teaching music, and whose brain is far too weary at 
night for anything but light literature (or, better still, 
a refreshing stroll), this would be almost suicidal. As 
well might you expect the country physician, returning 
late and exhausted after his day’s rounds, to turn to the 
study of some abstruse medical work by way of restora¬ 
tive ; or ask a tired bank clerk to “amuse” himself in 
his spare hours by adding up columns of figures. No, 
I really do not think the hard-worked teachers can 
rightly be advised to spend their scanty leisure bat¬ 
tering their brains over stiff musico-theoretical prob¬ 
lems. 
3. One of the commonest remedies proposed is the 
reading of musical journals, and with this I entirely 
concur. For they are almost, if not quite, light 
literature,” and possess the good quality of being suffi¬ 
ciently scrappy to bear being taken up in odd moments, 
while having the immense advantage of keeping the 
belated dweller in country parts au courant with all the 
latest ideas and methods in teaching. Any teacher in 
a country or small town, who takes no music paper 
whatever (and there are many such teachers) is, and 
must be, hopelessly behind the times. 
Does it never strike the reader, by the way, as deci¬ 
dedly ludicrous that these sort of arguments, these 
remonstrances and persuasions, are obviously scarcely, 
if ever, read by those persons to whom they are ad¬ 
dressed? Much on the same principle that a clergy¬ 
man’s harangues to those who “ never enter a place of 
worship” are listened to by his habitual, regular con- 
!ZS1, ».l ... b, .b, —~ W n, bop. 
tb.t P. I— *> ■■-r? 
papers forward marked »pb» » tbo* « o , 
wh,merer there i. mrjthing is that "me,™* tb.- 
4 Social intercourse with other members of the pro¬ 
fession is another favorite panacea. To “ 
practicable and exchange ideas on musical matters, talk 
over S best methods of teaching, and hear new com- 
Z i "blob ab.» bare found «M fc W* « 
Ztablo for self-practice k, considered a novererpi reni—lj 
TZr^gb, be. bn. in nr.nj . P’*™ 
.hi sj—: .«■ -- 5 ss 
«’•»' ibe,r rr-5- 5-a... *»’ 
cians (so-called) l evenin a small town 
and incompetent to a eg ■ rivalries among music 
•b. ’"“’SZZlbire.l, .n.of -b. 
re»cbere pn> P”> 1 „liog, owner 
don’t live in Utopia. - (.„rrvjnj, out some 
Six resident of the ntter ignorance of all 
sical journal. J performers, to say noth- 
new works, “77“f teaching, that this implies! Then, 
ing of new methods oHtoacb.ng,^ ^ j (:an, witta- 
as to 2, reading iraP ^ we,re possessed by 
out hesitation, state >a n)0re “improving” than 
any of them, and noth g However, when it is 
novels were reml in leisore t^,hcn( begun 
borne inmind tbatthese^ ^ ^ moming. and never fin- 
theirday s work a - _ p M B„rely no one will 
ished it before >, rare severely on this score. Next, 
feel disposed to btame of a more exalted nature 
as regards concerts, , the teachers themselves 
than an entertainment . ^ ^ takethechief part, was 
their pupil* were exp - distance to 
- in the town, while as to going j 
petent, locally trained piano teacher, who considered the 
teachers in the school rivals, and hated them cordially, 
and the organists of the two churches, one of whom was 
of third-or fourth-rate mediocrity, while the other!— 
well, for instance, he displayed his ignorance of harmony 
by very frequently accompanying a hymn-tune with 
alternate chords (from the book, that is), thus presenting 
awful unresolved discords and perfectly maddening 
modulations at times. 
So, in this particular case, which I believe to be typi¬ 
cal of many, there was little chance of avoiding rusting, 
except by reading musical journals. These are easy to 
procure by post direct from their publishers, cost only a 
trifling sum per annum, can be read in any odd mo¬ 
ments, and put no undue strain on the intellect, be«d<* 
the advantages previously mentioned. No one can afford 
to do without them, and no one can say they are out ol 
reOne other help seems to me quite practicable, and I 
do not remember to have ever seen it suggested. That 
is (5), the analysis of compositions ; in particular piano¬ 
forte music, as being cheaper and easier to procure than 
orchestral or even vocal scores. As a teacher is, more¬ 
over, bound to lay in a certain stock of pieces every term 
to give to pupils, it is possible to keep back a few-be 
they sonatas, fugues, or good modern compos.tions .n 
any form-and analyze them thoroughly Wore giving 
them out to be learned in the middle, say, or toward 
the end of the term. This will, at all events, preven 
one’s knowledge of harmony, counterpoint, wd fo m 
from rusting, or, where deficient, greatly improve it, 
while the tracing out of modulations of Pro^,0J’ 
etc in modem works is often full of interesting sur 
prises Nor do I insider that this would prove too 
hard work, for only a few measures-say, a period or a 
section—need be taken at a time. Anyway. I humbly 
offer this as a closing suggestion for wl.at it is worth. 
or 
free t r u m
different subjects, all nicely fitted in, as you would be 
'fa “private” teacher. 
-• Another susrirestion freuuentlv 
*1.0* fllPft- 
ever held in the town,tJ expfD8e of the ra.l- 
attend artistic per ^ of 8ny importance, be- 
way journey to the sleeping accomn.o- 
sides the concert tic t \ hiWtive with their 
dationforonen.ghtaswe , ^ ^ ghe spent every 
small salaries. (One o any little 
penny of hera on ^ the rainy day. 
spare cash into ' musical intercourse. 4, 
example ) The idea of any^m he only 
HINTS AND ADVICE. 
Translated for Tint F.tudk from lhe “AlorierteArw.” 
The true elementary teacher of the piano must even 
-.1 tn first lessons given to the pupil, with the finger- 
first melodies, have a thorough 
ancMuthriate knowledge of the idea. 
which are to follow, and the proper rendition 
58 The'elementary ^creates in theP-pU 
thecloaest attention to the good -^-tion of the to,.«. 
— *■ p"‘yi"* “ 
t^heVwTbe to 
tethis power and, beginning with the simplest, goon 
of judgment.—Afler I>- Kohi.kr. 
_The common man's task is the hardest The hero 
i .be hero’s aspiration that lifts him to his lalmr. All 
are easier than the little ones, though they 
for 
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CULTURE. 
A Suggestion fob Summer. 
BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
Nothing is more true than that it takes a great deal 
ol life to make a little art. Musicians are apt to con¬ 
sider only the active life—-to undervalue the influence of 
the summer months, believing that all acquisition of 
knowledge, all advancement, ascending, is done in the 
hurried, crowded months between September and June. 
The summer resting-time is looked upon, for the most 
part, as merely a breathing space, nothing more. 
It may be much more. As in the eternal sequence 
of things every phase of one's life leaves its impress 
upon the character, just so surely is there—must there 
be—a cause for the existence of this phase. Thinking 
of this, it has been borne in upon me strongly, con¬ 
vincingly, that the summer leisure has been given the 
artist for the acquisition of culture—of that culture so 
misunderstood, so often neglected, but so necessary to 
all who give their lives to interpretation. 
And to the artist alone has been given this summer 
leisnre. I o the craftsman, the business man, summer is as 
winter, with but a fortnight’s respite at most. So what 
need has the mechanic, the man of money alone, of the 
solitude, the leisure, which begets culture? 
But for the musician, as for the man of letters, this is 
recognized as a necessary quality, and gradually we are 
realizing that it is in the long, lazy, reflective summer, 
rather than in he bustling winter, that this culture may 
lie obtained. 
As to what culture is, nowhere have I found a finer 
treatise upon it than in one of Hamilton Wright Mabie’s 
My Study Fire” series. 
1 here was a time, fifteen or twenty years ago, when 
what is technically called culture was taken up by the 
intellectually curious and the socially idle, and made a 
fad ; and, like all other fads, it became, for the time 
bemg, a thing abhorred of all serious-minded people • 
for a fad is always a sham, and a sham in the world of 
art is peculiarly offensive and repugnant. It is the per¬ 
version. sometimes in the grossest form, of something 
essentially sound and noble. The ideal which took 
violent possession of so many people two decads ago 
was defective in that quality which is the very substance 
of genuine culture, the quality of ripeness. True cul¬ 
ture involves a maturing of taste, intellect, and nature 
winch comes only with time, tranquillity, and reposeful 
associations of the best sort. The more one cares for it 
the less he professes it; the more one comes into posses^ 
sion of it, the less conscious docs his pursuit of it 
become. It marks an advanced stage of a general 
maturing and ripening, and it discloses its presence in 
ullucss of knowledge, easy command of resources 
maturity and sureness of taste, and that sense of power 
which conveys the impression of a large and spontaneous 
force playing throngh a rich nature. 
“ H}H 8 mistake to suppose that this ripening of the 
man depends upon a large acquaintance with books 
although, in most cases, in these days hooks are indis¬ 
pensable aids. The Attic Greeks, the most genuinely 
cultivated people whom the world has yet known had 
very slight contact with books ; but they had the faculty 
• • • of getting the soul out of life.” 
And here is a paragraph which exactly coincides with 
the summer for culture ” theory. ‘‘Culture does not 
come by nature ; it does not come by work even for 
strennonsness is the very thing it rids a man of; it comes 
of lying fallow and letting knowledge take possession of 
ns It ,s possible to know a great deal and be wholly 
without culture; some scholars are as free from ail 
traces of culture as some well-conditioned men are of the 
charm of good manners. Culture is knowledge become 
part of a man’s life; it is not knowledge piled up like 
-many pieces of wood. It is knowledge absorbed by 
meditation into character. And this process involves 
th; abiIi,y 10 keeP one’* hands and 
yes idle at times. To get ont of the current without 
losing its momentum is the problem of the man who 
wishes to be ripe as well as active. To possess one’s 
Wind one must command a certain solitude nud quiet • 
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for there is deep truth in Goethe’s saying, that while 
character is formed in the stream of the world, talent is 
formed in quietness.” 
I have let Hamilton Wright Mabie prove my theory, 
as I think he has proved nobly the worth of leisure, the 
importance of meditation. So much food for thought 
there has been in the life we have lived, the past year, 
for instance, so much hardly acquired knowledge to be 
brooded over, sorted, and placed away for future years, 
drained of the useless dregs and worked into the larger 
self we are going to bring back to the studio. 
Then too, there is the St. Augustine’s ladder which 
every musician striving toward perfection builds for his 
climbing. When the sense of strain has passed away, 
and the tired brain and body are beginning to be capable 
of enjoying communion with Mother Earth, some day 
when the right mood is upon you, bring ont the long, 
grimy row of faults and failures. Setting them up before 
you, begin your labor of analysis, dissection—find the 
cause, the remedy (there always is a remedy), and feel 
with the old Saint that you have not lived in vain if 
you crash these—mistakes, we will call them—under 
foot, and so standing upon them, reach to greater 
heights. 
So shall the musician’s summer have not been spent 
in vain, and, busy with efforts toward ripeness, there 
will be less inclination to fill all the air with the 
noisome and cynical complaints of the unsatisfied. If 
we would only believe, and be proud in believing, that 
everything depends upon self, and as we look inward 
for the cause of our failures, so fashion our character 
that we may also, with confidence, look inward for the 
remedy. 
FROM A PROFESSOR’S NOTE-BOOK. 
THE TEACHER NOT EVERYTHING. 
In an article in “The Boston Musical Record,” Mr. 
Ward Stephens, among other things, says : 
I should like to make all students understand that 
the teacher is not everything, without pushing them 
into the worse error that they themselves are everything 
The truth is that the artist is the summing up of his 
surroundings—added, of course, to his personal bent 
and capacity in the first place, and his application in 
the second. Of course, the teacher counts for a areat 
deal at the beginning, often far too much. 
“ Unhappily, nowadays pupils are content to remain 
picp'U instead of becoming students; they don’t think 
at all for themselves (many of them), bnt expect teachers 
to do it all for them. They are too good, too modest, 
toobehevmg. They hang on the words of pretentious 
self-constituted discoverers of methods. Why do n’t they 
use their common sense ? They surely must know, when 
they practice, what part of their work is most beneficial 
w,th Y/rrrr1 can therefore be ith A lot of valuable time is wasted in just this way 
In practicing I believe one should devote a certain 
amount of tune to pnrely technical work. Without a 
great deal of technic one is sadly handicapped. I also 
wi Uie,o“ utng T mT Hme t0 PraCticiDS 88 health 
allow It ,s not with pianists as with singers who 
moreover, have to avoid straining the voice. I nev’e7did 
believe in this four-hour-a-day system. If y0„ 3“ 
more in five, then practice if you can stand it physically 
and without breaking down yonr nervons system 
Before presenting a work to the public, one should 
Wome thoroughly saturated with it ;one should“ 
tike, bn?7! “! 1,6 iStrying toavoid making mis- 
tekes but should know the composition so well that 
mistakes are impossible. Every emotional 1 
™ «... „„ 
a certain amount of technical for,.* l . b,m of 
f=et the composition. A pianist’s C^.d lTe 2 
* p,ay in P°b»<- - his feet are til 
ir;:; y0ra hrfor yon’when y- - 
a 
climax. I Xethat t’X* " worki“* «P “> a 
To the July number of the “Comhill • 
Miss Maud Valerie White has contributed L^aT.’’ 
consisting of amusing personal experiences Th 7 
brated composer’s experience of pupils makes T 
humorous reading. One American young lady j ? 
stance. was inclined to snub her professor, Jtll 
point blank to do a single thing Miss White told he 
But the teacher had her revenge. “ One day she arrived 
at my house rather earlier than usual, and began look 
ing over my books. Among those lying on the ta.de 
was a volume ol poems by Matthew Arnold, which 1, 
had given me himself, and in which he had written 
tew very charming words of dedication. As I came into 
the room she addressed me in a voice in which I thonaht 
I detected a tone of respect hitherto conspicuous by its 
absence. ‘ Well, I never! ’ she said. ‘So you know 
Mr. Matthew Arnold! Well, I declare! I gUess he 
thought a good deal of you, or he wouldn’t have paid 
you such a stunning compliment. I presume you know 
several distinguished people. Well, I did n’t think yon 
did, that’s all. I presume you ’re proud of that book?’ 
I told her she presumed perfectly correctly, and I am 
bound to say that during the rest of the lessons she 
behaved most politely to me. I shone with a borrowed 
light, but what did that matter?” 
The fashionable mothers of pupils are also a thorn in 
the flesh of the long-suffering teacher. Here is an ex¬ 
ample of the kind of interview Miss White had often had 
to go through: 
"Your daughter tells me she wishes to learn some of 
my songs.” 
“ ‘ Oh, yes, we heard one at Lady Blank’s tbeotherday 
a sweet thing. I do n’t quite remember what it was— 
something about love, I fancy—or was it the moon?— 
yes, I think it was the moon. Lady So and-so’s girl 
sang it. She is a splendid musician, goes to the opera 
and comes back and plays the whole thing from ear next 
day ! ’ (This is a feat I have often heard about, bnt I 
can t say it has ever been performed in my presence!) 
And she can take the high A. Now, my dear Miss 
White, do you think if Alicia had half a dozen lessons 
with you—I’m afraid there isn’t time for more—yon 
could get her up a note or two higher? Dear Alicia is 
so ambitions.’ Well, one has to make some sort of 
answer. I’m thankful I can’t remember what I ever 
said on those occasions, for if I did I should certainly, 
as Henry James says in one of his books, 1 lose the 
flower of my self-respect ’ for ever and a day.” 
From this amusing article, which should be read in its 
entirety, we will make a concluding quotation. Miss 
White once had a musical cook, who was often to be 
heard singing her mistress’s songs. “She left me,” says 
the composer, “to he married to a military gentleman, 
but I was more sorry than I can say to part with her. 
Liszt had his Soirees de Vienne! Why should I be done 
out of my Soirees de Broadway? She once altered one 
of my melodies to suit her own voice, and did it so 
successfully that, as my nephew would say, I ‘bagged’ 
the version and consigned my own to the waste paper 
basket. But I had better not go on with this confes¬ 
sion, or else, before I know where I am, I shall find my' 
self face to face with a rumor that ‘She acknowledges 
it herself, my dear. She doesn’t write a note of those 
compositions, but pays her French cook an enormous 
salary to do them for her ! ’ Anyhow, many a startling 
story has had no more solid foundation—of that I am 
very sure. I now contemplate engaging a German cook 
in the hopes that she may turn ont on enthusiastic 
Wagnerite, and that we may spend pleasant winter 
evenings together, ‘am stillen Herd’ running throngh 
the ‘ Meistersinger,’ which will be better still!” 
—Teach little at a time ought to be written in golden 
letters. We do not eat on Monday morning for the 
whole week, or even in the morning for the entire day. 
Our system can assimilate bnt little at a time. Jnst as 
it is with onr physical nature, so it is with our intel 
lectnal : it can appropriate hut a limited amount o 
knowledge at a time. If this principle were we^ 
weighed and observed, the so-called crammingorstufbng 
the memory could never take place. 
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A PIONEER AMERICAN PIANIST. 
T_ TTIS WORK, ARTISTIC STANDING, 
aOTKCHAhK-HIS STANCES. A STATEMENT 
F ^ TO HIS POVERTY CORRECTED. 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
IGORFAU GOTTSCHAI.K must lie given a place 
• Ihe history of American music as one of the principal 
m dtag Influences during the first fifty years in which 
® w really had any musical history, .. e., from 
this conn J ^ the century ending in 1850, that 
Rich saw the greatest of instrumental works 
century v, > ^ wWch almost might he called the 
rtL’aw of music” in Europe, the music of this 
g° V was in a very elementary condition. Early in 
Ztalf century iust^ mentioned, from 1825 to 1875, 
£re came the awakenings of an artistic musical spirit 
t^n the formation of orchestras, the importation 
Ssts, and the foundation of that national enjoyment 
in nwsic that is now so prevalent. , . - 
In the middle of this century the engrossing topics 
the thought and energy of the people were those per¬ 
taining to the material development of the country s yet 
unappreciated and largely unexplored resources 
little time or attention was given to the non-matena 
to the artistic. True, a very few artists had come from 
Europe and had received a hearty and golden welcome^ 
But it was left for New Orleans to give us the 
51L, « .f L. M. Gottsclialk, who «,« 
born there in 1829. . . 
It was not until 1853 that he began lus first American 
tour This had been preceded by brilliant successes in 
France, Spain, and Switzerland. Accounts of these suc¬ 
cesses coming to the ears of P. T. Barnum, who had just 
been reaping a golden harvest from the tour of Jenny 
Lind, he offered Gottsclialk terms which would have 
proved quite lucrative for that young artist. But Gotts- 
cbalk’s father refused to consider such an arrangement, 
as he thought it beneath the dignity of an artist to be 
hawked about the country by a circus manager. 0 e 
trip through the States was undertaken without a proles- 
sional business manager, and naturally resulted in a 
considerable loss to the artist and his father. Later is 
tours were managed by Strakoscli, Grau, and others, an 
were more successful from a monetary as well -ls au 
artistic standpoint. 
It is the prevalent idea that Gottsclialk excelled only 
in the performance of his own compositions. This is a 
mistaken idea. Competent judges who heard him te 
us that his playing of the Bach, Beethoven, and ot er 
classics was not only satisfactory, but was thrilling an 
inspiring. One artist says : “ Whatever he played lie 
glorified with the most superb quality ot tone and bn 
liancy of execution always at his command. 
As I have said, at that date the country was in its first 
stages of artistic growth. Chicago was a swamp, 
Louis a small town. People went to a concert to see t le 
man perform, not particularly to hear his music. The 
general public was in its musical long-clothes. Now, 
had Gottsclialk fed them with the best he was capab e 
of, with Bach, with Mozart, with Beethoven, he "011 
have been voted a bore, aud would have been le 
without a hearing. So, outside of the Eastern cities, e 
built his programs largely of his own compositions ; an 
even then it was frequently complained that the} were 
“ ioo heavy and classical.” 
Naturally Gottsclialk played his own compositions 
best. And this was what the public wanted—to hear 
Gottschalk play Gottsclialk. They had never heard or 
seen Mr. Bach or Mr. Beethoven, hut they had seen 
Mr. Gottschalk, and his were the tunes they wantei. 
And they got them. Got them with a finish, a polis 1, 
an elegance that they would not have heard excelled m 
they waited till the present day. 
Beethoven confined himself to his own i reatious ; 
Hummel largely to his own ; and so Dnssek, Kalkbrenner, 
aye, and Chopin and Liszt, and notably Moscheles, 
Tbalberg, Jaell, and Herz. Surely, Gottschalk was m 
ffrwwl _• . » • » • _firms. 
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a poetic soul behind it all. Delicacy and power must be 
happily blended. The “Last Hope” as pounded out 
and in the usual student style and the “Last Hope” as 
played by an artist are two different things; but to 
have heard his works at their best we can easily believe 
that they must have come from the composer’s own 
playing. 
Gottschalk came at just the right time in the musical 
development of the country. In fact, who can say that 
he did not do more for us than Paderewski, Rosenthal, 
aud Pachmann? He, with his entrancing playing of 
his poetic fancies, did what no Paderewski, loaded down 
with Bach and Beethoven, could do. The ground must 
be prepared first, and none could do that better than 
Gottschalk. Biilow, Paderewski, et at., reaped in their 
American tours what Gottschalk sowed. 
So let Us give him full praise for being the man for the 
place, and filling the place. 
It is only necessary for a man to be prominent in some 
line fox a host of stories and anecdotes to be told and 
written concerning him, frequently irrespective of fact 
or probability. We know this is true of the great com¬ 
posers, and especially of the later artists, like Liszt and 
von Biilow. Nor is it to be expected that Gottscha L 
should escape the penny-a-liner. The columns must I* 
filled, even though the statements be false. 
One thing that has caused pain to the friends and rela 
tives of Gottschalk is the statement that he was thread¬ 
bare, in extreme poverty, and accepted the assistance of 
friends and strangers. . . 
A clipping before me states that “just after his return 
trip t. SOTtb America Gotl.cb.lk IW 
bimself penmle.. i» N.« Verb.- Ht *™'“ 
sr 
talent and poverty, and Lineker g, 
“ r» *2 2SLSS-r 
Offered him a goodly sum to play his pianos, Uottsclmlk 
ottered mm a g * consideration you could 
demands, w nen j npver met, came 
f°rget it8°,ong m 1 
live ” storv but it lacks the one 
All this makes a very pretty story, 
element of truth. America until shortly 
rr s 
- 
the m.Utrw ^ ^ ^ ^ 
She says, . te of want as to have 
L. M. G°ttschalk,wM in ^ on anybody,g kindness. 
shabby clothes and 1 ided for his son, 
While my fetbe^rti8 death that my brother began to 
sisters.” 
WISDOM FROM THE WISE. 
The Chinese Philosopher, Li Kong Li, on Music. 
Translated from to German by F. Leonakd. 
The scholar in China is the leader in the political 
world as well as in the field of letters. He is revered 
and esteemed and his words are accepted as authority. 
Music, among the Chinese, is considered a study for tl.e 
thinker, for the disciplined mind. The science o 
Chinese music is based upon complex, abstruse prin¬ 
ciples. Many of their philosophers have placed Ix-fore 
their disciples epigrammatic sayings on the art, some o 
them having as much force to us, in our day and times, 
as when first delivered in the Celestial Kingdom: 
There are many different ways of teaching the theorj 
of music, hut genius needs the help of none of them. 
Mediocre artists can arrive at great honor through 
influence, bnt influence will not advance them in their 
art. Wang Lung beat the big drum nd jm made . 
mandarin by the Emperor, who loved him, but th 
Emi.eror eonld not make him a great musician. 
Music must be beautiful or hideous, as the dramatic 
situation demands. You must wnte ravishing stiaros 
for the love-scenes, but so soon as the big dragon, tboo 
Choo, appears, make the music also frightful. 
There is music which makes us hungry and m sic 
which charms the ear. The best, however, is that w 
satisfies the imagination. 
Jealousy and envy ought always to 1* avoided among 
musicians. It is delightful to hear one musician praise 
“"reworks of the great masters are above criticism ; 
even their faults have become laws of art. 
Musical criticism should lie founded on a knowledg 
of art which is more than elementary. . 
It is an insult and a crime to carry on a conversation 
durine the performance of good music- , 
A gt 1 m usician si,onld not pride himself on lus tec hnic 
alone It needs more than the biow of the hammer to 
"C2 wh'o are noisy in entering a concert-hall should 
'^Do^not'he a plagiarist. The man who steals the 
thoughts of another is worse than a thief and a mur- 
l rer lie deserve* to lie cut into a thousand pieces. 
‘’X musician, however gifted i* » prophetic Ins own 
country ; he must expect to he ridiculed by his col 
leagues, though they are leas gifted than he. 
Many artists like to distinguish thcmseUes by 
pJS of —« >"« f >-• " ” “ 
attract attention through untidiness , t 
Music fosters cheerfulness and good-fellow ship. 
must l>e his judge. 
- ■* 1 
A LETTER FROM SOUSA. 
at . T.in Vtitdk received a letter froni Rome months n*:o The J.ti i>k 
a subscriber making inquiry us to the propriety of Uoh 
nrarcl, with the trio, instead of repeating the first 
SS«s£K. 
«»»», »« “ « " broth.t, » 
" sri'i « :r; z 
asyriit.—»■ 
. i Annbted whether a lesson from 
-It may be M"0U8 y h b#If ^ mucb a* fron’ 8 
a virtuoso is res J J mind to comprehend the 
.‘Your letter of letouary „,K,n our 
the hurry nrol bustle: o f’[r that „***» has remained 
prolonged concert . ,Q VOIir l(nestion, ‘ Is it 
unanswered w „ lr{0 should end in a key 
proper that a two-ste, end g in » ^ ^ my Uli. . 
foreign to the one ^„„Lm,tionsof march order 
“ In the accepted form ot .iny , —^.tothe 
it w:i* always citstoinary ’ #n(1 tb{, don,iuant, the 
mibdomiuant. the m childhood in Washington 
most unusual fwm- In ? wiU, the raiments 
I noticed that the 1 ^ 4})e composition 
in nearly every (^°^b ytbeK on last 
called for da capo. , "wafi do„e practi- 
strain of the ,\ 0t understand why 
rally in the use of the « the wnting of the 
it should not be done 1* ' mv marches I ignored 
march. According}. 1 ^ jtb ttoidoaof mak- 
a: t ,*«• - 
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THE VALUE AND PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING 
AMONG PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS. 
II. 
BY J. FRANCIS OOOKK, MUS. B. 
\ ery few musicians understand the value of printers’ 
ink in their profession. 
THE DAILY PAPER. 
The daily paper is a printed business agent for every 
musician who knows how it should be used. To the 
public performer and singer it is indispensable, and to 
the teacher it is a great business aid. Everything to 
your credit that appears in print just exactly as it oc¬ 
curred is just so mnch to your advancement. If your 
work, however, is inaccurately represented or overesti¬ 
mated, the effect is the opposite. 
PUFFS. 
“ Newspaper puffing,” as it has come to be called, is 
decidedly the most dangerous impediment a musician 
can have to his career. Any one can detect a puff, and 
every one can detect a notice with the ring of honesty 
in it. 
The reputable teacher is, at the time of present writ¬ 
ing, almost debarred from using the advertising col¬ 
umns of the daily papers, and so long as the advertising 
managers continue to allow impostors to guarantee to 
give a complete musical education in ten lessons, musi¬ 
cians of standing can not afford to insert their advertise¬ 
ments. Many of the advertisements in the metropolitan 
dailies are pathetically humorous. 
RIDICULOUS ADVERTISEMENTS. 
I remember one that appeared in the Brooklyn 
Eagle ” some time ago. It speaks for itself: 
Vy ANTED A PIANIST, WHO CAN ALSO OPEN 
Islanff ”: "HlSt b® “ Pr0f‘ - Bowery, Coney 
I have been told recently of two advertisements in 
London papers. One advertiser offered to exchange 
music lessons for washing, and still another offered a 
bun and a cup of tea with each lesson. I should dread 
teaching in London with such rivals in the field. 
The antiquated form, “Beg leave to inform,” I have 
found in many advertisements of the present day. 
In those days it was the common custom for musicians 
to make use of the daily papers, and I have only to re¬ 
gret that it is so unprofitable for them to do so at the 
present day. 
Musical Journals. 
This leaves but one field open to the professional 
musician, and that is the reputable musical journal. I 
say reputable because there are disreputable musical 
journals. An agent of a paper solicited an advertise¬ 
ment from me with the following argument: “The 
paper could not notice any one, but if you had an adver¬ 
tisement it would be far more liable to find you out and 
‘boom’ yon in its reading columns.” No reputable 
paper could make snch an offer, as it is undeniably a 
mild form of systematic blackmail. 
The “card ” in a musical paper is a help, but I do not 
think that it is enough. The fault is that it is too indi¬ 
rect. The small notice has its effect, but its value can 
be quadrupled if its size is doubled. 
Expert Opinion upon Indirect Advertising. 
Mr. Chas. Austin Bates, the noted advertising 
specialist and author of “ Good Advertising,” gives an 
instance of indirect advertising in reference to Murphy’s 
varnish. Murphy’s varnish was advertised in “ Century, ” 
“Harper’s,” and “ Scribner’s.” People wondered why 
the manufacturers should advertise varnish to the gen¬ 
eral public, when varnish is used principally by artisans. 
Why did n’t the manufacturer use a trade journal ? The 
explanation is this: Varnish is applied to most all of the 
fine wooden merchandise used by the public. A dealer 
in cabinets could, for instance, in selling, note that 
Murphy’s varnish was used. The customer knows 
Murphy’s varnish to be well represented, and assumes 
that the article upon which it is used must also be of a 
high order. In this way indirect advertising is very 
profitable. Where direct advertising, however, is pos¬ 
sible, indirect advertising is a neglected opportunity. A 
card can be made attractive if a little thought is given 
to it. 
HERBERT BENNER 
A Compositor’s Advice. 
It is well to get the advice of some .mod • 
before sending an advertisement to a paper If voa°®ll?r 
a request for a special kind of type it will be resp S 
by the publisher. Notice the difference thattyn ! 
composition make in the foregoing examples Vhh 
one is the more attractive? ' ™ 
of an advertisement. The public can tell 
from your face than they can from your own description 
ol your work. Many papers have some pages of La 
surface paper, especially inserted to heighten the effect 
of such portraits. 
A Comparison. 
On the back cover of the holiday number of The 
Etude (December, 1897) there are ten advertisements 
ot music schools. Two of these lose in importance by 
saving space. One of the largest on the page 8„ffels 
from monotony and great size of type. Three avail 
themselves of the advantage of iUustration. One adver¬ 
tisement is very nearly ideal from the advertiser’s stand 
point. It has modern type tastefully displayed, and 
just enough for people to remember; plenty of white 
space, giving the advertisement a clean appearance, and 
it has one of the best positions on the page. Any one 
familiar with musical advertising could almost guarantee 
a direct return from such an advertisement. It is evi¬ 
dently profitable for music schools to advertise. They 
are certainly large advertisers. One seldom finds a mnsic 
paper without at least ten such advertisements, and 1 
have no doubt money spent by private teachers for the 
same purpose would prove as good an investment. 
(Another form of advertising will be discussed in THE 
Etude fur September.) 
PROFESSIONAL COURTESY. 
BY J. COMFORT. 
Among many quaint advertisements given by Henry 
M. Brooks, in his very interesting “ Olden Time Music ” 
is the following—the first from the “Columbian Senti¬ 
nel,” December 8, 1797, and the second from an unmen- 
tioned source : 
“Dr. Flagg, surgeon dentist, intending to embark on 
he ship Hancock,’ for Liverpool, requests those to 
whom he is indebted to apply for payment. Those in¬ 
debted to him are informed that as cash is one of the 
induqtensable recommendations in a foreign country 
there is an absolute necessity of his receiving payments 
by which to insure him a favorable reception in Europe 
He hopes a hint is sufficient to those who have long ex' 
penenced his indulgence. To the lovers of harmonv 
Dr. Flagg, if a sufficient number of purchasers offer’ 
intends to contract in Enrope for the construction 0f a 
number of organs, calculated to play all tunes usually 
sung in places of worship, with interludes to each psalm 
I he prices will be various-supposed from 60 to 300 £. 
No money to be paid until the instruments are delivered 
“N. B.—The construction of the organs will be 
adapted to play all the tunes and pieces of music which 
any Particular pansh may require, with every direction 
adapted to the most simple capacity.” 
“Samuel Wadsworth begs to inform the public, 
but the female sex m particular, that be has opened a 
singing-school for their use at his dwelling-house to be 
kept on Tuesday and Friday evenings, from 6 to 9 o’clock 
If any of the .sex are desirous of being instructed in this 
iTthml 8<'lenCe’ they ShaU bC iustrncted in ‘he newest 
^ e female Sex I pray draw near, 
To music sweet pray lend an ear; 
Young virgins all wlih beauteous voice, 
Make Music, Harmony your choice.’ 
—Muceini.” 
Concert pianist aitji JTeacber 
334 Gramerey Park NEW YORK 
is of some value, of course, but suppose we increase the 
space and say— 
JVlR- Herbert 
Coneeut Pianist 
and 
• . . Teaehefi . . , 
Studio 
334 Gramerey Pack 
Neui Yot>k 
■Announcements 
forwarded to 
those Interested 
Q PECIMEN pr( 
be furnishet 
plication. Exair 
students desiring 
with Mr. Benner i 
ducted at his sti 
Tuesday at 2 P. M 
with sufficient p 
will be admitted 
immediately * < 
These additional notices relieve the advertiser! 
monotony and make it stand ontupon the page v, 
the card would not be so prominent 
In no other profession are the rules so lax as to what 
is and what is not “ professional ” as is the ease with 
the musical profession. Surely there should be some 
standard to govern the conduct of one teacher toward 
another. Outsiders are continually puzzled as to why 
musical success should seem impossible, unless a teacher 
and all of his adherents decry every method but his 
own. 
Just as many paths lead to a distant object, so it is 
reasonable to suppose that different methods may pro¬ 
duce equally good results. 
How discouraging to an earnest student to find that 
he is “ almost ruined ” becausehe did not grow up under 
Mr. A’s method, that indeed he is a lucky individual if 
he can ever accomplish any thing worth hearing ! 
He worries along a few more years, and then lie is 
obliged to change his teacher ; he hopes that Mr. B will 
wonder at the proficiency gained through Mr. A s 
method ; again he hears only of his “ ruinous condition,” 
and he expresses himself most vigoronsly against all 
methods and against all method-makers. 
Would that this word “method” could be struck 
out of every musical dictionary. If any teacher is thor¬ 
ough and conscientious, his pupils will soon kuow it and 
will justly value what he does for their benefit. Their 
own success, as well as his, will be assured, unless under¬ 
mined by outside influence ; their confidence in him may 
be destroyed by a thoughtless comment, and sometimes 
it is a comment spoken with thought. If this thorough 
trust in the teacher’s ability to guide their work wisely be 
once shaken, his usefulness, so far as they are concerned, 
is at an end. While there is so mnch work to do, it 
would seem wiser, and certainly kinder, if ea<‘' 
teacher did his best, and hoped for appreciation of 
his honest efforts, that had never been weakened by an 
attempt to crush or belittle those belonging to the same 
profession. 
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ehvbowent^ an educational 
by HARVEY WICKHAM. 
seed in flour of brimstone, sprinkle it 
“S0W .n!f Lter cut off the stalks as they genm- 
*ithd,S‘j may’obtain by analysis salicylic acid, 
nate, and J lime, and many other sub- 
a'amiDam;iS ffid not exist in the brimstone, in the 
stances w ,, rpj,U8 writes Balzac in his cele- 
WTd “La Recherche de VAbsolu.” 
brated La wonderful cress-seed we too 
Whas ^I M our pupils- From the brimstone of 
often deman ‘ ^ Ptretch the figure a trifle-the 
ignorance ^ without even sprinkling it with 
aluminum of To be plain, it is the genius 
1 ^ exertion applied to his hoot-straps. He alone 
mllSmake bricks without straw, gather figs from thistles, 
make bncKs ^ ^ M caudal. He alone 
“el "mid sordid surroundings and produce works of 
The beauty of which his daily life gives no hint. He 
alone can dispense with sympathy. 
BnUhe genius is so rare that whole generations have 
doubted his existence. The student is fortunate if he 
have a modicum of talent. Leave him alone with ad¬ 
verse intlaeaces and his art-life perishes. To develop 
aptitude in many homes is as imposs.ble an^nnderto - 
ingas the culture of orchids in a vacuum. TntjmamM, 
my successful artist, in contact with people who appre¬ 
ciate not a jot of your achievement. For the clever 
critics whose caustic pens threaten the moment you re¬ 
lapse from the metropolitan standard, substitute ign 
all, and who ask for music after listening to Spohr and 
Schumann. Conceive that these people are your iro 
ers, sisters, parents, friends. What would happen 
Yon would slip by insensible degrees to the level 0 
your habitat,-that is, unless you are the one in ten 
thousand who can resist the influence of the common¬ 
place. There are men who can go through a cholera 
camp unscathed. 
How much worse is the case of the unfortunate pupil 
who has not penetrated even individually into the region 
of clear ideas. To him, the verities of art are but things 
heard or dreamed of. How can he climb to t lem wi 
no help from his associates ? To tell the truth, e . 
dom can and more seldom does. We must supp y 11 
with the proper environment. But how ? And w 1a 
the proper environment? . 
To begin with the second question, it is ceitain y n 
the home. Faithful practice is not without praise save 
at the fireside. It is absolutely essential that a pupi 
be removed, for a time at least, from those who uew 
him as a child. Unless they lose sight of bnn for a 
season they will never expect nor acknowledge anything 
lint childishness in him. There may he those who 
risen without breaking with their birth-place, hut ley 
are none of my acquaintance. The successful musician 
is the one who has been torn up by the roots, so 
speak, and transplanted in a strange town. The wee y 
hour or half-hour with the teacher was but one o 
things which worked to broaden and develop bis 'u‘e 
gence. He was thrown on his own resources am 
the first time his pursuits and companions were 
result of choice and not of accident. The apron string 
is a tether which reaches but a short way up 1 amass 
Its dizzier heights are not for hoys or girls, howeve 
old; but for women and men, however young. 
It is in a conservatory that most careers are begun. 
Not to qnote my own opinion, because the instruction 
usually given in these institutions is up to the stanc ar 
of the best private teaching ; but because the novice 
brought in contact with others struggling for art s fa "®> 
and gets a taste of life among strangers, which is t le 1 
of the world, and what our pupils need is not so mu 1 
music lessons as lile-lessons. Those whose pr"1 et> 
it has been to study under masters indubitably grea 
-:n v . . . _nidi survives 
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brought in touch is what we remember and what told 
most for our weal. We see now why such a man was 
great in his profession. It is because he was great in 
his nature. Given the developed heart and brain and 
the rest follows as a logical necessity. But without the 
root there can be no branch, nor the performance with¬ 
out the thinker. i n m K
In answer to the second question, “ How shall the 
change in environment be brought about ? ” I would 
say, make your pupils come to you, do not go to them. 
Even city pupils are more wide-awake and receptive in 
the studio than when in their own parlors. It is the 
pupil who comes from a distance, however, whose 
acquaintance is best worth cultivating. The very fact 
that he is at some pains and trouble to get an education 
argues a mind hungry for knowledge. Moreover, he 
brings a single purpose, and his attention is not distracted 
by the myriad calls which society makes upon those 
moving in a large circle of friends. 
Some teachers establish classes in the towns which 
surround their headquarters. These should be con¬ 
sidered in the light of recruiting stations to be operated 
during the summer only. When the busy season begins, 
concentrate yonr effort at home and the best recruits 
will follow you. Conceits given in the same field vie i 
large indirect returns even if the immediate receipts do 
not cover expenses. 
After vou have the non-resident pupil see to it that 
you furnish him something besides formal lessons 
Everything which tends to bring him into contact w,th 
the educated, or even with the ambitious, ism bis favor 
The utility of pupils’ musicales in this connection • 
been repeatedly and conclusively demonstrated. Churih 
choirs afford another and even more potent mean* of *1 ‘ 
in* a musical environment. If properly conducted, they 
are of incalculable benefit. A trained larynx is a pass- 
1 into many a desirable and otherwise inaccessible 
P -qi country and the cultivation of the voice « mer¬ 
men with no’other object than admission int0 8in8,Dg 
. .. , „lnbg a„d the like, means time well spent. 
X stranger in a strange town is not burdened with 
The stra g recreation will do him good, 
eugagemen s am teract the solitary honse-life 
Something is need dinstrument f0n. 
“ u,,rr“» • -f ,h~ "i,° SET »<“' 
,b, batti. » m 1* .»• tawen lie. „u.d 
Whatever y P . Let the learner once 
npon to teach the use and he will in great 
master ^9 "eirecl hig own going in the way. The 
measure be able to instral„entaliste, and vocal- 
world-famous P® ’ wHh the throat, the hand, or 
ists are not mere gy 0f the men of science, 
the Pe“‘ dTpoUty'"the brain-brotbers of Bellamy, Kip- 
letters, and pohtJ - r an exception is found, a 
ling, and Tesla, W* * ^ e)bow. Tbe lack-brain 
great teacher wi ^ ^ hands of mother. A 
virtuoso is a m from ber Mr. Bows, a Trilby 
Fotberingay never • „ senseless voice, or bundle of 
magnetized ^Sven*. throngh which a hidden 
fingers, ora nara • st>eak You can not hope 
master chooses °”S 'J*ns forthe latteror intel- 
to make yonr P“Pils P without the aid of an 
ENCORES. 
, deai of complaint nowadays about 
Thebe is a good encore, says an exchange. 
the indiscriminate nse ^ ^ understood 
It is generally suppose ^ 8ppreciated by those 
by those who make use compiiment This might 
whom they are ^nded^ i]gnaUy exeCutes as many 
reasonably be so. T ^ ^ fqual or disposed to 
numbers on a progr- natarally great and the ten 
undertake. The s rn mercifally recalled, time after 
sion high, and he m ^ qnietiy resting. Surely, less 
time, when be- W J ^ *eaBe his vanity as well, with* 
INDIVIDUALITY IN ART. 
BY HENRY HOLI-EN. 
“The determinant and essential constituent of art is 
the personality of the artist.” This statement, as made 
by a well known musical critic, however reasonable it 
may seem at first sight, must, on subsequent dehbera- 
tion, be considerably restricted, if not repudiated alto¬ 
gether. An artist is an interpreter of musical thought, 
and interpretation consists in fathoming tbe ideas of the 
composer and laying them hare for the comprebension 
and enjoyment of the masses. The work of the art st « 
to interpret, not to create. If this be the case, the so- 
called subjective artist is really not an M_at Ml, « 
he who prefers to make a composition what he thinks1 it 
onght to be, and who insists on dispensing here and there 
an idea of his own, is certainly lacking in artistic reqn^ 
sites “The first condition for heiDg an artist , 
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartlioldy, “respect for and acknowL 
edgment of the great-and submission to it. He is an 
artist who forgets hisown personality in the performaJ 
other’s creation and sinks his own 
the ideas and purpose of the composer H» 
purpose is to exalt the creator, not to glorify himself y 
irreverent misinterpretation, Fillmore ta expre** 
this thought by saying that “the aptni^of^the artfi• 
one of self-abnegation, of devotion to ideal aims. Jo 
be sure there occur instances of ambiguous passages m 
the works of certain composers, under whlchdren^ 
stances a capable artist may exercise some liberty, b 
TtZl JL only has the artist a right to call hi. «d - 
vidnaTty^o play. We do not attend iWrewsk, s 
“ T “& »'«» 
*S on'URosentbal to revise Chopin’s Sonata in 1) flat 
Tb, unalterwl raJ umkHdgrf 
. S „r hi. o»o, but let liim not mUriuiDitl. 
with them inspiration, from the mind, of Beelheteh 
^'skriSK C-f 
“ Mnrmure8 * All his piece.—among them 
’"-T^oTo Etude ” “ Marche de Suit,” “Pasquinade,” 
Treraol ’ ori0llo»”—rerved the Mme 
“LaGallina, am J jj notc that 
purpose,—to di.ploj ' wmpwilio.s, hot 
h not ^ of nthjn, 
fnf. riThowe.,,. .hot he ett-llod in tho pet 
par ci.tra.haik." 
—i »* 
— ‘“T^rat^’a^eral. l.« 
P“v«”ulo. ... ■ troc interpre.aliee ^ 
p,.„i B~ti»t« „ Bll,„ .„it 
he played one of Chopin . cm. did he 
into oblivion iM „f ^bm.ann ot 
LiZt'hi.ran.ieo, 'career.. ...» i" tf. 
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briug out or communicate his perceptions. His per¬ 
ceptive faculty and executive faculty are distinct. One 
can not be overshadowed by the other without detriment 
to the whole. To be able to analyze a composition is no 
less important than to execute it, for one is dependent 
on the other. One can not describe that which he does 
not see, and one can not interpret that which he does not 
feel. It would be folly for a painter to attempt to repro¬ 
duce on canvas the grandeur of Niagara Falls or the 
awful sublimity of the Alps without having seen them. 
It would be less difficult for a blind man to portray 
nature in her different aspects than for an “artist,” 
without the faculty of perception, to bring out noble 
ideas in a musical creation. “ If you wish to touch the 
feelings of others by means of music, your heart must 
first have been touched by its gentle power. If you wish 
to express consolation or sympathy, you must have suf¬ 
fered. If you wish to start a tear, you yourself must 
have wept. If you wish by your music to raise otliere 
to heaven, you must yourself have been there by faith. 
You can not impart what you yourself do not possess. ” 
The perceptive faculty is purely intellectual and con¬ 
stitutes the emotional side of a musician. The power to 
grasp the essentials, to search out inspirations even 
though they be located in a maze of difficulties, the 
ability to discern between the good and the common¬ 
place, lies within the scope of the perceptive faculty of 
an artist. It implies analytical discrimination, the 
power to fathom the passionate and the dramatic, and 
yet with equal power to follow the composer to flights 
and digressions in the lighter vein. This faculty enables 
its possessor to grapple with the heaviest: to enjoy with 
equal measure ideas from Beethoven’s Sonata in C sharp 
minor or the capricious whims of Mendelssohn in the 
“Songs Without Words.” The executive faculty is, of 
course, merely mechanical, and consists in executing 
what the fundamental faculty dictates. 
Now, since the artist is he who, by the exercise of his 
perceptive and executive faculties, faithfully interprets 
the creations of another, it is evident that the personage 
known as the subjective “artist ” is not an artist at all 
but must rather be designated as a virtuoso. Such was 
Rubinstein. “ As an interpreter of the masters, Rubin¬ 
stein is somewhat erratic, seeming to treat the piece in 
hand as if it were an improvisation, and often paying 
small respect to the composer’s intentions. His inter¬ 
pretations also vary with his mood. ” Such is Fillmore’s 
criticism, written at the time when Rubinstein was 
astonishing the world with his wonderful technic and 
fiery grace. He contrasted widely with von Billow 
whose technic was fully his equal, but in whom the per¬ 
ceptive faculty was the dominant phase. Intelligent 
rendition and faithful interpretation made von BUlow 
the great artist that he was. Liszt, like Rubinstein was 
a consummate virtuoso. His object was to astoffish. 
W ith his brilliant pyrotechnics, the use of double trills 
arpeggios and runs, he well accomplished it. He dazzled 
* ^ a tUspIaj °f W0,K,erful ‘orce, and thus 
reached the rank he sought for-the Paganini of the 
pianoforte. W hatever he played, he stamped the name 
of Liszt upon it, and whatever he undertook to interpret 
was saturated with the personality of Liszt 
The virtuoso occupies a unique position, a position 
which does not overlap that of the artist. They are dis 
IT' tWe.W°U!d hODOr von Biilow> in so doing, 
we must not underestimate Rubinstein. One was no less 
a genius than the other. Both possessed a common pur! 
pose, but their means of attaining it were widely differ- 
ent One ignored himself in the interpretation of a 
master s thought and humbled himself in the endeavor 
to present the creator', version of the work in hand. The 
other made his personality prominent, and stamped inter¬ 
pretation with his individuality. 
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TEACHING A NECESSITY. 
BY ROBERT BRAINE. 
» quits a mistake to think that “culture” means 
to paint a little, to sing a little, to dance a little, and to 
quote passages from the latest popular books. As a mat¬ 
ter of fact, culture means nothing of the kind. Culture 
means mastery over self, politeness, charity, fairness 
good temper, and good conduct. Culture is not a thing 
make a display of; it is something to use so modestly 
that people do not discover all at once that you have it 
Too many music students steadily refuse to give any 
attention to learning the art of teaching, on the grounds 
that “they never expect to teach.” The fact is, that 
teaching is the principal occupation of nine musicians 
out of ten, at least for a great portion of their lifetime, 
and the only means by which they can earn their living. 
Therefore, they should learn to teach well. 
Many of our young musicians studying for the operatic 
stage, for positions in the orchestra, for organists’ posi¬ 
tions, or for the concert stage as soloists, look with ele¬ 
gant scorn on the idea that they shall ever be obliged to 
teach, and yet very few musicians are able to escape it 
in the long run. 
To make a good livelihood on the concert or operatic 
stage as an organist or as a member of a first class 
orchestra is reserved for a favored few ; and even they 
are enabled, as a rule, to hold their own amid the fierce 
competition of the constantly increasing host of talented 
young musicians and vocalists constantly forging to the 
front only for a comparatively short time. Look over 
the ranks of our orchestras, our opera singers, and our 
leading instrumental concert soloists and vocalists and 
see how few gray heads there are. Where are the rest ? 
They have fallen by the wayside, so far as continuous 
public performances are concerned, and are teaching or 
else making their livings in other walks of life. 
The operatic soprano or tenor no longer able to cope 
with the fresh young voices of an on-coming generation 
opens up a studio and teaches; the traveling concert 
soloist, after losing many months’ salary from his com¬ 
pany disbanding after a run of bad luck, settles down 
in a good city and hunts up a class of pupils ; the orches¬ 
tra musician, after discovering what a precarious living 
is to be made from depending on chance engagements 
loses no time in getting some pupils as a back-log for his 
income. 
The reason of this is that teaching, whatever its other 
short comings may be, offers a steady income to any 
musician who faithfully follows it; whereas there is no 
business in the world more precarious and uncertain 
than that in connection with operatic and concert work 
This is largely caused by the fickleness of the public 
taste, which ever demands something new in the way of 
amusements, so that it is impossible for many organiza¬ 
tions to continue to enjoy the favor of the public for 
ong at a time. One can count on the fingers of one 
hand the number of concert companies in this country 
which are able to get through one year without disband 
Only a few musicians, and those of the highest possi- 
e talent, are able to make a comfortable living from 
concert engagements alone in the United States The 
rest have to be content with teaching alone, or with 
teaching supplemented with a few concert engagements 
or a short concert tour each year. g * ’ 
No music student should continue his studies a day 
X, t,, te;;eI10tl,Wbli,,g t0 tCaCh’ f°r U “ Penally certain that he will have to, at least some time during 
is life. He should look the matter squarely in the face 
and learn as much about the teachimr , ’ 
Unfortunately, too little attention is giventoThe art of 
teaching in onr conservatories and colleges Fvrrvii,- 
else is taught to perfection, except the mos't impoXni "of 
normtuchlrn ^ ’H" " 
given the opportunity of learning C^ch^fore thT 
take regular positions. Thereshonld Bo •• 6y 
t 
b.«zPi;.7;"^ 
obliged to go i^o the ’ m teacher is 
>T .jus - 
——*■ - - a jsssits st 
the lot of a human being, simply because they do „ , 
know how to teach. I have seen teachers fret and f 
and work themselves into a horribly nervous condfi ^ 
teaching a few pupils, because they were trying X 
the pup,Is music which was entirely unsuitable to h 
capacity, or because the pupil wasnot technically Z 
of coping with its difficulties. Producing a good ! 
in music is almost exactly like manufacturing Ze 2 
plicated piece of machinery-a watch, for instance 1 
must know exactly how to set about it. He must U 
what to do first, and what to do next, and ££ 
next and next and next, until the watch is turned out 
finished and glittering, to keep perfect time until it f, 
worn out Now, fortunately for the public who cs “ 
watches, there are great factories in which unskilled 
young men and women are taken in and started at the 
beginning and taught exactly the steps to be taken 
make a watch. As yet, however, there seems to be no 
place where young musicians can be taught exactly bow 
to produce a first-class music pupil. AH the efforts of 
our music schools are directed toward bringing the music 
pupil himself up to a certain standard of proficiency 
The extremely talented pupil, who seems to learn every 
thing by intuition, never dreams of the skill which his 
teacher brings to bear on a dull pupil. If he could be 
present during some of these lessons which the teacher 
gives to backward pupils, he would succeed much better 
when he gets into active musical life and has backward 
pupils of his own to teach. The trouble is that young 
music teachers have no other school to learn teaching 
but the hard school of experience, and they waste many 
valuable years in learning to impart the knowledge 
which they possess. 
A teacher of music must not only know how to sur¬ 
mount all the difficulties himself, but he must know the 
best methods by which others can surmount them. One 
teacher will utterly fail in giving a pupil the idea of hoiv 
to set about conquering a certain technical difficulty, 
while another teacher of large experience will show him 
how to practice it so that he will get it with hardly a 
struggle. There are said to be tricks in all trades, but I 
doubt if there is any trade so full of tricks as that of music 
teaching. It you would scale the great musical ParniMus 
you must have a guide who has been taking large parties 
up its cliffs for years, and who knows every little foot¬ 
hold by which one may reach its heights. 
A student who has been studying music for ten years 
or so is very apt to forget his early struggles with the 
difficulties of time and technic, so that a beginner offers 
as difficult a problem for him to teach as if he had never 
been one himself. 
If one knows every step which should be pursued in 
teaching, music teaching is not the frightful occupation 
which one would think it was, to j udge by the complaints 
of teachers. If a perfect routine is followed, and the 
teacher builds the foundation carefully first,—instead of 
starting on the roof and working downward in producing 
his musical house,—it is not more wearing or brain-fagging 
than any other of the professions, provided one does not 
teach too many hours of the day. If teachers will only 
teach their pupils to think for themselves, and will only 
teach them the principles of music, instead of simply 
giving them so many pieces to play at church sociables, 
the work would not be so difficult. 
Why would it not be a good plan for musical schools 
and colleges, as well as private teachers, to set apart a 
certain time for the instruction of pupils in the art of 
teaching. Pupils could be procured in any number from 
the ranks of those who are too poor to take lessons. 
These pupils could be taught by members of the normal 
class, in rotation, under the direction of one of the best 
teachers in the institution, he pointing out the best way 
of instructing the pupil. Pupils of different grades, troni 
beginners to the most advanced, could be instructed in 
the presence of the class by the members and by the 
teacher, and in this way the prospective teachers would 
gain an admirable insight into the principles, and would 
save themselves years of bungling, in which they would 
have to find out all the methods of successful instruction 
by experience. 
I believe the reason why the Germans excel to such 
a great degree in the art of music teaching is to be found 
in the fact that such a large number of German schools 
and conservatories have the class system, in which three 
or four pupils take their lessons in class, and thus hear 
one anothers’ lessons They gain a great insight into the 
art of teaching in this way. 
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N92555 Dance Caprice. 
Revised and fingered by 
Edgar L. Justis. Eduard Grieg, Op. 28, No.3. 
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To my daughter Frieda. 
Goldfish Polka. 
SECONDO. 
Richard Goerdeler. 
Ad libitum. n\ Tempo di Polka. 
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N? 2404 To Clarence Lucas. 
My Sweetheart. 
Poem by Music by 
Griffith Alexander. Nicholas Douty. 
She’s nei-ther schol-ar-ly nor wise 
But Oh! her heart is won-drous 
3T 
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She’s nei - ther schol-ar - ly nor 
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N9 2559 All through the Night. 
Welsh Air-Ar Hyd y Nos. 
Words by Harold Boulton. 
Andante. 
Arr. by W. J. Baltzell. 
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3 Hark! a solemn bell is ringing,Clear thro’the night; Thou, my love,art heav’nward winging, 
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Home thro’ the night. Earthly dustfrom off thee shaken, Soul immor-tal thou shalt waken, 
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With thy last dim jour-neytak-en, Home thro’ the night. 
For Church Use 
God That Madest Earth and Heaven. 
VJUU-’ , Guard us waking, Kuard us sleeping, 
1. God, that madest earth and heaven, 
Darkness and light; 
Who the day for toil has given, 
For rest the night. 
May Thine angel-guards defend us, 
Slumber sweet Thy mercy send us, 
Holy dreams, and hopes atten us, 
All through the night. 
2559.2 
2. r s i , 
And when we die, 
May we in Thy mighty keeping, 
All peaceful lie: 
When the last dread call shall wake us, 
Do not Thou, our God, forsake us. 
But to reign in glory take us 
With Thee on high. 
R. ffeber & R. Hrhmtel*y. 
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German Air. 
An Alexis. 
N? 2549 
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A pvfsent and abiding duty for the 
A PRE MUSIC TEACHER. 
by e. b. story. 
n,E of the most valuable papers read at the meeting 
nf tbe Music Teachers’ National Association in Phila- 
V, v, 1889 made this important suggestion: that 
Si “Lis *»»“« ■>' 
f t, it would be better to develop in young and old 
Jett 0f listening; for, on the one hand, the artist does 
wa best work only when his public is sympathetically 
receptive as well as critical, and, on the other hand the 
individual hearer needs to know how to hear as well as 
t0Underimproved conditions the art of music would be 
held in higher repute, the professional players and 
teachers would be more honestly honored as benefactors 
to humanity, and all music lovers would find more 
thorough and permanent enjoyment. 
Musical Atmosphere. 
Month after month for many years American writers 
have acknowledged that the “ musical atmosphere is 
in Germany rather than here, and have deplored the 
necessity for our talented youth of seeking such an 
important factor in education on European shores 
What makes that musical atmosphere ? Many things 
combined : but prominent among them is the attitude 
of the people toward music as an art. Take, for examp e, 
the conduct of the audience 
In Opera. 
At the entrance to the auditorium stands the door¬ 
keeper, whose critical eye allows no feminine hat or bon¬ 
net (except it be of the most inconspicuous type) to pass 
him ; who even forbids any ordinary wrap. Consequence 
one: each auditor has the proper privilege to be also an 
eye-witness of the stage. As soon as the lights are 
turned low and the music begins general conversation 
immediately ceases ; and if perchance any careless 
individual continues for a few sentences longer, at once 
from the rows of music students who occupy the stand¬ 
ing-places in the rear there comes a low and peremptory 
hiss which shames the thoughtless one into silence. 
Consequence two : every auditor has his full privilege 
of hearing every shade of utterance from voice or 
instrument. 
The Concert Room. 
Take, again, the conduct of the audience in the 
concert room. If the program is one of light music in 
a garden or hall where eating, drinking, and smoking 
are allowable accessory pleasures, there may be found 
somewhat of inattention ; but whenever a piece of real 
music is begun there is earnest attention, silence and 
sympathy. In the better concerts, as in the opera, there 
is the same regard for others’ rights of hearing and 
seeing, the same receptiveness to all musical impressions, 
the same spirit of devotion, the same fellow-feeling 
permeating the room. 
The Sanctuary. 
Or take, once more, the appearance of the people in 
church. Martin Luther and Sebastian Bach are still the 
mightiest factors in the present condition of German 
pre eminence in music ; the one through his shrewd 
turning (so many years ago) of the people’s song into 
religious uses, and the consequent outgrowth of the 
chorale with its later development of motet and ora 
torio; the other through his matchless skill in all 
contrapuntal works, vocal or instrumental. Any gen 
eration singing and hearing such dignified and honest 
music from childhood on must needs be appreciative o 
it, and the better qualified, therefore, to understand and 
enjoy all that is true and beautiful. 
In a word, music, whether in church, concert, or opera, 
*eems to be for the German people a part of their 
religion, to be treated as devoutly as any other part o 
their truest and deepest feelings. 
It is unnecessary to ask, Is this the condition among 
°ur people ? Rather let us ask, Can our deplorable con¬ 
dition be improved ? 
The answer is unreservedly in the affirmative ; and i 
>» the present and abiding duty of the music teachers o 
this country to help on this reformation already m 
Progress. 
THE ETUDE 
In three directions effort may be made : 
I. —In the Home. 
Here the pupil has his principal uses of music—prac¬ 
tice and pastime. 
Without changing his course of study, the thoughtful 
teacher may find many opportunities to drop helpful 
hints into the pupil’s mind ; hints concerning the value 
of honest practice—honest because it is right; concern¬ 
ing the worth of music as a means of truest and broadest 
culture; concerning high ideals in music, in composi¬ 
tions and performance ; concerning the importance of 
associated studies,—history, harmony, form, and others, 
_all increasing the comprehension of the one study in 
hand ; concerning, also, the part that good breeding de¬ 
mands in causing attention, or at least silence, when 
others are playing or singing. 
II. —In the Church. 
Here many a teacher frequently has a large field of 
usefulness, as also in the Sunday-school; in the latter he 
may strive to lead the pupils to realize that in song 
there is a truthful expression of heart sentiments, and 
that a proper devotional mood is as necessary in song as in 
prayer. If that is receivedas good seed into good ground, 
it will show in church in reverent attention to the 
musical exercises. . 
If the teacher happens to be organist or choir-master 
he may, in connection with the minister, quietly work a 
few reforms, causing the people to understand that 
whatever is inappropriate during the prayer is likewise 
inappropriate during the anthem or the congregational 
sinking. This may require an elevation of the teacher s 
ideals concerning the proper useof church music and the 
proper kind of music for church : if so, he must willingly 
raise his own standard of taste, perhaps also of conduct, 
before expecting the people to follow. 
Ill —In the Concert. 
Here the public has its rights of enjoyment as well as 
thfstudent his chance for improvement or the teacher 
te^^.ai'^/Tdienlroom-namely.the removal of 
reform in near hy may be gradually 
Htend l blessing and bring joy to al, ; 
indneed to exce ge to make no disturb- 
both teacher and pupils 7 8 . their 
aneeof the music»Long their 
during its prog . -jven by an older gentle- 
acquaintances the Jl wh£) «ad been u)kative during 
man to one ne .. p*, you ever listen with 
the music, an * answer of the senior, “ Do you 
y°Ur r8tolis.en with your mouth shut?” is one that 
eVer. LI eld far and wide until people every where 
might be sprea Minrtcsv (to say nothing of 
understand that C0°1D‘ d that silence shonld 
Christian privilege) demands 
possess each auditor. 
ciprkad of Truer Culture. 
itb the increasing regard tor £» -sic as am. ns 
lighest educationi^'n.i.^ic ,, their cnrric- 
mg colleges tbap the finai sttainment 
i, courses that )and be 
lie-school mu. another generation for 
true basis, is P bpat in music. Able 
lligent appreciation ^ are ending into 
cs on the “etr^t,er knowledge of compositions 
ote villages eve periodicals, weekly and 
of inl^tio* Mumc (<) e](.vate tlle 
Ithly, are 1*Ta'St*D 7 Wng. Many other infill- 
idards of taste and i ^ confidently expect 
es are also at work will witness the 
t the early P«* atmogpbeW a9 true, inspiring, 
elopment o ? jn Germany, and American 
action of the American peop e. 
RHYTHM THE BASIS OF MELODY. 
What is it that causes a song to become popular? Of 
course you will say a good melody—a “catchy air. 
Yes, but what gives an air that essential qualification— 
“ catchiness ” ? It is rhythm. Rhythm forms the basis 
of all melody. The simpler the rhythm of a song, the 
more chance it has for popularity. Take a song, for 
instance, like Pinsuti’s “Queen of the Earth.” The 
refrain of this contains-first two phrases identical in 
rhythm, and then a simple phrase containing one long 
note followed by triplets is repeated over and over again 
to the end. Another popular song known as "Say An 
Revoir but not Good by,” is a repetition of one rhyth¬ 
mical phrase from beginning to end. This is also the 
case inthatmnsic-liallfttrocity, “Sweet Rosy O Grady. 
An examination of these melodies will 1* sufficient to 
demonstrate the reason why songs and dance music 
become popular. 
Our modern songs have too little nature in them. The 
only elements introduced, as a general rule, are moon- 
beams, starlight, and winds that blow from the south. 
These effects of nature are introduced much in the same 
wav as limelight in a theater, to illuminate the artist on 
the stage. Go into any mnsic-shop and look through 
the parcel of “ new music ” specially laid out for your 
benefit What will you find? Yon will find that the 
songs are continually harping on one string-I and ^ on, 
You and I, eternally ringing in your ears te a waltz 
refrain. The sun never shines in these songs. They are 
always set “in the flickering firelight ” “ when the 
lights are low," “ when darknesa deepens, or in tl.e 
hnah of the twilight." Do we not long for a blare of 
sunlight to brighten these dark C°">era .-a thunder 
storm to clear this unhealthy atmosphere ’. Most of these 
songs are positively silly ; others are ambiguous. - 
HAROLD R. WHITE, .» “iflie Trod* JMnr.' 
-■r— ■ 1 — • 
GLADSTONE’S INTEREST IN MUSIC. 
IN addition to liis superb qualities as statesman, ora¬ 
tor, and scholar, Gladstone will tie remembered by 
musicians for his love of the art and hi. frequent utter¬ 
ance* upon ringing and outdoor music. He once atated 
before an assembly of country folk that at one time he 
thought the musical faculty was only possessed by the 
few but experience had taught him that it had Wen 
only denied to the few, and that Mmoat ev*^ man^ 
woman, and child could le.tn to sing. Gladstone was 
undeniably fond of muaic, thongh In. tastes were eatl^ 
lie. He had a magnificent speaking voice, •« J »>' 
know, and it is said that his ringing voice was cultivated 
and delightful. Gladstone’* interest... mimic remained 
to the end of life, and Its enjoyment was a 
afternoon recreation. His observation on the might 
music deserves to he remem tiered. He said _ 
“They who think mnric rank, amongst the trifle* 
existence are in gross error ; Wause from the beginning 
of the world down to the present time it lias been one o 
the most forcible instruments both for <ra.nmg. f 
arousing and for governing the mind of man There Z a time when letters and civilization had but begun 
to dawn upon the world. In that day music was no* 
unknown ; on the contrary. It was so far from being^ 
mere servant and handmaid of common and 1‘^t amuse- 
m„t that the great and noble art of poetry — «««- 
t,»Uy wedded to that of mnsie, so that there wa* no poet 
who was not a musician ; there was no verae spoken in 
the early ages of the world but that music was adapted 
that in that -a, W**"* *"a 
would be found to the heart and affect.on. of men. 
/funic” {London). 
m - -  * 
— A composer who devote* himself to sacred imwf, 
and ties hi^fdownto.imrigid 
S^XndPr^W«I.^ this "ifw*™L.te"^0™d 
to hfin*who'has'aroompiIshed ^ oT.tono other forms of 
muric*vrill°1* » child’s play.-R. Schumann. 
t. mav with troth be said that a poet s work consists 
in wha^hc leave* to imagination, and to elucidate and 
express by music is the task of the composer. 
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THE PRIZE MEDAL SYSTEM. 
BY E. A. SMITH. 
There is much to commend in the prize medal system 
and something to condemn. No tree produces, each one 
the perfect apple, and no system is without its faults; 
but in a trial of two years such good results have been 
obtained that the prize medal system will be continued 
for an indefinite period among my pupils, and it may be 
of interest to know just how the final test examinations 
are conducted. 
The pupils who are to play draw lots, and are known 
by number only, so that the three judges, who sit in an 
adjoining room or are concealed by a screen from the 
player, do not know who is playing. They then mark 
upon the following points—accuracy, time-memory, and 
interpretation, the scale being that of one hundred. 
It being too much for each of the judges to mark upon 
all of these points, they are requested to divide them as 
follows : One to mark upon time, one upon accuracy, 
etc., and all mark upon interpretation,—this being one 
of the most important points to be considered. 
The teacher marks upon the following points, which 
extend over the entire year’s work, viz., “general 
progress ” and “technical work,"—this latter covering 
the scales, arpeggio, and finger exercises, etc. Of this 
progress for the year no one can judge so well as the 
teacher, and this marking should be done before the 
contest in order that the utmost fairness shall prevail. 
These medals should be given for various grades, or 
two or more grades can be classed together. A medal 
for “general excellence” can be given, and one for the 
“best program,” so as to arouse and stimulate the 
energies in different directions and to reach better the 
various elements composing a class. The successful 
contestants should then give a program and invite their 
friends or the general public to attend. If these medals 
are contributed by leading citizens, all the more zest 
will be given. The name of the one contributing the 
medal should be engraved upon it, the purpose for 
which it is given, the year, and the name of the person 
securing it. All this can be done upon a very small 
surface, and medals in silver or gold can be obtained at 
the cost of a few dollars. The following results have 
been noted. 
Greater interest, better work, more careful attention, 
and a valuable experience arise from a test of this kind ; 
a mental discipline, as it were. Whatever furnishes 
a healthful stimulus to the mind is good in its general 
results. But try the system for yourself. 
TWO SCHOOLS OF ORGAN PLAYING. 
Organ playing may be divided generally into two 
schools. In one the organ is treated as an orchestra, 
the production of orchestral effects being sought, while 
the other holds that the organ has so noble a tone quality 
and so many resources of its own that it need not ser¬ 
vilely imitate the orchestra. I belong to the latter 
school. Berlioz said : “The organ is Pope ; the orches¬ 
tra, Emperor.” In other words, each is supreme in its 
own way. 
I am utterly opposed to the playing of orchestral 
works on the organ. The rendition of orchestral pieces 
on it, in an attempt to reproduce the orchestral color of 
the original scoring, is, to my mind, deplorable enough. 
As between orchestra and organ, each has its great 
qualities and its faults. The organ has a certain solidity 
of resonance, while the orchestra’s resonance is restless 
feverish. The organ holds, sustains. On the other 
hand, one of the great faults of the organ is its lack of 
attack, or slowness of response. Here I may refer to a 
fault in technic which is often found. Many organists 
think it wise not to press down the key too quickly or 
too far. I think, on the contrary, that the full pressure 
of the finger should be made at once, and the key held 
down solidly until released.—Alexandre Gvilmant. 
—Little ideas and big successes never go together. 
the ETUDE 
HOW TO MAKE MUSIC STUDIOS ATTRACTIVE. 
V. 
This question is one of interest to teachers and pupils, 
and with the idea of securing material on the subject 
The Etude solicited contributions from a number of 
well-known teachers. Replies were published in The 
Etude for April, May, June, and July, with illustra¬ 
tions. 
From MISS ELIZABETH WESTGATE. 
Neither for a music studio nor for any other room 
do I advocate a carpet completely covering the floor and 
nailed upon it. A polished floor seems better, with a 
rug of good proportions, leaving the piano mostly, if not 
entirely, upon the uncarpeted space. And in the studio, 
as in every other room, good taste and the use to which 
the room is to be put should determine everything. I 
send a photograph of my studio showing the north end 
of the room ; and while it is not yet a complete fulfil¬ 
ment of my ideal, a description is added. 
The piano is a parlor-grand, the ease having been 
made especially to be as little ornate as possible. It 
stands mostly upon the uncarpeted floor. 
acquainted, and are not abashed when nlavirw, v , 
each other. ‘ ymg '*fo« 
For the rest, let ns have some flowers in a bo 
(always possible in California); a blazing wood fire tm 
brass andirons in the cool winter days • the „„ v 
out and the light let in in summer; and then 
enthusiasm for the work in hand, so that any studk 
no matter how nnideal, may be a pleasant place. ’ 
From HANS SCHNEIDER. 
I should recommend the most artistic finish for a 
stndio. The musician should, above all, be a man of 
artistic temperament. 
I do not think a studio should have a home-like ap¬ 
pearance, but should impress itself upon the pnpil’g 
mind (especially the younger ones) as something beauti- 
ful, something above the common and everyday appear 
ance, just as art itself is a going beyond nature, above 
the common. The tasteful arrangement of a stndio 
ought to be the reflector of the tenant's taste in music, 
Music is of all the arts the most symbolic and mystic, 
and dark colors, heavy effects, with a leaning toward the 
oriental taste, are to me the most effectual in producing 
that dreamy, mystic, and romantic feeling which is the 
8tudio of Miss Elizabeth Westgate. 
The curtains at the windows are of a plain net, as 
thin as possible. There are no portieres at the wide 
opening between the studio and library. The pictures 
consist mainly of musical subjects. 
There is not, strictly speaking, an ornament in the 
room. There are some bowls and jars for holding 
flowers, and plenty of candlesticks (for on some occa¬ 
sions we like the half-light which a dozen candles give) 
The tone of the room-walls, floor, etc.-is sage-green 
with a touch of daffodil-yellow in the cushions of the 
settle. 
Close to the piano, and built under the north window 
is a set of book-shelves, containing all the useful books 
on music which I can find. These authorities may he 
easily consulted. 
I use a long bench, considering the revolving stool an 
abomination. 
fifty gnests are frequently present here at a pupils’ 
mu»icale, the studio and library being used and the 
chiurs placed as in a concert-hall. But a stndio twice 
as large would be better. Public recitals by the students 
are held in a church. 
As this is a small city of 20,000 inhabitants, a stndio 
m the home seems best. 
A shut-off room for waiting pupils has not been found 
necessary ; for those whose lessons connect have become 
very life of all poetic music. I inclose a picture of n*I 
studio, which is arranged with that idea in view. The 
wainscoting and all the woodwork is dark green, while 
the paper above is maroon. The ceiling is tinted a lig1 
yellow, and the colors blend harmoniously and produce 
a very charming effect. My two other rooms are difti 
ent, the reception room being a bright, brilliant r , 
and my library and office in light terra-cotta. 
The piano, of course, should he placed where it ffl 
obtain the best light. The round, modern, wiggle? 
stool is undoubtedly the most foolish, and, besides ’ 
the most cruel invention for the torture of piano p ay 
and should not be tolerated. , 
The stndio should have a reception room, lorj. 
reasons ; and I prefer to have still a third room, lo 
and library to transact my business. _nds 
A stndio should seat about 100 people. Musi . n(jS| 
better in a large room (especially ensemble, eig ^ 
etc.); it is more imposing, and gives a teacher a j 
throngh frequent recitals and lectures, to create. ^ 
cal atmosphere and gather around him a circle 0 |f^ 
cal friends. The studio should be centra-pfluenG* 
away from home and its domestic and prosaic i or 
—such as the rattling of dishes, the crying ot a 
even the peaceful but little inspiring odors ol t i 
in preparation. . e mir- 
The appearance of a studio will always be • , e,jier, 
ror of the artistic quality of a teacher, and snow ^ ^ 
with him. teaching is a business and then art (■ L 
art with business as an inevitable appendix. 
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a discussion 
gtuMo Experiences. 
A I’upil “Sub Rosa.” 
aimek m. wood. 
tv all small communities an impression is prevalent 
“ a teacher of music has necessarily arrived at the 
“ summit of knowledge, with positively nothing left 
, be acquired, the least intimation on the part of the 
^ /embodiment of musical erudition that such is 
having the effect of decided,y 
weakening the confidence of the public at large in the 
teacher’s pedagogic ability. The following incident 
Shows the strategic measures resorted to by a teacher 
to obtain needed lessons without the knowledge of her 
Twi occupied one evening with practice, after a day 
spent in teaching, when I was interrupted by a light 
rapping at the street entrance of the music-room, the 
bell evidently either overlooked or ignored by the person 
seeking admittance. Upon opening the door a figure 
stood before me, most curiously attired, and as my 
visitor entered and began immediately 
relative to a course of study, 
I became still more mysti¬ 
fied. She wore a coat or 
long duster of gray linen 
and an odd head-gear, re¬ 
sembling a Quaker bonnet, 
which partly concealed her 
face. She wished a lesson at 
once, and before seating her¬ 
self at the instrument paid 
for a full quarter in advance. 
My suggestion that she re¬ 
move her head-covering was 
silently ignored. 
I found her sadly deficient 
in fundamental principles, but 
eager for knowledge, and her 
questions in regard to tbe 
most minute details gave me 
the impression that she was 
thoroughly in earnest in her 
determination and desire for 
acquirement. 
Upon the following week 
she came at the appointed time 
and regularly thereafter, al¬ 
ways in the evening, according 
to her request, and not once 
during the term did she re¬ 
move her strange head-gear or 
permit me more than a casual 
glimpse of her face. 
A second term was added to 
the first and she made rapid 
progress, having at length a 
repertoire of light music (she 
had insisted upon bringing her own selections) whii i 
she performed very creditably. I saw her n0 more 
after the close of the last quarter, bnt one day, chanc 
ing to glance over the weekly paper issued in a near 
by village, I observed a notice of a concert to be gi' en, 
and in the program appended saw the names of the 
compositions studied by my incognito pupil. Several 
of my pupils, to whom I mentioned the event, seemei 
to know the young lady well as a popular teacher, an 
I found myself, on the eve of the recital, one of a part) 
from our town in attendance at the concert in the village 
three miles distant. In the young woman daintily 
robed in white, who appeared upon the platform, I 
could not by any possibility have recognized my e\ eniug 
pnpil, but the pieces, the touch, the manner and sty a 
of rendering, I recognized instantly. 
I found that she had given me an assumed name, an 
that the reason for her disguise was simply a fear o 
losing the confidence of her friends and patrons sliou t 
it become known that she considered herselt in nee ot 
lessons. If somewhat amused by the girl s diplomacy, 
I respected her secret and kept my own counsel, appre 
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Rewards. 
CAROLINE M. LATH ROC. 
I had one pupil, a little boy, who was very bright, 
particularly in a mathematical way. I do n’t think he 
cared so much for the music itself, but he was very 
clever. I had in my studio the invention of a friend of 
mine—a preparation of which to make bubbles. I used 
to hold this out as the reward for a good lesson, but the 
usual trouble occurred—the pupils liked the reward 
better than the lessons. One day it was particularly 
hard for this little boy to devote his attention to \ time, 
so I let him blow one bubble for each time he would 
play the piece through. After he had played it a num¬ 
ber of times, he said to me : 
“Teacher, do n’t you think this is enough?” “Why?” 
said I. “Oh, because it seems to me the playing lasts 
longer than the bubbles do. ’ ’ 
Teaching Pupils to Count. 
The metronome is a good aid for helping pupils to learn 
to count, bnt if used too ranch the playing becomes me¬ 
chanical. So I tried another way. If in duet playing 
or reading at sight I could not make a pupil count, I 
fully, and to be otherwise a good player, it might be 
necessary for him to work diligently for a time on what 
you might call dull music, to give him a soft and pleas¬ 
ant touch in place of the wooden hammering which lie 
at present employs. It might be necessary, supposing 
him to be deficient in technic, for him to spend a good 
deal of time in various finger gymnastics and exercises, 
that his fingers might acquire the agility necessary to a 
good performance of your coveted waltzes. 
In short, do not, Mrs. X., try to tell the teacher what 
you do or do not want done. Yon know little or nothing 
about the subject Tell him, “ Here is my son. Teach 
him how to play the piano.” The teacher can tell read¬ 
ily enough what the boy needs, and that he will give 
him, be it agility, ease of reading, touch, or what not 
Studio of Hass Schswdkr. 
—count 
usually produced the desired effect. 
“Bright Enough, Only Lazy.” 
SUSAN LLOYD BAILY. 
An atom of a boy, wlio delights my soul at present, 
is musical and quick to learn, bnt constitutionally op- 
posed to exerting himself in any way. He never learns 
a lesson, unless his mother 
sit* beside the piano and 
_ watches him practice. One 
day after a miserable lesson 
when be asserted with much 
innoceucy that he had been 
working, I said to bim, “Mell, 
if you really practiced that 
piece, and still play it in tlrnt 
way, 1 do n’t believe you are 
bright.” He gazed upon me 
sereuely and replied, Oh, 
yes, I’m bright enough, I’m 
only lazy, that’* all.” 
JEWELRY. 
Breaking of this child re¬ 
minds me of a group of little 
girls, all dose school friends, 
whom I enjoyed very much. 
The disturbing clement here 
was one child whose colored 
nurse bad said to her. If 
you don’t look out, Helen 
will get ahead of you.” From 
that minute the strings were 
out of tune. Finally, I dis¬ 
covered that 1 had l>een “ par¬ 
tial ” because I had passed 
unnoticed a dainty ring worn 
by one ol the children, after 
jK.inting out to one of the 
others, who came to her les 
sons with three fingers of 
each hand loaded, and nu¬ 
merous bangle bracelets that 
tinkled cheerfully against the keys, that she could play 
latter if she left her jewelry at home. 
It 
Playing Dance Music. 
H. L. TKKTZEL. 
Mrs. X., a worthy lady, «>»«»* ** ° ’* 
accompanied byher son.jn ^ ^ ^ p,ay dance 
“Now, Professor, please devote his time 
rausic, waltxea etc., mce y . ^ ^ t0 he a good 
to this one thing. ‘ 
player.” ^ puts herself in a ridicu- 
If she bnt knew t, ■ * 8bon,dgo to a doctor 
Ions light, its won an(1 prescril»e what 
tell bim tbe nature .. 
Temedy the doctor ^^ow his busing or yon 
The teacher is suppo Hp ,)a8 a knowledge of 
wonld not go to bun, ^ have Now, perhaps, 
piano playing which y dance mu«c grace- 
INTKUKI ITIKG OK LESSONS. 
KRKP A. FRANK LIN. 
THE writer once had the pleasure of receiving instn.c 
tion from an old German teacher, now dead and for- 
Itten who lived and labored in an Ohio town, receiving 
f!, nttie (.re,lit for his faithful sendee outside of his 
limited circle of intimate friends and pupils. Ha was a 
..neer old fellow, and Imre a remarkable resemblance to 
Franz Liszt, which he enhanced by wearing his hair ... 
U,e same square-cut fashion. He gave liis lessons at the 
residencesof his pnpils, as was then the custom, and par 
ticnlarly objects to having any one else enter tbe room 
while a lesson was in piogr<*s One day he was busily 
engaged in giving a lesson to a new pupil whose mother 
S unaware of tbe teacher’s pccuhar. i.w entered U 
room Turning quietly to her he said. Madam, mU 
yon blcse lie so kind as to glose der door vn.n. der oud 
side?” 
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ADVANTAGES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS IN VA¬ 
RIOUS EUROPEAN CENTERS. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
VII. PARIS. 
Paris, the cultured and corrupt center of artificial 
civilization and brilliant intellectual superficiality, with 
its re6ned sensuonsness, its polished brutality, its gay 
cynicism, yet with its keen appreciation of the sensu 
ously beautiful, the elegant, and the dramatic, furnishes 
a strange soil for the pure and fragile flower of musical 
art, in which it can hardly be said to flourish health¬ 
fully, yet in which its development displays many in¬ 
teresting phenomena. 
The musical life and interest, which in Germany are 
an integral part of national character, a substantial, fast 
color dyed in the wool, here in France are only a sort 
of light silk overshot, glossing the surface of a rather 
cheap and coarse fabric, bright, fashionable, but by no 
means genuine or enduring. 
Fancy, for instance, a city of 2,000,000 inhabitants, 
in which there is no such thing as a musical public ; that 
is to say, a public which can be depended upon to sup¬ 
port first-class concerts in the usual way by buying 
tickets ; where concerts are not advertised in the news¬ 
papers, but merely placarded in a few central places on 
flaming posters, like a circus in a country town. One 
hears, for example, by chance that some famous artist is 
to play in Paris some time soon. No information con¬ 
cerning it is to be had from the newspapers. If you wish 
to go, there is nothing for it but to take an omnibus to 
the Place de VOpera, and there to hunt on bulletin boards 
and the rear walls of the newspaper kiosk for a placard 
announcing the concert. 
The distances in Paris are tremendous, means of con¬ 
veyance inadequate, incredibly inconvenient and ill-ar¬ 
ranged, except the cabs, which are numerous and com¬ 
paratively cheap. I he best plan for the student is to 
locate, if possible, within walking distance of his chosen 
teacher and near some omnibus line which will take him . 
to the Grand Opera and the Opera Comique, and to cou- 
fine himself to these factors of his musical education, not 
attempting to do or hear much else while studying.' 
The expense of living here is a serious obstacle to 
students at all limited in financial resources. A year in 
Paris costs twice as much as in any German city, andone 
is not nearly so comfortable. The average table is meager, 
and, in spite of the French reputation for culinary skill! 
not of the best, except at a few of the high-priced restau¬ 
rants, where the fabulous dinners, at several dollars 
apiece, are beyond the reach of the ordinary student, 
liooms are dear, usually ill-furnished and ill-kept, as well 
as hard to find. French housekeepers, despitea certain 
outside elegance, are not, in comparison to the German 
Ilansfrau ’ and the New England housewife, either 
very thorough or very cleanly. Most of the available 
rooms are from three toseven flights up, with no elevator ; 
and even with these disadvantages, it is diflieult to get 
comfortable board and lodging for less than $2.00 a 
day, with fire, lights, etc., all extra, except wine, which, 
strange to say, is thrown in everywhere without charge'. 
Concert and opera tickets are much higher here than 
anywhere else in Europe, and though the former are 
largely given away to secure an audience, one wastes his 
time night after night going on free tickets in the hope 
of hearing something worth while, only to be disap¬ 
pointed, and has to pay two or three dollars for a chance 
to hear the really interesting things, the quality of the 
average run of concerts being much below that even in 
the smaller German cities. 
I will say distinctly at the outset that Paris is no place 
for the piano student. The playing of even the leading 
1 rench pianists is, almost without exception, clear-cut 
faultless in technical detail, brilliant to the extreme hut 
drearily cold and formal, lifeless and soulless, devoid of 
either poetry or passion, and strangely enough, with all 
its .sparkle and digital dexterity, wholly lacking in real 
fire. As a man plays, so he will teach, and the much- 
vaunted French school of pianism has, in my opinion 
very 1 ittle but cold glitter and polished elegance to recom¬ 
mend it. A good deal, no doubt, is due to the pianos 
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used here, which defy every attempt at the production of 
good tone, and in time must discourage all effort in that 
direction. They are dry and hard in quality, with a 
certain metallic nasal sound, which gives even the ten- 
derest passage a suggestion of a sneer. After all that we 
have heard of the Erard and Pleyel pianofortes, it is 
hardly possible to credit one’s own senses, when one 
comes to a careful examination of them, and finds them 
not on a par with any of the first- or even second rate in¬ 
struments of Germany and our own country. 
It is not the least surprising, in view of these condi¬ 
tions, that the piano is the least popular of instruments 
in France. With the violin it stands much better. There 
are a number of fine violinists here, ranking high both 
as soloists and teachers, and the Conservatoire numbers 
among its graduates in this department several of the 
best names of the time, among them that of Sarasate. 
The artistic sentiment and fervor, which seem to be ex¬ 
cluded from the treatment of the piano, find far freer 
and fuller expression through the medium of the violin, 
giving to the readings of the French virtuosi upon this 
instrument a glow and piquancy invariably fascinating, 
and as refreshing as a springof living water in the desert, 
after most of the piano work one hears here. 
The vocal music heard here is, on the contrary, of the 
very best, and unstinted in measure. I have never heard 
anywhere sogreat a number of really first-class vocalists 
in any one city. The Grand Opera sets the standard, 
with its unrivaled company of artists, which, in point 
of strictly vocal material and training, has not its equal 
in Europe, though as regards interpretation and histri¬ 
onic ability, they can hardly match some of the great 
dramatic singers of Germany. Their voices, as a whole, 
and more especially their methods of using them, seem 
irreproachable. They all sing, which can rarely, if ever, 
be said where a number of German singers of German 
training are gathered together. 
fhe vocal student has much to learn here and much 
that it will do his heart good to hear. Besides the 
Grand Opera Company, of which the de Reszke brothers 
and Planqon were until quite recently members, and for 
which Calvfi has been engaged for next season, which 
gives four performances a week of grand opera in the 
most magnificent opera house to the most magnificent 
audience in the world, there is the Opeia Comique 
smaller and less pretentious, but with an excellent 
picked company, giving first-rate representations every 
night, mostly of the lighter and more modern works 
with such stars as de Lnssan and her peers in the lead¬ 
ing roles. 
The student is thus furnished with an abundance of 
the best models, not only in vocalization and artistic 
delivery, but of interpretation, in all the best ancient 
and modern operas of the French and Indian schools 
and many of the German as well, even including War¬ 
ner. The world’s greatest singers are to be heart hefe 
requently, either as members of the two companies 
referi ed to, or in guest roles at the operas and in cou- 
STS; arh are Pr0Verbia,ly l0VerS “d ^ 
In the way of vocal instruction, Paris offers a bewil¬ 
dering choice of masters and methods, and it is a des¬ 
perately difficult matter to select wisely among them 
Here are scores of eminent teachers, every one of then! 
earning to have the only true and relfable rnethoT 
all citing famous and successful singera as Dunils i ’ 
demonstrate their ability and the correctness of toeto 
theories,-many of them, indeed, claiming the 
artists as pupils,-all abusing each other af cllrl- ans 
or ignoramuses, and no two of them agreeing at' inv 
c^a^rt^rrtun,s to the 
»^n, 'a hmg-elSh“J 
institution, for safety and authority ids Lf, ‘ 
and oldest school of the kind in J L‘8 18 the Ingest 
ous musicians of Paris, native and foreign such 
as Meyerbeer, Auber, Ambroise, Thomas, ami Go.! 
giving brilliancy to the list. It numbers from Sootl, 
students, and, in each of the eighty-fonr cw ^ 
which these are divided, two places are open evZT 
to foreigners, making a total of 168 foreign imniK T 
mitted, not only to free tuition in the snecml ,P * 
selected, with their collateral studies, hut to 
to compete for all the cash prizes, which, in 
tunate instances, not only pay all the living expense, 'r 
the winner during the course, but enable him to 
with a considerable sum in his pocket, for use in travel 
or in making a professional start. Nothing more lil*r,i 
or even munificent can be conceived, and the French 
Government is entitled to great credit for maintain, 
fora century, through all its vicissitudes, such a potent 
means of musical culture, and, still more, for opeuinn 
its advantages to foreigners. 
It is, however, needless to say that there are scores of 
applicants for every vacancy at the Conservatoire, and 
that the condit ions of admission are exceedingly rigor- 
ons. The examinations are competitive, as in the 
Hochschule at Berlin, and only those securing the high¬ 
est percentage are admitted. Moreover, no pupil, native 
or foreign, is received in the instrumental department 
on any conditions who is over eighteen years of age 
twenty-three being the limit in the vocal department! 
This restriction alone cuts ont most of our American 
students, who rarely come abroad to study before that 
age. But for a young singer, with a really exceptional 
voice, this is a splendid opportunity, if it can be 
secuied, and is certainly worth the attempt, provided 
there is a fair chance oi success. Better take the ad¬ 
vice, not of enthusiastic- friends, but of more than one 
protessioual expert, before making the venture. 
It the Conservatoire should not prove feasible, there 
is the choice among a score of prominent private teaeh- 
ers, price troni ten to twenty lrancs a lesson of half an 
hour. Formerly, students who aspired to great things 
vocally went, as a matter of course, to Viardot orMar- 
cliesi. Now Y iardot is no longer here, and Marchesihas 
reached a state of secure independence and professional 
indifference which render her lessons of little value, 
except to the two or three phenomenal voices in which 
she happens to take a special interest. 
The only remaining real representative of the old 
Garcia school in I’aris is the veteran 1’rofessor Delle 
Sedie. He is upward of seventy, and noticeably failing 
in some ways, is accused by- other teachers of being 
antiquated and narrow, and far from np to date, 
especially in the matter of repertoire. But he is genial 
and conscientious, is never heard to abuse his contem¬ 
poraries, or known to use underhand meausto lure pupils 
from other teachers to himself; and whatever his merits 
or demerits otherwise, is said never to have ruined a 
voice, in itself the highest recommendation. He has a 
superb record and a vast experience behind him, and 
from what I have been able to learn of his careful work 
with his many pupils, he impresses me as the safest and 
most reliable, if not the most energetic, teacher oi the 
lot for voice building, especially to be recommended to 
pupils with delicate voices or unstable health. 
The most fashionable and aristocratic voice teacher at 
present in Paris is Trabadelo, whose stndio is a marvel 
ot snmptuous elegance, adorned with palms, pictures, 
and statuary. A fine oil portrait of Emma Dimes, in¬ 
scribed “From your devoted pupil,” is conspicuous!) 
hung, and visiting cards from various artistic and social 
notabilities are displayed upon the tables, with appar¬ 
ently careless care. He has high prices, a large class, is 
supposed to be occupied from early morning until latent 
night, but always manages to find time for the new¬ 
comers. He has many fine voices in his class, though 
whether this is the cause or the effect of his reputation 
is hard to say. 
Professor Bouhy stands high, both in and out of tM 
profession, and is certainly one of the best teachers here 
for the classic style and coaching in operatic roles. * 
is in constant demand among ninny of the singers at 
grand opera, and is himself a thorough artist, with 
brilliant public career behind him, but is rather given 
forcing the voice. In bis striving for dramatic inteusi 
he often crosses the safety-line. If one has a io > 
voice with plenty of power, backed by a first-c 
physique, he is an excellent teacher, but not ^ 
There are many other teachers here, of somewhat - 
celebrity, but the choice for the new-comer is' aI L 
difficult, and in many cases erroneously made, a 
advice for the individual is well-nigli impossible. 
To sum up the results of my experiences and obse 
tions in regard to the comparative advantages ofler 
American students by the various musical cen .. 
abroad, I should state that my first choice for thcP1® 
would be always Berlin; for the vocalist, Milam , 
ence, or Dresden; for the violinist, Berlin or Pans , 
for the student of composition, Berlin or Munich. 
the development of taste. 
anna farqojiar. 
No two terms are more generally confused than “ good 
, and “cultivated taste.” 
a child with a musical nature may have an inborn 
. ,nr music hut he can never have a cultivated taste 
taS. , his per(.eptive faculties have been developed and 
“ba8 studied thoroughly those masterpieces of beauty 
which are conceded to have established a standard. 
It is marvelous how what one fancies to be one s nat- 
*1 taste will change by association with musicians of 
tae experience and educated taste, and by l.stemng to 
toe best music performed by those who are capable of 
leading less advanced minds into the true path toward 
a perfected taste. This change comes gradually and 
unconsciously to the student of any esthetic subject, 
and can only be fully realized by listening to or by play¬ 
ing over some composition that a year ago seemed to you 
to contain the limit of perfection. At this test perform¬ 
ance you are inclined to think something must have been 
toe matter with the performer or your edition that the 
composition seems so dull, empty, or trivial; hut gradu¬ 
ally you will perceive that the change is in your own 
point of view, that your ideal has receded before you, 
and yet, truth to tell, if this is so you are to be congratu¬ 
lated, for that is a sign of growth. Did yon ever leave 
an intimate friend for a year and return to him or her 
with delight at the thought of picking up the threads ot 
friendship just where you dropped them, only to find 
that the friend seemed painfully changed, that the old 
relations conld not be forced even into a renewal of their 
former conditions? Presently you realized that the 
change was in yourself—new influences had been work¬ 
ing upon you, new experiences had directed your sym¬ 
pathies away from the old channel. So it is with the 
taste for the beautiful. 
It is the habit of the Philistine to cry, with what he 
deems subtle irony, “Oh, yes ; those Wagner fanatics 
and worshipers of classical music 1 Bah ! It is all put 
on! It is all a cultivated taste!” 
Of course it is a cultivated taste, the result of long 
years of growth toward the appreciation of the noblest 
and best, exactly as the student of literature outgrows 
first his love for children’s stories, then Jules Y erne and 
other writers of adventure ; then novels of the soap- 
bubble school; then “Reveries of a Bachelor” (per¬ 
haps), and so on, finally landing somewhere in the neigh¬ 
borhood of literature’s highest rung—just how high he 
climbs is to be determined by bis natural gifts and his 
ambition, the ambition that includes industry. 
I once knew a girl who was fairly possessed witli 
music, especially with its rhythm and lighter poetic or 
sensuous side. She was no great student in her childhood, 
bnt she went through the usual amount of necessary 
technical drudgery. Up to the time she was eighteen her 
ideals of musical perfection were the “ Pilgrim’s 
Chorus ” from “ Taunhauser,” Mendelssohn’s Spring 
Song,” Rubinstein’s melody in F, and opera in any 
form—not a had taste to begin with, you see. Up to this 
time she had heard only two orchestral concerts, given 
by the Thomas Orchestra. A symphony was little more 
than a mass of souuds to her, more or less tiresome, ex 
ceptone movement in the “ Pastoral.” She was sud¬ 
denly transferred to Germany, where music virile, in¬ 
tellectual, and emotional with the moods of the great 
masters of the art were her daily diet. In a year s time 
she wrote me that the melody in F seemed to her ac¬ 
quired perception weak, the “Spring Song” merely a 
delightful trifle, and the “Pilgrim’s Chorus” not the 
only thing YVagner ever wrote worth listening to with 
delight. 
No change had come in these compositions, but the 
girl, molded by strengthening and broadening influ 
ences, had begun to see light when it snrronnded her ; 
‘ to understand the values, ” as a painter would say. 
People of uneducated taste hear new music or look at 
» new picture, and exclaim, “Oh, I suppose I ought to 
'ike this because the critics and professionals do, hut I 
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in it. They have never lived the life nor thought the 
thoughts that would give them sympathy with the 
subject before them, nor with its handling. YVe must 
live up to art as we must to our conscience, shaping 
our understanding to what is above ns as we do onr 
lives. 
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What George Eliot said is true, that “there is a great 
deal in the feeling for art which must be acquired. Art 
is an old language with a great many artificial, affected 
styles, and sometimes the chief pleasures one gets out of 
knowing them is the mere sense of knowing.” But 
even when the style is affected there are the good, had, 
and indifferent specimens of that style, something appa¬ 
rent to the person of cultivated taste, who with acquired 
discrimination will immediately recognize the best even 
in that affected school, while the individual with native 
good taste will not be able to find one gleam of inspira¬ 
tion owing to the mannerisms with which that gleam is 
clothed. The possession of highly cultivated taste is 
sometimes a doubtful pleasure because the possessor 
wants only the best in whatever he hears and is con¬ 
stantly annoyed by the multitude of defects inevitable 
in this world of imperfections, whereas those very per¬ 
fections are lessons to him. How conld he know the 
.rood, were there no bad with which to contrast it? 
“ Joseph Jefferson, the actor, who is a man of l>oth native 
and cultivated taste, loves flowers with almost a childish 
passion. Looking down at some roses he held in his 
hand, he said, one day, “ I believe God gave ns flowers 
to prepare ns for heaven; otherwise we poor mortals 
could not stand the shock of all the beauty there A 
beautiful thought, bnt Jefferson did not mention the use 
of the weeds, also given us by God to show ns the beanty 
of the flowers in contrast. Onr own mistakes in teste 
are daily lessons if we will only accept them as such 
stepping up on each one we make above the self-conceit 
whtoh causes the Philistine to say, “I like xt because it 
pleases me. I don’t want to be told what I ought to 
Schumann’s great song, “Ieh GroUe Nichte ’^rohaWy 
-tss "— 
MrDyHeSb “How do yon account for the many 
bis own Ideas u> „ in finding out what 
the masters meant are (minions.” Do not 
tooked np towith respe^eeit; ^ merely the ex- 
mind and musical traditio . Ttu. 
as the child is led y 1 , iUed „aTdener. Those 
flower-garden 05f native taste will respond 
fortunate ben® ies8 endowed, as seed sown in 
*- -* “* ”*’• 
—4 ”ta' 
pared at bir a Ufe of hart work ; but even 
do not grasp at he e and hift genius proved, 
so, his powers * deVeloping a finite. Art in 
America herse * bitter contest with the Pan 
onr country has had “long- ^ immoral force, as a 
tanical attitude towart > • ^ be jf 8he were not 
temptress ; and so s e m puritans their 
iuspired by the same Being that ga^ ^ ^ „ 
moral purpose and - for good) we must open 
abroad in the land as a po she gives toward 
0„r minds to her and take e y 
the development of tas e- ^ mngic c0„Veys to those 
We must find ont aBSert that what we hear 
who know her best >e is not very acute, 
is all she says when o injunction, a 
lx lias often been discussed whether a man can lie a 
great teacher without being a great player. The ques 
tion is one of those that will remain unsettled m the 
ideas of many, the majority perhaps inclining to the 
belief that the great players have educated their suc¬ 
cessors. , . , 
In a recent number of the “ Musical Record, Mr. John 
Kautz adds a few thoughts to what has already been 
said : _ . , 
“ It has been said that provided one has sufficient 
piauistic talent, almost any method will insure success. 
A curious illustration of this is evidenced by the peculiar 
course pursued by Dionys Weber, the teacher of Mos- 
cheles and other great pianists of that day. Moscheles, 
in his autobiography, referring to his studies with YY elier, 
says that the first year he played nothing bnt Bach, 
the second nothing bnt Mozart, and the third only Bee¬ 
thoven. . . , 
“Nor is it to be supposed that an eminent teacher 
must always be an eminent performer. Sigismund 
Tlialberg, who for many years was the successful rival 
of Liszt and who possessed the most exquisite tone i 
imaginable, was the pupil of an unassuming, modest, 
Viennese piano teacher named Mitteg, and not of Czerny, 
as many have thought. Then there was Friedrich W>ec£ 
the sole teacher of his daughter, Clara Schumann. W.eck 
was intended for the church, and only after failing to get 
an assignment from his government did be undertake to 
teach and study the piano, having, as he says, only re¬ 
ceived three or four lessons in his youth. He thought 
out a method that has proved itself both .import*. and 
valuable. Then there were Plaidy and YVenzel, of U«P- 
8ic who educated a whole race of pianists, yet neither 
of'them conld lay the remotest claim to being a player 
of even average ability. Plaidy, in early life, had lxen 
an indifferent violinist, and to eke out a sul*istence was 
compelled to add piano teaching to his other work. I Ians 
von Billow, in a letter to the writer, commended Wenzel 
M being one of the very best of teachers, one who in 
’ initiating a student into the spirit of Bach’s piano-works, 
wls probably unrivaled. These able men were girted 
with the pedagogical instinct ; they ® 
knowledge of everything pertaining to the esthetics ol 
the art they professed ; they loved deeply their life-work^ 
But instances like those enumerated here are rare^and 
isolated. It takes, after all, as Goetlie said a master to 
form a master, and it was the great players that educated 
the other great ones.” 
the passing of the soloist. 
in an article in a contemporary, Mr. YV. F. Apthorp, 
the Boston critic, considers some phases of modern 
musical conditions. To-day it is the conductor who is 
the central figure. He has usurped the place formerly 
fJleTby th. singer, the violinist, the piano virtuoso. 
The soloist is ousted ; ensemble playing holds sway. . 
A nthorp concludes as follows : _ 
“The wind instrument concerto has alreai y gone 
wav of all flesh ; the violin and the 'cello concerto wlU 
l hL it Can you doubt it? How many such 
80011 ' written within the last ten or fifteen years, 
V"U7n aiTtlmlrtlo «!ncertos have not quite gone by 
the board yet; singers, too, still sing with orchestra and 
with more or lees difficulty make themselves audible. 
Bat their position is yearly getting lei* and less tenable ; 
their doom may bo sealed at any time. .Save the athl tic 
U . . , e ^ofo performers, whether vocal or rostra- 
rff. t2 ^1S. «ii-.»m»i™ •>"*“**■ 
gladiators of old, with Are C.xmr, Imperalor, montun 
fc XidTct wc’may be pardoned if we doubt H-e„the 
. t‘„r e-in keen the singer off the concert stage. The 
“ .5s. t.«— «*—» - —* pnldic loves b we think, 
_Altai* tlio nrift 
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WHAT REPERTORY SHALL I TEACH? 
III. 
It was once said that “all roads lead to Rome.” The 
meaning of which is obvious. At that time there was 
but one Rome, and hence but one goal for the traveler. 
This has never been true to the musician. To ripen his 
musical character, refine his taste, and acquire that 
quality so rare among musicians, and yet so important, 
known as scope or breadth, he must needs drink at the 
fountain of all the art-centers, and drink his fill, lest 
the power of the spell which controls the musical thought 
of each peculiar people shall be denied him. 
While we have alluded to the Italian and German 
composers as affording invaluable material for the 
teacher of singing, we would by no means ignore the 
claims of other groups to our consideration. France at 
present is engaged in the serious business of epoch 
marking. While for many years the most generous and 
discriminating patron of musical art, it is not until 
within the last quarter of a century that her national 
musical character has expressed itself in a manner 
woDthy the serious consideration of students who were 
not native to her peculiarities. Again does the spirit of 
a people show itself in its music. The grace, the ele¬ 
gance, the daintiness, the “ chic ” of the French character, 
all for which they have been universally admired and 
imitated, is now well expressed on an art level suffi¬ 
ciently high to not only attract the student of the art 
universal, but command his admiration and respect. To 
keep pace with the period and answer its demands, one 
must comprehend and teach the French repertory. The 
French song-writer charms first by his resource; his 
music is fairly teeming with fancy, bewildering con¬ 
trasts in the matter of light and shade, extreme deli¬ 
cacy, and wealth of suggestion. It must be sung in the 
original. French is no less the court language in Amer¬ 
ica than it is in Russia or Italy. And the student of 
singing who is a stranger to the fascinations of the 
French tongue in song and speech has not yet secured 
his passport to the charmed circle of the court. It is 
the duty of every teacher to insist upon familiarity with 
French, and no greater stimulus can be employed than 
the beauties of the French vocal repertory. While the 
International Copyright Law has somewhat distnrbed the 
serenity with which we could be assured that a book of 
imported French songs were gems, yet the rule holds 
fairly good that a song worthy the attention of an 
American publisher has sufficient merit in it to justify 
at least a passing interest. 
Among the better French writers may be mentioned 
Gounod, Saint-Saens, Massenet, Thomas, Godard, 
Delibes. 
Not less characteristic or attractive is the music of 
many Scandinavian writers. The doors of the musical 
North have only recently opened outward, and even yet 
we are denied the inner beauties of their music, for the 
Swedish and Danish languages will hardly for many 
years to come be added to the attainments of our musi¬ 
cians. These languages, however, like the German, are 
susceptible of translation, and we have many examples 
of beautiful songs by Grieg and his contemporaries 
which have received masterful treatment at the bands of 
the translators, and are well worthy the attention of the 
student of singing in their Anglicized form. 
Before closing this series we must not overlook the 
fact that there is a new and strange people who are 
inviting us to listen to their music. The doughty Slav 
has relinquished the sword for the pen, and we are 
dancing to his rhythms, and through his songs are learn¬ 
ing of his rude chivalry, loving as he loves, hating as he 
hates, and sobbing with him in his helpless sorrow. 
Such is the wonderful and mysterious power of the 
Russian music. It remains for the singers of the next 
century to fully comprehend and appropriate the music 
of the Russian composer, from whom, more than from 
any other, do we rightfully expect a new and delightful 
genius of expression. 
CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR 
VOICE TEACHING. 
BY FREDERIC W. ROOT. 
VII. 
Probably any one who is in the hahit of addressing 
any considerable fraction of the public is often im¬ 
pressed by the facility with which his words can convey 
a meaning entirely different from the one he intends. I 
know of a powerful teacher of an important subject who 
charges his students, in discussing the subject, never to 
quote him as having said this or that, “ for, ” he says, “ I 
am frequently astounded to find what perversions have 
befallen these quotations as they are, from time to time, 
reported back to me.” 
It is hoped that nothing in these articles will appear 
to give sanction to anything that does not conduce to 
music, and to the art of expression in its truest and most 
refined form. It is hard to see how any one could con¬ 
strue any remarks in the last article of this series as jus¬ 
tifying any singer in incorporating a nasal tone in his 
vocal method ; and I do not know that this has been 
done. But, from previous experiences of this kind, the 
present writer knows the risks he is running in speaking 
freely of certain unusual details in voice culture, and in 
going outside of the beaten path of trite observations 
and glittering generalities. 
Just reflect a moment, you confident young teacher, 
as you exclaim that your professor in Paris, or London, 
or New York, or wherever, “never said anything about 
that,” and that it must, therefore, be wrong. If you 
will get out of your ruts of thought here and there, you 
may find your way into picturesque and profitable paths 
of investigation. Take, for example, that question of 
the nasal tone, and try to keep the scope of your thought 
large enough to discriminate between the end in view 
and the means used to reach it. When one sings an as¬ 
cending scale, is the general tendency toward tightness 
or looseness of muscular conditions? To get a higher 
pitch, do we ordinarily tighten or loosen something ? Do 
yon know what sympathetic muscular action means ? Is 
it possible for the muscles about the palatal region to be¬ 
come too tight, too constrained for the best interests of 
tone? (If you think not, just secure the services of a 
shouting tenor who carries a “ white, ” hard, open tone 
up to G- and A-flat; or of a hollow-toned contralto who 
prides herself upon her climax upon high notes. They 
will furnish you with some data upon this subject ) An¬ 
other question : Does the act of opening the passage be¬ 
tween the throat and the nasal cavity incline to relax or 
to exert the palatal muscles? How, by means of the 
sense of hearing, may we tell when tone is taken with 
palate relaxed ? Do you begin to see the possibility of 
temporary use-very brief and fleeting, let ns hope-of a 
nasal tone in vocal practice ? At this point the opponent 
in this argument may vindicate his opposition by mak 
ing a throaty nasal tone, declaring his conviction that 
there is no place in voice culture for a sound like that. 
Let us commend him for his conviction if we can not for 
his discernment. 
Let us put the proposition in another form. But first 
an illustration : Supposing that a certain part of a me¬ 
chanical contrivance-wire, paper, or any flexible sub- 
stance which should stand upright has become bent to 
an angle of forty-five degrees, which course will be 
more likely to restore it to the desired perjiendioular 
or 
0I>posite 
a part 
re- 
to bend it back exactly to the place required 
to push it over to forty-five degrees in the 
direction? As we attempt to change such 
to a new position we find that it constantly , 
acts toward the former position. Will not, theref * 
some exaggeration in the change assist in securing th 
desired perpeudicular ? If the voice is produced twfo 
down in the throat, might there not be some science in' 
bending it, so to speak, too far np into the nose? 
It will be remembered by those who have taken the 
trouble to follow these articles that, in the first two a 
considerable number of propositions were laid down 
and that we are now engaged in expanding some of these 
The one which might properly be brought before ns in 
this connection is : “The beginning of anything may lie 
very unlike its final development.” The final develop¬ 
ment of tone in good teaching never admits the slightest 
nasal quality, although the highest development of vocal 
resource will always include a sensation of nasal reso 
nance. 
There has been considerable debate upon this subject 
of late among the most advanced thinkers npon voice 
matters. This debate, as waged in the musical journals, 
is often acrimonious, and productive of a sort of exag 
gerated statement that one falls into when combating a 
sharp opponent. A more profitable form of discussion 
is that carried on privately by thoughtful teachers and 
students, who compare notes and examine into practical 
results without the admixture of a controversial spirit. 
I have a number of such correspondents, and will vent¬ 
ure to quote a little. 
Mr. Charles Davis Gallup, of Norwich, Connecticut, 
one of the most thorougly posted voice teachers I know, 
thus records the conclusion arrived at by some of the 
best thinkers in the profession: “ I believe this system 
of singing with soft palate low and forward is the cor¬ 
rect one, but I agree with you in regard to good tone 
actually going through the nose” (this means that it 
does not go through the nose when perfected). “ There 
may be a perceptible vibration in the nostrils, hut it is 
very slight, even when the singer intends singing the 
tone straight through the nose, provided other necessary 
efforts for good tone are made ” (and besides “ efforts ’’ 
he might add “precautions,” as he does in another 
place, referring to the fault of guttural compression in 
connection with this nasal intention). Mr. Gallop then 
makes a very acute observation to the effect that, though 
the mechanical development of the voice requires its 
practice with tongue and palate devitalized, the best 
quality of tone does not come under these conditions. 
This touches upon another of the propositions previously 
laid down in this series, namely, “ The voice when pro¬ 
duced with the greatest ease and freedom is colorless, 
without expression.” And this leads me to refer to 
another correspondent of mine among the profession, one 
whose name I will not give, for though I should speak 
of his ability in certain directions as transcendent, and 
I have learned many things from him which I value very 
highly, I am going to refer to him as having the usual 
complement of human limitations, and we, none of os, 
like to have this sort of thing mentioned except in the 
strictest pri vacy. I have heard some of his pupils sing 
with a freedom of tone production that was nothing 
short of phenomenal, but the tones were not such as 
we are accustomed to expect of the human voice; they 
suggested some newly discovered instrument. 
Emotional quality comes into the voice by means ot 
the resistance which opposing or modifying actions exe 
upon voice production. The voice that “ trembles 
emotion ” is one in which favoring and opposing action, 
about counterbalance each other. When the voice 
“chokes with emotion ” the opposing actions overbn 
ance. There are times when the emotional tone, a so 
of orotund voice, is more powerful than the less ex 
pressive “ white ” quality, and so might perhaps lie eon 
sidered more free in its emission. But in this case 
hears the effort by which more room is obtained 'n 
throat for the action of the vocal organs, the 0 
which, though it colors the tone and secures gn-s 
power, takes away the impression of ease and tr 
Pedagogically, ease and freedom of tone delivery ® 
come first, and then may come with proper effec 
modifying influences, which give the tone express' 
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“sympathetic” timbre, an “appealing” 
<L«W' \ - tone, etc. The latter must spring 
quality, » the former, for ii tone pro- 
r-t::;and labored the artistic elements fail of 
e®f Of the commonest errors that yonng teachers fall 
it seems to me, is that of asking pupils for a 
int’ itJve tone from the very outset. As was r, 
"C ’ TThe second of these articles, yon can get cab- 
^ thlnt a long preliminary growth, but not roses. 
-SUITES?- - - 
8e”r*nj 
from its final development. 
exact ear in singing. 
by CHARLES A. FISHER. 
,‘riUw. i.-™, ’i" s»* “ *“ “ °r 
J “ distinguish intervals correctly, and possesses the 
sirable to be precise in the discussion of 
even at the risk of appearing finical. And, as P 
posed in this article to confine ourselves exc u _ J 
The voice, the title of exact ear in smgxng will doubtles 
be accepted as covering the case. oc nl(, - 
The subject is not a new one—in fac , 1 is - - ‘ 
the art of singing itself, but siuging teachers will n 
doubt admit that it is not for that reason any the less 
open to investigation. „,anv 
It is a well-known fact that there are a great ma y 
people in the world who are unable to distinguish one 
melody from another ; people otherwise -nnally con 
stituted, intelligent, and frequently of large“ 
other directions,-as, for instance, General Grant, who i 
said to have acknowledged that he on y „ 
“tunes,” the “Doxology” and “Old Hundretl. 
such are, of course, outside the pale of ourinvestigaton 
anil so also are those unfortunates who, while posse®8 g 
voices (and sometimes excellent voices) are utterly 
destitute of the sense of pitch,—a fact wine 1 wi 
press itself most forcibly on any one who is called p 
to examine applicants for admission to a chorus. 
These and the like anomalous classes being isp 
of with a polite sigh, we shall confine ourselves to the 
really important cases that are continually present g 
themselves to the singing teacher ; persons wi g 
voices, intelligent, with a fair knowledge of music, 
moreor less talented, to whom it would seem almos ac 
to say, “ Brother (or sister), go your way, abau on so ’ 
and sin no more against the law of tonal purity, 
to whom we feel impelled to extend the welcome 
friendly interest, coupled with the duty of cons 
tionsly endeavoring to eradicate the evil. ^ e are 
ing now, remember, of a class of vocal pupils for w 
it is, both musically and from motives of self ln ®re8 ’ 
worth while to make an effort, and an extraoi in. 
effort. 
The difficulty under which they labor name y, wa 
of exact ear—presents itself to yon in various Plase^ 
Many only have the common fault of a tendency o 8 
sharp on the crescendo and flat on the decrescen o, w 
some the low tones are flat, the high tones sharp. 
But the remarkable cases are those in which t e w‘ 
of total purity is confined to one or two notes gener. y 
in the upper register. The evil is often interesting 
the variety of its appearance. 
The first step, especially in the last-named ins 
(that of falsity on some particular tone only), 18 
certain whether or not there is some organic trou > e i 
a. • 
the etude 
becomes a matter of investigation for the throat 
specialist. 
Bnt what are we to do with the many with whom the 
trouble is purely one of a want of exact ear ? 
For purposes of illustration let ns investigate some 
particular example, and let ns remember that the in¬ 
stance cited is not hypothetical, bnt one of actual occur¬ 
rence. 
A pupil with a good voice of considerable range, a 
lady of education and refinement, presents herself for 
instruction. She has taken lessons for about two years 
on the Continent of Europe from a teacher of repute, is 
musical, has snug in good choruses abroad, and plays the 
piano quite well. , 
Some of her tones are flat, some are sharp, and she is 
nearly always painfully aware of the impurity of tone, 
and her inability to sing in tune is a source of great 
vexation to her. 
After a few lessons she casually produces some of the 
exercises of her Continental teacher, bearing the follow¬ 
ing marks from the hand of her instructor in various 
places : zu hock, etwas zu tief, ein wenig zu hoch, zu tief, 
and so on. . 
It must be admitted that this is a very easy and me¬ 
chanical method of impressing the acquisition of exac 
ear on a pnpll; unfortunately, like all easy teaching, 
^Pr^eTclre and patience in interval instruction, and 
in constantly fixing on the mind of the pnp.l the 
solute importance of hearing each tone, as it ™e’ 
the mind’s ear, before attempting to produce it, would 
f, th„ teacher’s task. Of course, this would have been 
more troublesome thau filling the page with 
to the effect that this tone is “ too high,” and that one 
&atThZ is a story told of the great French Pjtat-jJ-- 
tad^d ’the master’s studio with the purpose of 
becoming a painter. more, 
impatient, interrupt » ? me wbat to 
rir, lively, “did 
y0?beeVpnSpU badCnoS* reply to this question, 
and the master continned, gravely■ ind how can 
“ if yon do not see pictures m yom 
you expect to P^^^VaT^at Millet sought to 
Imagination, of course, wa 
use in his pupil- y in one art as in 
I0W’ ^fre^ber wbo Xto awaken it in the 
,ther, and the teach accomplished little, no 
tb.. P.P» 
the pu|>i' 
tention and Reflection u and aii are aware 
But these a-dlfl C^Pi to take things easy, 
at the majority of music, as in other 
ioughtlessness a^ ging of the many for the 
adies, are the beset g legg laborious, and 
ocess of thought is alwa? Jn the page 0f large 
ted attention require^ ff ^ ^ ^ the better 
ionises, for instant , nei hbors and act as a sort 
iltivated ear tha e of the timid and nncer- 
’ leaning-posts for the 8 Jmeans that the thoughtless 
fin voices near them, dQ the thinking for them. 
mjority allow the e*actJ_^iou ^ individnal pupils, 
To return to tta he couree of this article is 
ue single examp e ^ ^ and there .s no 
B its essential features , ■ from results ob- 
oubt in the writer’s right care and 
ained over and overag^j ^ great majority of 
latience on the P» id improvement. 
Of course, it is not to he supposed that the teacher can 
do it all. Without a receptive and responsive pnpil the 
best teacher will find his efforts of small avail. But we 
are considering here the not inconsiderable numlier of 
intelligent pupils willing to learn and anxious to remove 
an annoying stumbling block in the way of progress 
and certainly they deserve especial care and patience a 
the hands ot the teacher. 
The few extraordinarily gifted ones destined to shine 
among the world’s greatest singers, and possessing al 
the physical and mental endowments, a phenomenal 
voice, originality, imagination, and the capacity for 
great effort—these have comparatively little use or 
teachers at all. . . ... 
First and foremost, the teacher’s business is with ‘he 
intelligent possessors of good voices, which it is his duty 
to render serviceable in the more or less circumscribed 
musical community in which he labors, it seems 
proper that he should be willing to put himself to some 
trouble to accomplish this desirable end. 
-By an oversight in the proof reading departmen t the 
name of the writer of the article, “ Good Voice or Good 
Singer,” in the July Etude, was not given, it was 
written by Mr. Horace P. Dibble. 
& saw 
sr.b» wbi 
;s: S2- «=l> stsJ: ‘ 
mind, depute ny a iorrc nOHSible to tie done by 
the soul more y fbtats it is important 
^-ss^^«a,3L3as: 
X? umfj ™'8". °"'n 
ridiculous.—London Music. 
ANSWERS to voice questions. 
a A ini A course of regular lessons in vocal music 
is inconsistent with the editor’. Me. of *££%*£* 
Every nde Ul(. book store ; only general 
“"^and general rules 
singer. Studying and planntog to mee^„ ^ ^ 
of the todivi.lmfigr Frederick Boot compwe 
articles now in progri - te(.bnical way. 
££%*£***»'™id™ 
a irnnkfl on voice culture are tlie 
1 hiiosop y - hook on singing. 
K The ££t Starve treatise on vocal physiology 
is by John Howard, of New or ^ judjt.iouH scale 
“°n 
, wj " ‘ -rket a tone that is too nasal, dency to correci * ' ,,,, ; . yeTy rare 
“br; r.bi*^r 
xE’Tb. d’ribk., .prropH.,. 
8lnging’ hv Concone for the bass 
B.—There are many ^ HfH-ure by addressing the 
and 'enorvo.cewbicl. y^ ^ moderD Jronp 0f studies 
editor of The Etui • _vicj, can also l>e secured 
~ 
°f Wization.” “Splendor” should 1* sung as 
tw pro- 
nnnciation of the last syllable. 
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STORIES OF FAMOUS SONGS. By S. J. Adair 
FitzGerald. J. B. Lippincott Company. Price, 
This is a day of research. The public is like a great 
interrogation point, an animated query. It wants to 
know all about its favorites, whether warriors, states¬ 
men, poets, musicians, or even objects which lack per¬ 
sonality, such as works of art, or, as in the book before 
us, songs. It would seem from a perusal of this work 
that but few, if any, of the famous songs of the world 
are without a tincture of romance of some kind. The 
human element is infused into the works of mankind, 
and ofttimes a simple little song is the outcome of a great 
emotional crisis, national or individual, the manifesta¬ 
tion of racial characteristics, the reflex of the thought 
and times that gave it birth. 
We note some of the songs that are considered in this 
volume: “ Home, Sweet Home,” “Robin Adair and 
Eileen Aroon,” “ Auld Lang Syne,” “La Marsellaise,” 
“Die Wacht am Rhein,” “Star-Spangled Banner,” 
“\ankee Doodle,” “Kathleen Mavourneen,” “Last 
Rose of Summer, ” and many other favorite English, Con¬ 
tinental, Welsh, Scottish, and Irish songs. A full chap¬ 
ter is devoted to the consideration of “ God Save the 
Queen,” which is set to the same tune as the American 
hymn, “ My Country ’Tifl of Thee.” 
It is easy to see that a work such as this has great 
value to the musician, especially those who are interested 
in the now popular lecture recitals, which touch upon all 
topics related to music, even some that are decidedly 
recondite. 
The author says that he spent more than fifteen years 
in the gathering and preparation of material for the 
book, and it bears evidence of careful work. Of course, 
it must follow that there is controversy on subjects such 
as these, but the author is at pains to state the reasons for 
his conclusions. 
The book contains 426 pages, with elaborate index, 
and is a perfect mine of information on the subject, and 
incidentally on many other cognate questions. It should 
be in every mnsical library, since it gives most valuable 
information in a convenient form. 
THE HOMOPHONIC FORMS OF MUSICAL COM¬ 
POSITION. By Percy Goetschius. G. Schirmer 
$1.50. 
The author, in his preface, says, “The book lays no 
claim to furnishing clues to the subtle art of composi¬ 
tion it is “no more than the enumeration and 
explanation of the formal designs and methods of struct¬ 
ural treatment in the homophonic domain of mnsical 
composition.” Having kept this in mind, we can say 
that the author has produced a book which should be 
helpful to the student of composition or analysis, and to 
the teacher a work which can easily form the basis of 
class instruction. We understand that a work on Poly¬ 
phonic Forms of Composition is to follow. We quote the 
following principles of criticism given to the composer: 
1. Is the work sufficiently melodious, and is its 
melodic delineation striking, agreeable, and ingenious? 
2. Is the formal design rational and clear? 
3. Is its rhythmic structure distinct and effective? 
4. Does it contain sufficient harmonic and modulatory 
fullness and charm? 
5. Is the demand of contrast adequately respected, 
and the bane of monotony avoided ? 
6. Is it written conveniently and sensibly, with regard 
to the technic of the instrument for which it is 
designed ? 
7. Is its title appropriate? 
8. Does it sound as well as it looks upon the paper? 
INTERLUDES. Seven Lectures. By the late Henry 
C. Banister. Collected and edited by Stewart 
Macpherson. Macmillan Company. f!2.(K) 
Prof. Banister belonged to the conservative school of 
English musicians, and whenever his thought impinged 
TflE ETUDE 
upon modern ideas and methods of composition and 
mnsical expression he shows a slight feeling of dissatis¬ 
faction. And yet one would not call his writings those 
of the fogy. His views were determined by his training 
and his turn of mind. 
But few, if any, of the English musicians have done 
more yeoman service in the cause of musical literature 
than did Prof. Banister. The lectures contained in this 
book were delivered before various schools or mnsical 
bodies, and are on topics of great interest to the pro¬ 
fessional and amateur as well. Some of the lectures are 
“The Appreciation of Music,” “The Development of 
Movement Structure,” “Some Thoughts Concerning 
Musical Composition,” and “Counterpoint in Modern 
Free Composition.” 
These are subjects which Prof. Banister’s long expe¬ 
rience in teaching theory render doubly interesting to 
the reader. They are full of good ideas expressed in a 
clear, attractive style. One element in much of Prof. 
Banister’s writing shows his feeling for classicality. 
Not only in the above writings, but in others, he has 
called attention to the principles of construction, and 
by comparison with other arts, especially literature, de¬ 
duced some valuable ideas, logical and clear in ex¬ 
pression and easy of application. 
The student of music, the teacher (who should never 
cease to be a student), and the writer on musical topics 
will each find material for his own use in this book, 
which is the work of a thinker and a scholar as well as 
a musician. 
SCHERZOSO. 
Extracts from a Music 
Her Not’’—for fifty cents. “I Would vL^T.“Tr»!t 
ways ’’—without accompaniment “See til o 
mg Hero Comes ’’—with full orchestra “<v, Co,n1<lUet- 
My Love Lies Dreaming’’-with iRumi^ 
“ There Was a Little Fisher Maiden ”!!^ J* 
Mrs. VhlaUhouse.—“ There tn t^. _ 
veutions. Just think ; there has been a idann”'1 0r 
that can be played in bed.” aUo lnvented 
Phlatthouse.—“ That settles it. After this it uin i 
kiBed.*^ ^ ,1U're CriPPling P'ayere ; th^ 111 iJltofc 
—In a New York church the clergyman ai.nnnn j 
that the proceeds of the collection would be devote 
reducing the debt on the church. During the 8, i 
ot the music, while the contribution boxifs wem £8 
passed, the tenor a German, had a solo in which Z 
the words. And the dead shall be raised.” He 
ceeded m electrifying the congregation by singing 
top ot Ins voice, Und ze debt shall be raised i„ 
twmghng ot an eye !” K 
THE DUENNA OF A GENIUS. M. E. Francis. 
Little, Brown & Co. $1.50. 
A new musical story, which should rank along with 
“ The First Violin.” The scene is laid chiefly in Eng¬ 
land, both the country and in London, the heroine being 
a young Hungarian violinist who has come to England 
with the hope of securing an opportunity for a public 
hearing and winning success. The unique and fascinat¬ 
ing individuality of the heroine, her whimsicalities and 
fitful, capricious nature introduce in the reader’s mind 
a constant apprehension lest the unexpected and unde¬ 
sired shall happen. 
The meeting of the violinist with a great pianist, in a 
most romantic manner as described, is one of the 'most 
charming pastorals in modern literature. The misun¬ 
derstandings of the two other principal characters fur¬ 
nish the more somber color. 
We recommend this book as a pure, wholesome story 
with none of the moral lapses which seem to be an al¬ 
most invariable feature in novels dealing with art life* 
AGES OF COMPOSERS. 
The following table of the ages attained by fifty-three 
of the best known composers has been compiled • Anber 
attained the age of 89, Bach 65, Beethoven 57, Berlioz 60 
Boieldieu 60 Brahms 64, von Billow 64, Cherubini 82 
Chopin 40, dementi 80, Cornelius 50, Cramer 87. Doni- 
Doz88’ Fi?,d 52-Fran* 77> «uck 73, GOnnod 
., Haltvy 65 Handel 74, Hauptmann 74, Haydn 74 
Heller 74 Hiller 74, Hummel 4!), Krentzer 09 Fr’ 
Lachner 86, Orlando di Lasso 74, Liszt 75, Lortzing 48 
Lowe 73, Marschner 66, Mehul 54, Mendelssohn 38 
Meyerbeer 73, Moscheles 79, Mozart 35, Paganini 58 
Palestrina 80, Raff 60, Rameau 81 Rossini 75 l>. i • ’ 
stem 66 Scarlatti 74, Schubert 31, Schumann 46, SchUtz 
8i, Smetana 00, Spohr 75, Spontini 77 Tartini 78 t 
bert 80, Wagner 70, and Welier 40. ’ Ta"' 
That is, 80 years were reached by Auber ChemW; 
C enienti, Cramer, Dorn, Lachner, /alest^^ *’ 
Scbutz, and Tauberfc • 70 fn ’ 
Wr, M.)sf:h,l(:3 Eo,,lni s'JC i T" 
Tartini, and Wagner Tl„ 
M-aart, ScbobM.'i", 
“■*»•» «■««... 
Wullner, 66.—“ Conner.” , V eidi, 8t>; 
A Friendly Suggestion.—“ What a strong shrill 
voice Miss Mellow has.” gl 8™ 
“Yes; I advised her to devote herself to Easier 
carols. ” 
“ Why ?” 
“Because they are sung only once a year.” 
„ —Here’s the tempting offer made (according to 
Harpers Bazar”) to a young lady who, possessing a 
piano, and being about to move to a small country town 
advertiser! for room and board with a family “ musically 
inclined”: T* 
“ Deare Miss, we think we kin sute yon with room and 
bord if yon prefer to tie where there is musick, I play 
the fiddel, my wife the orgin, my dotter Jule the akor- 
dion, my other dotter the liango, my sou Hen tlie gittar, 
my son Jim the floot and koronet, and my son Clem the 
base drum, while all of us sings gospell hirns in which 
we would lie glad to have you take part both vocal or 
instrumental it you play on anything. We play by ear 
an’ when we all git started there is real musick in the 
air. Let ns know if you want to come here to bord.” 
—“My dear,” said Mr. Hawkins to his better half 
the other morning, “ do you know that you have one of 
the best voices in the world?” 
“Indeed!” replied the delighted Mrs. H., with a 
flush of pride at the compliment. “ Do yon really think 
so?” 
“1 certainly do,” continued the heartless husband, 
“otherwise it would have been worn out long ago.” 
—A family was discussing music when one member 
strove to recall tlie name of a certain composer. 
“I can’t remember it to save my life,” she said, 
although it is on my tongue’s end. As near as I can 
come to it, his name is Doorknob.” 
“Doorknob!” repeated one of the others. “There 
is no composer whose name sounds anything like that. 
I ’ll go over a few names—Beethoven, Mendelssohn, 
Wagner, Haydu, Handel”— 
“That’s it,” interrupted the forgetful one. “Bs 
Handel. I knew it was something you seized with yonr 
hands.” 
Composer.—“ I hope you like my new opera.” 
Critic.—“Oh, it’s good enough in its way, aod I dare 
say it will be performed after the works of Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven, and Meyerbeer are forgotten.” 
Composer.—“ Really ? ” 
Critic.—“Yes, but not till then.” 
— Baron Haussmann was a fellow-pupil with berlioz 
at the Paris Conservatory, then under the direction o 
Cherubini. Berlioz was an unruly genius, and wro e 
music when lie should have been studying conn 
poiut. Consequently he was not in favor with 
teachers, and especially with tlie precise and claS3‘ 
cal ” Cherubini. , ts 
One examination day, as Hanssmann relates 1® 
“ Memories,” Cherubini was miming over a piecew 
Berlioz had submitted, when he came upon a comp 
rest of two measures. (lirMi 
“ What is that?” he asked, in his usual lll-n® 
tone. , 
“ Mr. Director,” said the pupil, “ I wished to Pr0( 
an effect which I thought could best he produce 
si lence. * * 
“Ah, you thought it would produce a good effect npo 
the audience if you suppressed two measures . 
“ Yes, sir.” mi 
“Very good. Suppress the rest; the' effect 
better still.” 
—A school-lxiy, called upon to define Melody ^ 
mouy, wrote : “ Define Melody you hear itlsaV u 
melody, etc., etc., and Harmony suppose a P®. ^ 
down and a piece, and somebody else sat 1 it 
played something that, went with it, you wou ' 
harmonized.” This yo.uug gentleman is hi * 
to obtain a certificate from some examining hoiy- 
THE ETUDE 
THE Kindergarten Music-building Game recently men- 
thf. Etude is gaining wide recognition among 
Lsic teachers. It is evident that this manner of 
teaching the rudiments of music is a great stride m ad¬ 
vance of what has heretofore been practiced, and is well 
in keeping with the reforms of to-day in our schools 
The object is to inspire the young child with a love 
for music; to simplify and make interesting the dry 
skeleton of this science, which has so often discouraged 
and repelled the beginner ; to press the art side of music 
to the front The mechanical, the scientific side is 
there, unseen, and, ere the child is aware, it has a mnsical 
development not dreamed of in the past, still less real¬ 
ized in tots considered too young for the piano. The 
game sells for $1.50 with characters uncut, $2 with 
characters cut ready for use. 
months’ subscription to The Etude for 25 cents. 
These three months’ subscriptions must not include 
any issues beyond September. There were a great 
many of our subscribers who took advantage of this 
summer subscription, and no doubt have found it emi¬ 
nently satisfactory with the class of pupils with which 
■ it is impossible to pursue any systematic course. The 
object of this subscription is to keep alive the interest of 
pupils during the summer months, when the regular 
lessons have been suspended. 
***** 
The next issue of The Etude will contain a supple¬ 
ment. It will Ire a portrait of one of the masters, large 
size, suitable for framing. 
***** 
* * ^ 
* * * 
“Ear Training,” by Arthur E. Heacox, which we 
have in press, is progressing satisfactorily and we hope 
to have the work out in time for the fall teaching. It is 
a work in which every music teacher should be inter¬ 
ested. Ear training is fast becoming a regular study of 
music, which it always should have been, but, owing to 
the nature of music and having a large percentage of 
mechanical training connected with it, the mental train¬ 
ing has been overlooked. Our system of education is 
fast recognizing the importance of ear training, and it is 
now assuming a very prominent place. This work of 
Mr. Heacox is up to date. He is a regular teacher of 
ear training in the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, and 
the work has been thoroughly tested for years. We 
would advise every practical teacher to at least send for an 
advance copy, which may be purchased for 25 cents, post 
age paid. This will give an opportunity to examine the 
work. In a great many cases the teachers themselves 
will apply the instruction of this work to themselves, 
and no doubt with profit, and then they will impart it 
to their class. We are exceedingly anxious that this 
branch of mnsical education should receive proper recog 
nition. The work will be out in a very short time, and 
we would advise all those who intend to take advantage 
of this special offer to do so before it is too late. 
***** 
We have in press a work for singing classes entitled 
“Choral Class Book,” by L. S. Reason and H. H. 
McGranahan. It is jnst such a work as the average 
singing class requires ; it contains elementary exercises 
for the very beginners ; it has an intermediate and a 
concert department. The book is octavo size and will 
contain one hundred and ninety six (196) pages. It can 
now he purchased on advance offer for 25 cents, but not 
more than one copy will be sent to any address at this 
price. We have received several orders for over one 
hundred copies in advance from those who have exam¬ 
ined a few of the sample pages. We have had printed 
a few copies of the first part of the book, which we will 
send to any one who applies. These pages g*ve a TelT 
good idea of the character of the book. The wroik is 
expected to be on the market soon after the 1st of Sep¬ 
tember. 
* * „ 
* * * 
Db. H. A. Clarke’s book on “ Harmony ” has met 
with great success with those who have had ail oppor 
tonity to examine the book. It is just such a work as 
the progressive teacher should use for theory. Much 
mystery has been thrown about the study of theory, aud 
the study has suffered on account of improper text 
Books. If any of the readers iutend to inaugurate a 
theory class in the fall, we would advise a careful exam¬ 
ination of this work. 
***** 
The importance of “Touch and Technic,” by Dr. 
Mason, and the “Standard Graded Course of Studies, 
by W. S. B. Mathews, entitle them to a place in the 
curriculum of our institutions of learning. In the cata¬ 
logues of institutions there is a course of study prepared 
which in most cases, is not carried out in practice. The 
above two works are particularly progressive and sys¬ 
tematic and ought to form a part of every music course 
in institutions of learning. In the making up of cata¬ 
logues for the next season it will be weH enough to bear 
in mind that the course of study can be considerably 
improved by the incorporating of these two works in t le 
curriculnm. 
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There will be no cessation of our activity in this line. 
Supplements will lie given, and everything done to make 
the paper as valuable as we jiossibly can. 
If you have not our premium list, we shall be pleased 
to send you one, and also some free sample copies to 
assist you in obtaining suliscriptions among your scholars 
and friends. 
***** 
The earlier yon send in your orders for On Sale 
music, particularly for the next season’s work, the better 
it will be for us and the less delay there may be for you. 
As you are most likely aware, from the last week in 
August to the middle of September all the schools are 
opening, and they all desire their packages at that one 
time, so that we are extremely busy, and the earlier we 
receive your orders, the more careful attention we will 
be able to give them, and you will !>e sure to receive 
them at the desired time. 
. * . * * 
IN response to onr request for the names of teachers of 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic” we have thus lar re 
ceived the following. We trust that readers of The 
Etude will send in the names of all good teachers of 
this system that they know of, to be used for reference in 
this office when requests to recommend teachers of tin* 
system are received : 
***** 
During the summer months we expect the return of 
all On Sale music which our patrons do not desire o 
«tain and a complete settlement made of all accounts. 
This is near the end of the general season as » 
If you have not already made your returns kindly do 
,1 ilc, before are ,-e.l l.k foil 
♦ * 
* * * 
The advertising columns of The Etude offer excep- 
tLe making known or the selling 
3S^=SS 
LtTXrSeSnoSn than is possible by any other 
method- 
***** 
, • mlttances by express, money order, bank IN making rem tance.^^P ^ ^ ^ of the 
check, or draft. ^ revenne stamp on 
nl°”ey ¥b!s stlmp must be cancelled also by the sender 
same. This Man p ^ initials, aud the date, 
of the money, wi 8tamp not 0nly places some 
The neglect to atUic ^ ^ which is intended 
one else in a position P of the remittance in 
foryon^butdjtro^tic p^ffice money orders do 
not need an internal revenne stamp. 
* * * 
• n nf many of our patrons, unsolicited, 
From the opinion ” J^ pW8ent year has 
The Etude during ‘he“^tion9 and approval. W e 
fully met with■ th* ^ hM the paper had better 
can say truthful y us than during this time, 
or more careful atteut and the entire field 
New departments ,a'e for anything of interest 
has been canvassed tb«o * m fa steadily 
to our constltuen . ^ of onr snbHcriber8-a great 
growing. have solicited for us and sent «■ >» 
Arnold, Kittle M., 81 E. Perry St., Tiffin, Ohio. 
Adams, Mrs. Ada L., Moscow, Pa. r 
Betts, Miss Sally 8., 79 East Ave., Norwalk, Conn. 
Miss V E.. Fort Madison, Iowa. 
Collier Miss K. E., 145 llodner St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Dibble’ Horace P., 3631 Olive St., St. Louis Mm 
Dukes, Jas. R., 912 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo. 
kb? ss 
Leekner,’ Max, 709 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, 
LepTey, Jennie, Pipesrille, Ohio. 
Le Roy, Mrs. Frank, Wardner, Idaho. 
Morris, Miss Bessie, Shannon. Miss. 
Martin, Arthur W„ Box 84, Franklin, Mass. 
Miller, Mre. Laura, Kenuard, Neb. 
Min irk Miss Pearl A., Beatrice, Neb. 
Mills, A. H„ Greenland College, Limoni, Iowa, and 
dependence, Mo. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Rnpprecbt, C., 1722 Dolman St St Lonls, Mo^ 
pinipr E 35 Congress St., Milloro, mass. 
Stewart, Miss Harriet G., 49 N. Washington St., 
Rochester, N. Y. 
***** 
The publisher of this journal conduct* one of the 
largest, if not the largest, music supply Bouse for the 
fil ing of the wants of music teachers and schools of 
Jusic teat there is in the United States. This to onr 
main work on bride of the journal, and hw l-een partici 
larly successful, owing to the fact that all of our pub).t- 
ia y i 41,,! n«rd of the teacher kept 
plan 0f which we were the originators, the most exten- 
Pve.’ Onr custom of doing business i* very simple 
Among other things, by the sending of addressed posttd- 
«rd order blanks in every package we send out we 
tens prepay y«»r outer to us This is only one of the 
mfny advantages you obtain from dealing »U ns- 
y in onv wav dissatisfied with your present dealer, 
IrTyorarenot Latisfiecl, we should like at least to 
Id you our complete line of catalogues. "WchexpUin 
our terms and method of dealing. We.h«nMbe pleased 
to 0Den an account with any responsible person. 
Suffice it to say that the following educational pub¬ 
lications are published by this house: Touch and 
Technic,” by Dr. Wm. Mason; “Standard Graded 
>> tiw, fimf mid orieinal studies of this 
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kind, complete, by W. S. B. Mathews; and “Reed- 
Organ Method,” by Chas. W. Landon. 
We should be pleased to send any of the above or any 
other of our publications, on approval, to any respon¬ 
sible person who desires to look over them. 
We supply any piece of music or took connected in any 
way with music, no matter where published or by whom. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
THE ETUDE 
used with this air renders the piece available for use as 
a sacred song, with effective organ registration. 
The favorite German air, “An Alexis,’ in a new 
form, is useful either for piano or organ, and is a charm¬ 
ing arrangement of a simple air. It should be given 
with much sentiment, as the poem to which it was com¬ 
posed is a love-song, in which the maiden sends to her 
lover a rose, that when he sees it he may be reminded ot 
her. The piece must be played with careful phrasing 
and as vocally as possible. 
The musical supplement presents a fine variety of 
style, both instrumental and vocal. “Album Leaf,” by 
Herrmann Scholtz, will fall into the class of salon music. 
The editor has compared the leading theme of three re¬ 
iterated notes to three pearls in a varied setting, and we 
would call the attention of players to the fact that this 
figure appears very frequently in the piece. The syn¬ 
copated accompaniments lend a flavor of improvisation 
to the piece. It is full of poetry or romance of the 
feuilleton type, and should be an admirable stimulus to 
a growth of interpretative powers. 
The name of Scharwenka to a composition may be 
accepted as a guarantee of value. The minuet in 
D-major, by Philip Scharwenka, is a most captivating, 
dainty musical gem in the favorite rhythm of the days 
gone by. We can see the ladies and gentlemen of the 
court in their magnificent costumes, their powdered 
hair, in the pictures called up under the influence of 
this piece ; the stately courtesies of the ladies, courtly 
bows of the men, all the pageantry of the festivities of 
the court ball. The rhythm must be carefully observed, 
even with a bit of capricious rubato. There is a deli¬ 
cious appearance of the leading rhythmical figure at the 
close of the piece that will put the young pianist on his 
mettle to give an artistic rendering. 
A new world is opened to the player by the name of 
Grieg, the land of the North, the country of the sturdy 
Scandinavian, the old Viking sea-robbers of the Middle 
Ages. Their robust, virile natures demanded a sturdy, 
strongly marked rhythm in their music, yet their poetic 
natures, as exemplified in their wonderful, lofty mythol¬ 
ogy, filled all with the rich coloring of strongly contrast¬ 
ing harmonies. Of all the Scandinavian composers 
Grieg has caught the racial character most admirably 
and developed a kind of music that is pronouncedly in¬ 
dividual. “The Dance Caprice ” has all those charac¬ 
teristics that have given Grieg his fame as a composer 
sui generis. 
“The Valsk Caprice,” by Frank L. Eyer, is a 
pleasing work, which, as implied in the title, is not to 
be rendered in a wooden, metronomically exact tempo. 
The rendering of a caprice should suit the spirit that 
conceived it. Modern lyric compositions are much more 
the expression of moods than the development of a 
musical idea, as is the case in the classical forms, and a 
caprice invites a great variety, even contrariety, in 
moods. The player has ample room for the infusing of 
his own individuality in such a piece. 
For those who are interested in ensemble playing we 
give a lively, taking piece, “Goldfish Polka,” by A. 
Goerdeler, in dance rhythm that is easy of execution and 
simple of understanding. Steadiness and firmness of 
rhythm are indispensable. 
Our two vocal numbers are gems of the first water. 
Mr. Nicholas Douty’s charming setting of a dainty lyric 
“My Sweetheart,” will surely please teachers, pupils’ 
and singers. It will admit of much artistic work both 
in articulation and in tone production. It is the work 
of a composer who is an experienced teacher as well as 
au artistic singer. 
The Welsh air, “All Through the Night, ” as arranged 
by Mr. W. J. Baltzell, should prove a piece that will go 
into the repertoire of every singer who sees it. The ac¬ 
companiment is an entirely new arrangement, made 
especially for The Etude, and adds to the simplicity of 
the melody a slightly elaborated background that con¬ 
tributes materially to the musicianly value of the song. 
The accompanist has no slight responsibility in playing 
his part. The addition of sacred words that may be 
HOME NOTES. 
Mr. Wm. E. Snyder, of Detroit, has been studying with Win. H. 
Sherwood at Chautauqua during the summer. Mr. Snyder will 
teach in Mr. Sherwood’s school in Chicago next season. 
Mr. Will A. Harding will teach in the Harding Ladies’ College 
and Conservatory, Mexico, Mo., next season. 
The Faelten Pianoforte School, Boston, Mass., had a successful 
summer season. The fall session will begin September 12th. 
A number of the musical fraternity in Boston and Cambridge, 
Mass., gave a testimonial concert to Mr. Charles L. Capen, in Cam¬ 
bridge, in recognition of his work as musician, teacher, and critic. 
Mrs. Metta M. Libis, with the assistance of some of her pupils, 
gave a special recital at the State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis. A 
feature was the interpretative notes to the various compositions. 
The fall term of the Music Department of the Kansas State Nor¬ 
mal School, Emporia, Kan., will begin September 5th. Mr. Charles 
A. Boyle is the director. He has three assistants. 
The Bloomington, Ill., Conservatory of Music, under the direction 
of Mr. Arthur Basset, will begin instruction for the season Septem¬ 
ber 5th. Courses are offered in piano, singing, organ, violin, and 
theory. 
The Conservatory of Music connected with Howard Payne Col¬ 
lege, Brownwood, Tex., will begin the fall term August 31st. Mrs. 
Cora G. Jones is the director. The catalogue shows a very thorough 
course in piano playing. 
I received the last package of music On Sale, for which 
I am very grateful. The selections are carefully made 
and are appreciated by my pupils as well as myself. 
Lizzie Richardson. 
1 received “Masters and Their Music,” by W. S. B 
Mathews, and think it is a splendid book. 
Nellie Arenz. 
* don’s “Foundation Materials” a very 
excellent book for young beginners ; am very wed 
pieased with it, and like it better than any other 
method I have ever used heretofore. y 
Mrs. Henderson. 
of‘MS“ ™rd a,nd Fourth Grade Pieces,” like all 
ciallv' M heWS works- 18 very good, the remarks espe- 
R. E. Gutterman. 
Jn!!”1™ satisfied and much pleased with the “ Pro- 
nonncing Dictionary of Musical Terms ” bv Dr flurL-o 
My pupils are delighted with “Landon’s Method.” 
Mrs. Annie Gleason. 
mart satisfactory S““'°h lo“ilh°“" “ °f 
Miss a. Braithwaite. 
t£g“i£l,b.S,thI'“e “* mroirrf' 
Oora E. Lire. 
•SfJtaSi r" 
had I selected it myself 6 beenT better suited 
J ' Lida Huff. 
Jr.‘hi"k ‘1 
mrs. Mabel Van Schoonhovkn. 
a nnSr^feyeamDLdZ11'8 “T?uch and Technic” for 
from any other system. ” ° ’ m“? W.'g.’pSiS!" 
I like Mr. Sellon’s ideas very much T.. u 
find them very helpful especially the que£&Sf 
pupil and exchanging ideas. Mrs. J J. JeffIus 
I have received Mr. E. M. Sefton’s book “n 
Teach : How to Study,” and think it a ^luab^w 
and very helpfol to young teachers. ’e bool! 
Mabel Salisbury. 
I have been much pleased with “Music - Its m , 
and Methods ” Indeed, I find Mr. Mathews’ worft 
general very helpful. Mrs. A. J. DoWn 
I was very much pleased with Mr. Mathews’ „ 
book, as I am with everything he writes. tw 
Carlotta L. Hiu,. 
“The Masters and Their Mnsic,” by W S P 
Mathews, was duly received. The book has ali of th» 
qualities claimed for it, aud is an excellent work forn . 
in classes. All teachers will find it a great helowiTh 
their teaching, and I would advise pupils to read it as i 
will give them quite an insight into the life of the’older 
composers. It is so nicely condensed that one gets the 
facts without a tediously long story. 
J. M. Hobbon. 
The elegant and attractive style of the volume “The 
Masters and Their Mnsic," combined with its instructive 
contents, make it a work which must delight all students 
of music and literature. I have already derived muck 
benefit and enjoyment from Mr. Mathews’ discussions 
therein, and shall continue studying them with ever 
increasing pleasure. ' C. A. Nash. 
I have read “The Masters aud Their Music,” by 
W. S. B. Mathews, and consider it a comprehensive aud 
practical book. It is especially noteworthy for its arti¬ 
cles on the composers of the present day, both American 
and foreign. The entire book is readable and valuable. 
Ioi.a M. Gilbert. 
I have taken great pleasure in reading “The Masters 
aud Their Mnsic.” It is a most charming work, one 
that every musician would appreciate. 
Mrs. O. L. Rowland. 
The volume of “Third and Fourth Grade Pieces"I 
am using with the most satisfactory results. It is just 
what I have been looking for for some time. 
Lizzie M. Jennings. 
I have found Laudon’s “ Writing Book ” helpful. 
Daisy E. Austermell. 
I have received Landon’s “Sight Reading Album,” 
and am much pleased with it. Lily A. Mills. 
I have received Clarke's “Dictionary,” and aui de¬ 
lighted with it. Sadie I. Johnson. 
The “Dance Album” of easy mnsic recently issued 
by yon possesses the following merits : (1) A strict first 
class edition at less cost than similar editions published 
by other firms ; (2) pleasing and instructive music in 
good variety ; (3) carefully graded as to difficulty. 
George H. Carr. 
I have received the “ Dance Album ” and “ Third and 
Fourth Grade Pieces,” by Mathews, and wish to say 
that, like everything else connected with The Etude, 
they are the best there are to be had. 
Lou I. Richmond. 
I desire to acknowledge the reception of the copy sent 
me of the “ First Dance Album. ” It is one of the best, 
if not the best, collections of that style of mnsic that I 
have ever seen. Miss Johnnie Sanders. 
I find the “Duet Hour” a very pleasing collection of 
easy duets. Mbs. C. R. Foksteb. 
The “Duet Hour” is sure to be much sought after. 
for since they are all pretty, and yet so very simple, i 
will serve the purpose of a sight-reading book too, an 
nothing is so inspiring for a young player as to be ap»r 
of such a musical pleasure as reading duets at sig ■ 
To my knowledge, it is the first hook published to a 
this particular place, and surely will lie most helpm 
teachers and pupils. Mrs. Mame B. Pake 
I am a subscriber to The Etude, which I find to be 
almost indispensable to me as a teacher. 
Mrs. W. B. FbAZKB- 
Allow me to thank you for The Etude ; it bas 8^ 
me more real aid in my work than any other n 
used, by keeping me in touch with the music 
and giving me such valuable hints on how and « • . 
nse in teaching music. I know that I have done _j]s 
more valuable and satisfactory work, and P 
take much more interest in their work since n 
I shall always try to have every one ot my P P 
read it. . m0St 
The musical works yon send out are of * ® aB(j 
valuable assistance to me also. May The D ^ 
the Theo. I’resser publishing house continue 
prosperous. FANNIE RHODE*- 
I enjoy The Etude. It is always full 
Mrs. Belle C. Waldo. 
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Sbe.. 
latest... 
publications? 
THEO. jJ^RESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
60 
35 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
. To responsible teachers we will send on 
"“Corners" sohcHed'^Tad STw" of the country. 
|0"^“”F“0,brH'ES DanS'S 
Piano or Organ. Grade 1. 
2192. Waltz. 25 
2593. Polka-...-;. 25 
241)4. Schottische. 25 
0405 Mazurka..." 
sense. 
2496. Houseley, LL Martha Washington 
Colonial Dance. Grade ..••••• 
Ilirtt what teachers want for phrasingand rhythmi¬ 
cal drill. The principal melody is very catclui g. 
2501-21. Piano Duets of an Easy Grade of 
Difficulty. Published 111 one volume . 
“ The Duet Hour,” price $1.00; aud sep¬ 
arately, as follows: Grade I-II 
34. O What 
20 
2. 
35 
20 
20 
20 
2501. Wohlfahrt, F. Op. . wnau 
Joy.. 
2502. Vogel, M. Op. 47, No. 3. Through 
Field and Forest. 
2503. Behr, F. Op, 667, No. 1. Gypsy 
Maiden. 
2504. Weber, O. M. von. Hunters’^Cho¬ 
rus from “ Der Freischutz. 
2505. Marseilles Hymn. 
2506. Sartorio, A. Op. 222, No. 
Gypsy Life. 
2507. Low, J. March Impromptu. 
2508. Sartorio, A. Op. 222, No. 9. Ital- ^ 
ian Melody. 
2509. Sartorio, A. Op. 222, No. 8. Boy 
at Play.• 
2510. Sartorio, A. Op. 222, No. 1. Little 
Cradle Song. 
2511. Wohlfahrt, F. Op. 62. Little Sun- 
shine Polka.. 
2512. Wohlfahrt, F. Op. 62. Children’s 
Ball. 
Wilhelm, C. German National 
Song. 
Gruber, F. Silent Night, 
r Paisiello. The Miller’s Daugh- 
I ter. 
j German Folk-song. Hunting 
t Song. -1 
German Folk-song. The Little 
Bugler. 
Spanish Dance. La Cachucha. 
of 
THE ETUDE 
2498. Brown, Arthur L. Thine Forever. 
Waltzes. Grade III... 
An unusually good set of waltzes, rich in rhyth¬ 
mical variety aud fascinating melodies. The coda is 
particularly strong. 
2499. Brahms, J. Hungarian Dance No. 3. 
Grade III. 
One of the composer’s celebrated pieces; it has the 
piquant, melodic, and rhythmical charm that has 
made H ungarian music so popular. 
2500. Sproes, Charles Gilbert. Op. 23. 
A Song and a Sigh. Nocturne. 
Grade III.;••• 50 
A line song of the salon-music type. The principal 
melody is dainty and beautifully ornamented, the 
other themes being more vigorous and broader. 
2523 White, Maude Valerie. ’Twasinthe 
Lovely Month of May. For Me¬ 
dium Voice. Grade III. 
A fine song for teaching purposes or for recitals. 
It lias English and German words. 
2524. Bielfleld, A. Op. 50. No. 1. Scherzo. 
Grade II. 
Just the thing to interest the young pupil and to 
give him a taste for the best music; a good study in 
phrasing. 
2525. Brandeis, Frederick. Impromptu. 
Grade III.— 50 
This piece was awarded second prize in The Etud* 
composition contest in 1898, and is a Ane example of 
a niece in the modern lyric style. The principal 
melody is smooth and flowing, with a suggestion of 
the “Song Without Words” idea. 
2526. Biehl, A. Op. 143, No. 12. Turkish 
March. Grade I  
A good study in rhythmical and dynamic figures. 
Useful in the early grades. 
2527. Greene, H.W. Forever Mine. Song 
for Soprano or Tenor. Grade III... 
a stin.ing passionate song with a powerful climax. 
The wort ofPan experienced singing teacher, it ia 
well placed for the voice. 
2528. Greene, H. W. A Song of Trouble. 
For Alto Voice. Grade III. 
The song tells a little story and is adapted to serve 
as one of tie lighter nuinlmrs of a recital. 
20 
20 
eaeheus, 
Attention! 
E wish to thank our many customers (Ur 
their patronage to us in the past anti 
to solicit a continuance of those favors, 
promising to try and deserve it. Our sole aim is 
to make the teacher’s work easier, and our every 
move is to the teacher’s advantage. 
Advantages are to lie gained by dealing with 
us imjiossible to obtain elsewhere. 
V 
2513. 
2514. 
2515. 
20 
20 
20 
Norte— for Ihil Insert US °bj ’a. Mlb of U*« 
Wanted-two 
care of Etude. 
“TTINDERGARTEN MUSK BUILD^® ne^and 
lv ,^ienC« the rudiments of music 
interesting method of teacm g classes, is both 
20 
2516. 
2517 
-{ 
20 
20 
The Blue Bells 
Scotland. 
Mozart. Don Juan Minuet. 
Air Louis XIII. 
America. 1 
2518. Smallwood, W. The Little Hay- ^ 
akers. 
2519. Streabbog. Op. 78, No. 5. Birds ^ 
of Paradise. 
either individually or in 
simple and scientific in chief charms lie in 
dorsed by.leading mnmc^ The^ ^ «nt is 
the simplicity and truth- i *aie ud knowledge 
utility is demonstrated >7 ? the classes taught by 
the children gam from • ..Kindergarten Music Bmld- 
teachers who 1^pariin^ton, author and originator 
ing’’under Mm. N-KD^^ ^ September Mrs- 
of the method Dun of teachers in Portland 
Darlington wil teacl^class plliladelphia, care of 
Maine, and Bo9t°“’nH Chestnut St., where the Mnsic 
-*>>»«» b* 
obtained. 
OUR OWN PUBUICRTIONS 
are all edited and prepared for the teacher’s 
use by the leading teachers in the country. 
Printed on the best pajier from stone. 
ONE OF THE LiARCEST 
and best selected stocks of American and 
Foreign Music and Books in this country 
from an educational standpoint. 
PROMPT SERVICE, 
Every order receives attention the same 
day as received. 
THE MOST IilBERflLt TERMS 
and lowest rates possible. Only the best 
editions are kept by us. 
Tpic “ON SALtE '* PHAN, 
that is “ selection music,” is laid out on a 
more liberal basis than can lie obtained 
from any other house. For next season 
we are even lietter prepared than ever to 
fill all needs in this direction 
p 
2520. 1 ( 
Kinross, J. Melody. 
German Folk-song. The Live- r 
long Day. ’ 
f Berens, H. Op. 62. Forward] 
oWi | March! „ . , j- 
’ | Wohlfahrt, F. Op. 62. Gaiety 
l Polka. I 
One of the finest collections of easy duets in J ® 
market, including various dance rhythms, nat 
airs and favorite melodies. Many of Ihesc p’eces 
not to he found in any other collection. The i 
ensemhlo-plaving in the work of the teacher u 
established, a’nd every progiessive instructor sn 
add these pieces to his stock. The younger pupt 
Use them as lessons, the more advanced as practice i 
sight-reading. The teachorcan take either part , 
lag the pupil drill in melody and in bass play „• 
The pieces are all carefully fingered and phrased. 
20 
20 
The depart- 
under the direction of a thorough 
musician, and we can guarantee satisfaction. 
WE FURNISH everything 
in the line of music, and claim to U- 
the quickest mail-order house in 
the country. I nformation on any sub¬ 
ject in our line furnished gratis. 
EFFICIENT HERDS 
to the different departments, all under the 
direct supervision of Mr. Theodore Presser, 
a former successful and practical teacher. 
rovvDFNT ” OF NEW YORK, THIS 
rnilE “^PENDENT, ntennlai. As one 
]_ year celebrates it has changed 
method of emphasizing Century Magazine, 
the form of 'thej£, price from $3 to $2 a 
and has reduced its snt«c p s from 10 cents to o 
vear and the price \ f The Independent in mak- 
There is no The change in form 
tug these changes has readers, as it will be very 
will attract a wide circle of the reduction m 
mach more convenient to hand ^ gab?fribp for B paper 
price will enfleh^“c0^ unsurpassed, probably, fa £ ddres8 aU communications 
' the very highest class, uu i newspaper in the 
literarv ability, by an? ot^eP much attention to relig- 
I*';'” “ K “r.r tb« *"*“•* Jounwl'9llc 
successes of the year. 
Send for complete catalogues and terms. etc. 
Theodore Presser, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Etudes Arabesques .. for .. Piano 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
PRICE $1.00. 
This work consists of a theme with variations, but is 
unique in this respect that each variation is so constructed 
as to develop a special rhythmical figure, involving each a 
special technical principle. The Etudes, twenty-one in 
number, are, in a high degree, musicianly and will afford 
interest and stimulus to the student of composition as well 
as valuable drill to the player. Mr. Smith has added to 
his reputation by this work, which shows great ingenuity 
as well as true melodic character. Send for a copy on 
examination, to the publisher, 
T8EO. PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut; Street, Philadelphia. 
THE DUET HOUR. 
CHOIR 
A Collection of Piano Duets. 
PRICE $r.oo. 
The compositions contained in this work are all 
of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬ 
culty. Every one is melodious, and the work will 
surely please. No better collection of four-hand 
pieces has ever before been published. Subject to 
a liberal professional discount. 
FOR g AND 8 USE 
CONCERT 
IMPERIAL ANTHEMS. 
A collection of Choruses, Quartets, etc., for the 
Choir. More than 3000 sold the first week of its publi 
cation. Bound in boards, 75 cents each. $7.50 per dozen. 
CONCERT QUARTETS for Male Voices. 
CONCERT QUARTETS for Mixed Voices. 
Fine collections of Part Songs, Quartets, etc. In 
addition to the splendid concert selections, they con 
tain music for all the national holidays, and in no 
other books will be found such an array of Humorous 
Compositions. Price 50 cents each. $4.75 per dozen 
SACRED QUARTETS for Mixed Voices. 
SACRED QUARTETS for Male Voices. 
Choice collections of Quartets, Duets, and Sacred 
Songs. Without doubt the best general collections ever 
issued. Containing also special music for New Year, 
Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Price 50 cents 
each. $4.75 per dozen. 
Send for any or all on examination, or we will send 
specimen pages for the asking. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
25.000 SOLD. 
LANDON’S 
REED ORGAN METHOD 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. FOREIGN FINGERING. 
The pieces are selected from the best composers and 
are copiously annotated, and each piece has a lesson in 
which every point is fully explained and every possible 
help given the pupil. 
The method is superior in many practical points to 
those in general use. 
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until 
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every 
new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and 
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, but 
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is es¬ 
pecially arranged for the Rked Organ ; they are not 
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Further¬ 
more, the pieces are arranged to bring out the best ef¬ 
fects that the Reed Organ is capable of so finely giving. 
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Reed 
Organ, the music all being arranged on that basis 
Many new and charming effects are shown. Every piece 
is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively 
phrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of 
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The “ Reed 
Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in 
the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here 
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary 
performer on this instrument. 
The left hand is especially developed. Every feature 
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing 
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying ex- 
6rC1868< 
THEO. PRESSER, Pnblisher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
ir08 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Gyastik. 
SPECIAL OFFER 
FOR 
Music Teachers Only. 
E. T. Pauli Music Co.’s 
Publications. ,* 
We want every Music Teacher in this country 
who uses a good grade of popular music-teaching 
pieces to have copies of the following: 
No. 1. BEN HUB CHARIOT RACE MARCH. 
By E. T. Pauli. 
This is without exception one of the best and most 
popular marches of the present day. A splendid teach¬ 
ing piece, now being used by thousands of teachers A 
universal favorite. Fine Bass Solo. Try it. 
brigade No. 2. CHARGE 
MARCH. 
This Elastic Exer¬ 
ciser can’t be excelled 
for rapid and safe de¬ 
velopment of the hands 
of musicians. 
Two Exercisers,—one 
heavy and one light, 
with attachment for 
window frame, door 
frame or floor, or loop 
on foot, . - - $1.00 
Same with base stand¬ 
ard and catch, $2.00 
Discount to the Profession. 
J. STRONG, 
INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 
300 Fulton St., 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 
OF THE LIGHT 
By E. T. Pauli. 
This is a companion piece to the Chariot Race about 
No. 4 Grade. A magnificent piano piece; splendid intro¬ 
duction ; very brilliant throughout; great finale. A copy 
of this piece should be in the hands of every music 
teacher. 
No. 3. NEW YORK AND CONEY ISLAND 
MARCH AND TWO-STEP. By E T 
Pauli. 
This piece is written in six-eight time, having a bright 
catchy swing to the melody. A special feature of this 
piece is a fine Bass Solo, probably one of the best found 
in any popular composition; a piece that everybody likes. 
No. 4. AGACERIE 
Arnold. 
(Enticement). By Ion 
This piece comes under the head of light classics; 
makes one of the best teaching pieces now published; 
style of piece is very similar to Louis Du Bal; should 
become very popular. 
WALTZES. By 
Portraits of great Musician* 
LIPB SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
MOZART. LISZT, WAGNER, 
MENDELSSOHN AND BEETHOVEN. 
Price 50 cents, net. 
HANDEL, RUBINSTEIN CHOPIN 
Prio. si oo p°lUBERT> ™ HAYDN. SI.00. Postage and Tubs, to its. Extr* 
OTHBHS TO FOLLOW 
tior^'wherever inSuced"^^? ** greatest satisfa- 
was $4.50 each w ho„i fo"nyr price for these 
elegant Studio, Music Room o^arlor.''“ f<>r the m0St 
Sum* "Mjf“ 
harmony, 
AT THE PIANO, 
INSPIRATION. 
Price 50 cents each, net. 
Any or .ntarn* and «Bt by „pre8g wheQ 
AddreM THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
No. 5. QUEEN OF BEAUTY 
Otto Heinxman. 
This is without exception the prettiest set of waltzes 
published in years, about No. 3 Grade; very melodious 
and well written. We recommend this piece to the 
attention of teachers, believing it to be specially well 
adapted for teaching purposes. 
No. 6. AMERICA FOREVER ! MARCH. ByE- 
T. Pauli. 
The latest, greatest, and best march ever written by 
Mr. Pauli. Twenty thousand copies printed the first 
issue; a bright, stirring composition; good from start to 
finish. The finale gives a special treatment of the tune 
“ America,” that makes it thrilling and effective. Don’t 
fail to order a copy of this piece. 
SEE WHAT WE OFFER. 
We believe the above pieces to be the best 
published in their class, and in order to introduce 
them fully and give the readers of The Etude an 
opportunity to obtain them at special low rates, 
we agree to furnish any one copy selected for 25 
cents, or any four copies for 75 cents, or all six 
copies for 81.00. This is less than wholesale rates. 
In making an order be sure to mention this “ad 
in The Etude, otherwise the rate will be 25 cents 
a copy throughout. Our editions are the hand¬ 
somest issued by any publisher; amounts for 1®S 
than 81.00 can be sent in postage stamps. Make 
out a sample order and write for full catalogue 
containing 30 pages of music, sent free, postpaid- 
Address all orders and communications to the 
Publishers. 
E. T. PAULL MUSIC CO., 
44 West 29th St., New York. 
WITH SUPPLEMENT 
SEPTEMBER, 1898 
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Contents Concise and.... 
.A VAbUA^bE CObfcECTION.. 
Serving: a Unique and Original Purpose 
SIGHT¬ 
READING 
ALBU/A- r i 
Selected, 
Edited and An¬ 
notated by 
CHARLES W. 
LANDON. 
• 
PRICE 
$1.00 
l series of progressively-arranged pieces for the Piano, 
by the best composers, for the development of 
Rapid Sight Reading 
and Correct Musical Interpretation. 
Editorial..w'iTc'v. 
J. C. Fillmore, Obituary. It . & B. Jl.- 
Questions and Answers.-. . . 2aa , 
•Scberzoso..•;..JV- 
Thoughts, Suggestions, and Advice. _ . 7V. 
Letters to Pupi a. J. 8. ..... sr.7 
Letters to Teachers. .— 2> 
Musical Taste. Alexander MeArthur. 2:>8 
Wbv? Mrt. Hervum .  .. jj, 
Old Fogy Kedivivus.. ....„.... 2M I 
*» I 
Time Brings Q«e***/.-. 2L 
Teaching the first Fleur- a _____ 
ISfiriSSsm- gfa * ni&oZf iiardint,... VTj 
as Vocal Pepartment. 11- "■ “ ..... 
Studio ....— u 
Publisher’s botes-- 
Easily Understood 
A SYSTEM OFTEACHING 
HARMONY 
DESTINED TO BECOME 
The Standard Text-Book of 
Musieal Theory. 
• V 
HUGH A. CLARKE. Mus. Doc. 
of University of Pennsylvania. 
7«US1C 
P*IC1 IN «H**T rouu 
\l/ 
- 
The work gives embodiment to an entirely new idea. Mr. Landon 
a made a special study*of the working of a pupil’s mind in ea™ 
g to read at sight, and he here gives the musical profession, the I 
aults. His series of observations and experiments in this specia y j 
▼er sixteen years. The introduction gives ideas never be ore in 
dnt. The book has over eighty pages, and every piece is ® | 
loicest and most charming music, the result of many years o 
ireful search among the best things of foreign aud American com 
Jaitions. After serving their purpose for sight-reading, there ia. | 
&®n nothing finer, or even equal to it, published for stuc y an 
‘emorizing. The music is of such a high order that it has great 
*lue for refinement of taste and for general musical instruction* , 
fcachm of experience will be pleased to find in it some ol *e 1 
Sorter movements from their favorite classics. 
Prelude. D tat Or.»^'5- 
.- 
Return of iheHerue^ ... 
ssSsttssra-6*-.-. 
.JU.S0 
SUBSCRIPTION $1.50 PER YEAR. 
Single Copy 15 Cents. 
THE object which ha* alwaya been 
kept in view is how to enable the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most 
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, 
miles, etc., which make up the arl of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
For CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, $1.25. 
j Publinhed by . 
by.... 
PUBLISHED BY THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
